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B. J. Tracy, the famous
horseman of Lexington, Ky., assigned
Friday because of poor prices and the
over-supply of trotting stock. Tracy has
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trotters in England, France and Germany,
and was a thoroughbred breeder.
Assets
#75,000; liabilities #05,000.Mrs. Betsey
Holton, widow- of Edwin Moody of Northfield, Mass., and mother of Evangelist D.
L. Moody, died at 11.30 a. m. last Sunday. She suffered from a cold for a week
and Saturday morning took to her bed. A
doctor who was called said she had an attack of grip. Mrs. Moody was in her 91st
year and is survived by four sons_Hon.
Theodore llunyon, American ambassador
at Benin, died of heart failure Jan. 20th.
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Maine

to sail up the Dardanelles regardless of
the European Alliance, and when in front
of Constantinople demand, as we then
might, the protection of our people within
the Sultan’s dominions.
Such an utterance, coming from a member of the Committee on Foreign Relations
in the Senate, was one calculated to create
a sensation, not only in the
Senate, but
across the water.
Mr. Call of Florida tried to amend the
Armenian resolution by an expression
which would almost amount to a declaration of war by the United States against
Turkey. His amendment was defeated,
and the original resolutions were adopted
The resolutions will
without division.
receive the attention of the House next
week.

sea-

faring people.”
kipiton l hums. In advance,$2.00a year;
tin- year, $2.50; at the expiration of the
-.3.00.
uktimng Terms.
For one square, one inch
in column, $l.oo for one week, and 25
-i
each subsequent insertion. A fraction
uire charged a a full one.

Obituary.
Sophia Rice Caldwell, widow of John S.
Caldwell of this city, entered into rest Sunday morning, January 26th, after an illness

Belfast,

she has since resided. Four years before Mr. Caldwell’s
home had been left desolate by the death of
his former wife. The four little ones greatly needed a mother’s kindly ministries, and
no one could have brought to a
place, making
such varied demands, larger qualifications
of mind and heart.
She became to her husband a veritable helpmate. In the home,
and

came

to

of

one

To-Pay’s Journal.

where

Dec. 22ud.

Mrs. Chadbourne was then
at Barbadoes. The
Rockland Star says:
“Captain Walter
Chadbourne was formerly ot this city. He
was the son of Thomas W.
Chadbourne, who
was high sheriff of Knox
county in 1858. At
the time of bis death he was the only surviving brother of Mrs. C. M. Tibbetts of this
city. He bad many friends hereto whom
bis sad death will be a matter of sincere regret. Mrs. Chadbourne was a very estimable lady.”
on

critically ill and died

Mrs. Charlotte Lawrence died Jan. 19th,
Waltham, Mass., at the residence of her
daughter, after an illness of a year, aged 65
years. Mrs. Lawrence was the second daughter of the late Howard aud Eliza Horn and
the widow of the late Waldo Lawrence of
Bucksport. She leaves three sons and one
daughter, Mrs. Guy Homer aud Messrs.
John and Fred Lawrence in Waltham, and
Edward Lawrence of Bangor; also three
sisters and one brother, Mrs. Sarah Perkins
and Luman Horn of Massachusetts, and
Mrs. Eben Bridges and Mrs. Almira Hubbard of Bucksport. She was a member of
the Bucksport Methodist church for years.

Company Portland.

Total.§67,787.90
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Societies.

association. There
few shareholders in

was

Deputy Grand Commander Geo. E. Johninstalled the officers of Bay City Council,
A. L. of H., Jan. 20th.

son

OPERATIONS

4th,

sold

Enterprise Lodge, A. O. l\ W., at Knights
of Pythias Hall last Thursday evening.
There was a large attendance of members
served.

District Deputy Grand Chancellor Francis
H. Welch installed the officers of Mt. Waldo

Lodge, Knights of Pythias, at Frankfort,
last Thursday evening.
He was accompanied by several Sir Knights of Silver Cross
Lodge of this city.

A delegation from Silver Cross Lodge,
Knights of Pythias, went to Brooks Tuesday to make arrangements for instituting a
new lodge there.
They held a meeting at
the office of Dr. E. A. Kilgore and secured
several names to an application for a charA subsequent canvass of the business
ter.

part of the town resulted in other names beIt is expected to organize a
ing added.
lodge with 30 charter members very soon.
News of the

Granges.

Seaside Grange conferred the third and
fourth degrees on eight candidates last Saturday evening. The harvest feast was observed. About 75 members were present.
After conferring the degrees an amusing
dialogue was presented by several members.
A number of candidates have the second
degree, 4 were voted in and 4 proposed for
membership at the last meeting.
Northern Light Grange, No. 6, of Winterport has adopted the following resolutions:
Whereas, we have been brought to realize
the mysterious dispensation of Providence
in removing by death, from our Grange, our

much esteemed young sister Maud

;

Clements,

who during her short life had become endeared to the order by her gentle manners
and promptness to respond to requests for
the good of the order. Desiring to perpetuate her memory, be it therefore,
Resolved, That in Sister Clements, the
Grange has lost an earnest and devoted
member and the community a loving friend.
Resolved, That we humbly ask the privilege of embalming her memory with our
praise and extend our heartfelt sympathy to
her family circle.
Resolved, That these resolutions be published in the local papers and copies sent to
friends of the deceased and spread upon our
records, and that our charter be draped for

thirty days.

W. D.

Thompson,

Emmie P. Thompson,
Geo. W. Ritchie,
Winterport, Jan. 23, 1896.
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The farmers in the vicinity of Belfast have
their ice houses from the ponds nearest their respective farms.
Philbrick’s
Pond, near the Belmont line supplies quite
a number, aud from nearly every available
pond m< re or less has been cut forborne use.
The ice is of good quality and thickness.
tilled

The

riner.

THE

men.

Chaples.

The following officers were elected in
Flue nix Lodge, F. and A. M., at the annual
meeting Monday evening, Jan. 27th : W. M.,
Henry J. Cliaples; S. W., Wm. C. Libby;
J. N., L'pham A. Hoyt; Treas., N. E. Keen;
Sec., James Pattee; S. D., Wm, A. Wood;
J. D., Wm. G. Sawtelle; S. S., Peter Olson;
J. S., Elijah Phillips; Tyler, Henry W. Mar-

RIVER.

vessels are loading, the company will employ
from 80 to 50 men. Belfast laborers with
families are given the preference in hirn g

The officers of the Masonic Library Association were re-elected Monday evening, as
follows: President, C. E. Tibbetts; Vice
President, Geo. W. Burgess; Treasurer,
Geo. E. Johnson; Secretary and Librarian,
A.V. Sawtelle; Assistant Librarian, Geo. W.
Rockland division of the Knights of
Columbus to the number of 25 will go to
Winter port next Sunday to assist at the organization of a chapter of the order at that
place. In addition to the Knights, a number of the members of the Ancient Order of
Hiberniai.s and others will go for the pleasure of the trip.
Arrangements are being
made to charter a steamer,
f Rockland Star.

GOOSE

from
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!

Crop.

company
full capacity. The
25,000 t«» 20,000 tons of
pond produces
ice at 12 inches thickness at one cutting,
and as the present crop is 18 inches thick an
aggregate of 50,000 tons may he gathered if
the weather is favorable.
The ice houses
hold about 15,000 tons, and the rest of the
crop is to he sold as “water ice," and put
directly from the pond into the vessels. If
the market aud weather are favorable for a
second crop the amount can e very
largely
increased. During the busy season, while
in

District Deputy O. O. Cross of Waterville.
assisted by E. F. Bram, installed the officers

was

ON

ICE OF EXCELLENT

which the ladies and children of companion’s families are invited.

collation

BEGUN

Ice

Belfast Ire Co. began scraping the
pond at the mouth of Goose River Monday
morning, aud will have from 20 to 50 men at
work 'in a few days, weather
permitting.
Mr. C. B. Hall was in Boston last week and

to

a

Local

The

There will be a public installation of the
officers of King Solomon Council No. 1, R. &

and

however, not a
the State who, notwithwere,

sound.

The

Lieut. Col. Edwin Lord of Bangor, Inspecting officer, will hold his regular official
inspection of Canton Pallas, P. M., I. O. O.
F., Monday evening, Feb. 3d.

j

the real

Later reports as to the Granite State are
more favorable and indicate the
resumption
of business under improved methods.

■*

■
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of the bauk examiner anti the fact that the association had
been suspended, persisted in making their
payments, believing that the association

Frank O. Drake is taking measures for organizing a castle of the Knights of the Golden Eagle in this city.

Feb.

the liens

standing the adverse report

evening.

Tuesday evening,

by

secured

This leaves §140,070 in loans in
Maine that the associatio has been carrying. The number of mortgages in Maine is
301.
It is well known that since the association
was not allowed to do business in this
State,
shareholders in some localities have paid no
assessments on their shares, while in other
sections many of them have been paying
dues, with a view of taking withdrawal certificates as soon as they had made the requisite number of payments to entitle them
to the same, as provided by the rules of the
estate.

The officers of Corinthian Royal Arch
Chapter will be installed next Monday

next

6,056.30

The amount of mortgage loans outstanding in Maine is §314,200, of which §174,130
has been sold to other parties and guaranteed by the association. Those sold, being
in every instance first mortgages, are prob-

Lottie M., wife of William Boynton, died
at her home on Gay street place, Rockland,
Jan. 23d, aged 34 years.
She was a very estimable young woman and had many warm
friends. She left no children. The remains
will be taken to Liberty for burial.

Masters,

Association.

Cocheco National Bank stock, Dover,
N- H.§1,100.00
Traders’ National Bank stock, Lowell,
Maine Central and E. & N. A. railways 4s
10,000.00
Concord & M rntreal railroad 4s. 10,000.00
Certificate of deposit, Merchants’ National Bank, Manchester, N. H. 10,000.00
Maine Central railroad 4s. 10,000.00
Certificate of deposit, Franklin National Bank, New York.. 10,232.00
Certificate of deposit, Portland Trust
Company, Portland. 6,399.00
Certificate of deposit, Portland Trust

in

S.

Provident

According to returns made to the Bank
Examiner up to Nov. 1, 1895, the number of
share-holders in Maine was 3,404. The number of shares outstanding was
15,921. The
amount of withdrawal certificates out-standing was §08,559. The total amount due Maine
shareholders does not appear in these returns, but is estimated to be §400,0(X). The
amouut on deposit with the State treasurer
of Maine for protection of Maine shareholders is §07,787.09, made
up of the following
items:

Mrs. Cynthia J. Clough died at her home in
Arlington, Mass., Jan. 14th, after a week’s
illness of pneumonia. She was born in
Tliomaston and came in early life to Montville. She was married to B. F. Clough of
Liberty and went with him to Boston about
25 years
ago, and they have since resided in
that vicinity, where Mr. Clough has been enin
the lumber business. She leaves a
gaged
husband and two daughters, aged respectively 20 and 15 years.

Secret

State

TEMPORARY SUSPENSION THAT MAY BE
PERMANENT. THE CONDITION OF MAINE
INVESTMENTS.

The directors of the Granite State Provident Association have decided that the organization shall do no further new business
until further orders, and the Boston
Herald,
in a lengthy review of the
situation, assumes
that the death knell of this much advertised
association has been sounded.
It says:
Ex-Commissioner Whitten of Maine has
claimed that a settlement of affairs last
September would show liabilities in excess
of assets, with the latter taken at their face
value. Matters are in a worse state to-day,
and it is probable that a hurried settlement
in the hands of a receiver would result in
hundreds of thousands of dollars loss. That
is the prospect at present.
It is estimated that the
closing up of the
business of the concern to-day would lead to
losses of at least §700,000, which would come
on the investors rather than the
borrowers,
and it is said that one-third of this loss
would fall upon New England. Maine is
largely interested, and an Augusta despatch
to the Herald gives the situation in this
State, as follows:

The bark Fred P. Litchfield, Hong Kong
for Baltimore, put into Barbadoes Jan. 20tli
in charge of tile mate, Capt. Chadbourne
having died after tile bark passed St. Helena

■

■

Granite
A

A despatch to the Boston Transcript from
Fresno, Cal., announces the death of Mrs.
Angelina J. Knox, formerly a well-known
Massachusetts Abolitionist, in her seventyseventh year. Mrs. Knox was horn in Belfast and was a daughter of the late Col. Watson Berry.
From her earliest years she took
great interest in missionary and philanthropic work. She was a missionary for
several years among the Indians of the
northern peninsula of Michigan. She contributed largely from her private fortune to
equip soldiers for the civil war, and after it
was over she was sent
by Abolitionist societies to Canada to investigate the condition
of negroes who had escaped to that country
from slavery.
She was instrumental in establishing ill Boston a home for aged colored
women.
She went to California tweuty
years ago, and in recent years has lived in
Fresno.

of three months. Mrs. Caldwell was horn
in Meriden, Conn., August 23, 1823, and was
the daughter of Ezekiel and Bethia Rice.
She enjoyed the training of the best type of
a New England home, where she was surrounded by influences that gave beauty and
strength of character in later years. In 1858
she was united in marriage to Mr. Caldwell

Political Points.
Frank J. Cannon,
of the new Kepublican senators from
Utah is a Mormon, and the son of George
Belfast Board of Trade.
Q. Cannon, one of the leaders of the
PAGE 1.
Mormon
church.
The
1 the Week..Senator Fr\e on Armenia.
senator, however, THE HOTEL MATTER GOES OVER. THE BRING-•
Board of Trade Obituary..Secret Sociewas never a
ING HERE OF NEW INDUSTRIES DISCUSSED.
polygamist. He was born in
\.-\ts.)f the Granges..Granite State ProyiSan Francisco less than forty years ago,
An adjourned meeting of the Belfast Board
Asxu-iation..The Local Ice Crop..The Beltook up journalism when a very young
tIiooIs Personal..Jock Darling in Trouble.
I of Trade was held at the Police Court room
order, thrift, courtesy, intelligence were culman and afterwards became editor of the
PAGE 2.
in Memorial building Monday evening, Jan.
tivated and instilled with rare fidelity.
Standard.
Arthur Brown, his
Ogden
tiuGold
Printer..Our
and
Silver
Pays
\
27th. There was a good attendance of mem- Pre-eminently she was just and fair, and
1-Time < 'ouster...Representative Yachts, ! colleague, is fifty-three years old, a native
iS*».")..No Ground for Big Claims. .Gen.
of Kalamazoo, Midi., and a
of bers of the Board and citizens. President her salutary influence extended beyond the
graduate
Butterfield...Bax aid Blaines Reporters.. I
Michigan university, lie practiced law- Sibley presided. It was announced that the limits of home. In her husband’s business
W ants a Sea Wall.
in Michigan from 18(53 to 1879, and then committee on hotel would report at the next she was a silent
partner, and contributed
PAGE 3.
went to Utah, where he became at once
not a little to his success.
meeting of the Board.
In the social and
Day.- it. the A/.ores.. A Maine Winter.. Non- one of the leaders
of
the
bar.
He
1
was
>:
W.
T. P. A muxersary. .The Senate's
J. F. Wilson spoke in favor of new manu- and
religious life of the community
one of the founders of the
Doctrine. .Condition of Ranks.
Kepublican facturing enterprises. He understood this she felt a
deep interest. In early girlpag e 4.
party in Utah.Hon. William C. Whitto be called to talk up new manuhood she became a member of the Con-rials Hon. Thomas B. Reed..Transfers in
ney is in favor of giving the Democratic meeting
factories for Belfast. He would not only try gregational church of her native
1 state..The Lvolnrion of the Yacht... Northnomination to William K. Morrison.
Mr.
town,
Nexvs. .Supreme Judicial Court..Good TemWhitney was something of a candidate to get some good company to occupy the and on coming to Belfast her memberhimself before it was conclusively shown
Dana Sarsaparilla building, but would in•
page 5.
ship was transferred to the North church, of
by the fall elections that a Democratic duce smaller concerns to occupy some of the which she has since been an esteemed memNi-xxs of Belfast..“Around the World in a
candidate
would
have
no chance of elecWar”. .The Churches.
smaller buildings which are now vacant.
ber, sharing its privileges and obligations
tion.
Since then he has been thoroughly
page G.
Every business man, especially the young when health and home duties permitted.
II.
I).
a«
Paine -Patriot...Literary News and
unselfish.Congressman
Money
Mrs. Caldwell possessed a dignity and poise
men, should belong to the Board of Trade.
-..The Cost, of Living in Maine, News of the
received the Democratic caucus nominamen.. Register of Deep Water Vessels.
tion for United States Senator from MisHe moved that article 1 of the constitution of manner, a vigor and discernment of mind,
PAGE 7.
sissippi on the twentieth ballot of the be suspended and such of the citizens pres- an evenness and kindness of disposition
:» asonable Reasons
The Eastern Question
series. The vote was: Money, 84; Lowry,
ent as wished be made members at this
that gave her large power for good with all
nuances..A Lesson in Geography..Maine’s
3(5, Hooker, 3. The contest had lasted meeting. The article is as follows:
lax.
those touched with the influence of her life.
three weeks.George L. Wellington
PAGE 8.
citizen of Belfast may become a mem- Her Christian faith sustained and comforted
Any
lias
been
elected LT. S. Senator ber of this association on the
(Kep.)
sport Locals. .County » orrespondenee..Ship
payment of two her in life, and did not fail her when the
from Maryland.
In an interview Mr. dollars
Markets...Births ..Marriages....Deaths..
($2), and signing the constitution shadows
a .ihlo
County Bee Keepers’ Association.
said
that
he
lengthened. Quietly and peacefulwas
a
Wellington
protection- and by-laws, provided he shall have been
ist and a sound money man.
lie believed proposed and elected at a regularly called ly the Master dismissed her from the scenes
tile free coinage of silver would be a great meeting, not more than three (3) negative of earth to
joiu those'in the school above,
NKYVS OF THK YVKKK.
disaster, and the American nation could votes appearing against him.
who have gladly welcomed her. Mrs. CaldPresident Sibley ruled that the motion
d vine Matters.
The junior class of not afford to adopt it.Henry Watterson,
well became the mother of two children,
in speaking about the next Democratic
was out of order, as a portion of the constiMary Rice, now Mrs. Amos Clement, and
University, Jan. 21st, elected the National Convention, said: “My ticket is tution cannot be
suspended.
John Stan wood, who died at the age of two
wing officers: President, H. B. Wat- Col. William K. Morrison of Illinois, for
Mayor Hanson, being called upon, spoke
vice president, L. E. Waldron; secre- President, and Gen. John B. Gordon of
years. Of the children to whom she became
in
of
favor
new
earnestly
manufacturing en- a mother by
for Vice President.
marriage, two remain, Annie
They were
A. G.
v.
Wright; treasurer, W. E. Georgia,
both shot at from different sides during terprises. He would like to see Belfast take E., now Mrs. I. B. Mower and Miss Abbie
t' .Miib; orator, II. S.
Cross; poet, C. B. the war, and I am willing that they shall be the place among the cities of the State to M.
Caldwell. Of the large family of brothers
;:nian:
historian, W. A. Hartshorn; put up again and be shot at.” Mr. Wat- which her natural facilities and advantages
ami sisters to which she belonged three rerder of prizes, II. S. Pliilbrick; toast- terson is
to the third
entitle her. He has taken great interest in
strongly
opposed
i>t«T, II. II. Chapman; marshal, E. E.
main, Mrs. Betsy R. Judd of New York,
term movement.
He admits that the the
prosperity of the city, and has done Mrs. Julia B. Clark of California and Mrs.
•ike: chaplain, C. S. Snow; executive
prospects of electing any Democratic what he could to
interests.
He
promote her
mmittee. F. A. Roberts, A. R. Keith,
candidate are not flattering.
Sarah R. Parsons of Washington, D. C. The
1 Williams: committee on odes, W. H.
thinks we should look for outside business,
funeral service occurred from her late home
Ones, Jr. ,G. K. Basshtt, C. L. Clement.
and
believes
the
shoe
business
to
be
one
Washington
Whisperings.
Poston Tuesday afternoon and was conducted
A brilliant reception given by the
which will prove of the greatest help in
master General Wilson Jan. 22nd issued a
with tenderness and sympathy by her pasnaki Club, Augusta, Wednesday evengeneral order providing that in all cities building up the city. He has written to tor, Rev. G. S. Mills.
Jan. 22ini, was attended by about and towns
free
having
delivery postal several shoe manufacturing firms, telling
■">.
Gov. Cleaves was present and was
service, the postal system be extended to
a
hearty reception. Mr. and Mrs. include bouse to house collection. For them of the advantages of Belfast and offerMiss Mary E. Warren of this city died of
M. Heath, Mr. and Mrs. P. O. Vickery the
ing free rental of a building. Shoe men say
convenience of the department, howcongestion of the lungs, iu Boston, January
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Dudley received. |1
the
Dana
is
to
the
shoe
building
adapted
ever, the introduction of boxes in houses,
reception was followed by an enter- Ij until further orders, will he confined to business. The building cost $27*000 and its 23d, aged 25 years. Miss Warren was the
daughter of Mrs. Julia A. ami the late Capt.
vent, dance and supper.The !: Portland, Maine, St.
Albans, Vt., Boston, present owners inform him that an offer of | X. B. Warren. She was born in this
'took river ai Fort Fairfield closed 1
city and
Mass,
and
IS other $15,000 will be favorably considered.
Mass., Springfield,
He
ice on tin* night of Jan. 20,
had spent the most of her life here. From
probably ij places.Secretary Oiuey has received outlined the two
plans by which it is protest within the memory of man. j
from Mr. Terrell, the United States minher youth she exhibited a fondness for
•n
Brown, a retired merchant of !j ister at Constantinople, a cablegram say- posed to deal with the matter; namely, fora books, and about fire yn >r. ago became a
died suddenly, Jan. 22nd, of ]|!
the
and
to
the
buy
building
give
ing that while the Porte refuses permis- company
and efficient teacher in our city
j'lexy, aged 72 years. He was a sion to the Bed Cross or to members of rental to the manufacturers, or for a company popular
schools. Her cheerful disposition, modest
ni
of the Mexiean war.At the the Bed Cross as
the
the
citizens to
such to distribute relief to buy and own
building,
demeanor and high moral worth endeared
n
sale at M. T. Pooler A Son's in
Armenia, and thereby declines to of- guarantee the interest to them, and give the
k farm in Skowhegan Jan. 22, ninethat
it will per- use of the building free to the manufacturers. her to a large circle of friends, not only in
i
ficially
recognize
society,
n
horses and colts were sold anil the mil
:
any person whom Mr. Terrell names ! He favors the latter plan as easi.-r of ac- this, her native city, but also in Boston,
s
ranged from 83fi5 to 850.
Bay ! and approves to distribute relief in the *
where she had resided for the past few
ci
with
a
Becker,
record of 2.18 l-_, ! interior of
complishment. He thinks if we could offer
the Turkish
months in the hope of regaining her
s"111 t<> Gei». A. Akieu, bringing the authorities Turkey, provided
free rental we could easily get a reliable firm
are kept informed
of what
health. She leaves a mother and two broth•-'icst figure.
The proceeds of the sale 1
This concession of the j to locate here. He does not criticise the ers.
they are
Funeral services were held in Boston,
abnut •M'.'.iMt.Judge Burgess gave j Turkish doing.
Board of Trade, but what lie has done was
government materially simplifies
a ing
in the probate court at Bangor j
the Armenian situation with regard to the 1 in a field not. at that time occupied by the ami also in Belfast, the latter Sunday, Jan.
i in tin famous insolvency case of I
j effort, of Miss Clara Barton and her assist- j Board. There is no better way to harmonize 2()th, at the residence of J. G. Aborn, Xo. 47
A. shew of Newport.
There was ants to turnish food and
clothing to the than for all to join the Board of Trade. The High street. Rev. J. F. Tilton officiated.
\
u l:
attendance of creditors, most
in the perturbed districts, j
There was a large attendance of mourning
Board of Trade might lie made a mighty
whom were from Newport, East New- suffering people
.A mild resolution of censure will i
relatives and friends on both occasions, ami
and a<i.i.iccnt towns.
The court apfactor for the welfare of our city. He is
be
the
House
comI
probably
adopted by
the numerous floral offerings spoke mutely
■;.:*•«i Ii"i.. Wi.liam T. llaiues of Water1
inittee on foreign affairs as an expression positive that something will be done. Belfast
of the high esteem in which the departed
ami John Cassidy of Bangor as of its
dis ipproval of the sentiments uttered will have a new hotel, a new factory, a new
.ssignees, with a joint bond of 850,000. by Ambassador
Bayard iu speeches de- bridge and electric cars. He is willingto do was held by all who knew her.
>ha\v, it will he remembered, has his livered
him some time ago.
by
all in his power to be able to point to Bel>
on over 8100,000 of worthless
papers,
Richard P. Mureh died at his home in
fast as a live and progressive city.
>necrned in the Shaw A Morse
»g
Senator Frye on Armenia
Unity on Sunday last, in his.95th year, being
a her
Frank I. Wilson stated that although a
Company failure.This has
the oldest man in the town. He was born
great winter for the Maine coast HOT WRATH OF AMERICA VOICED AT
new comer here he
was in full sympathy
LAST.
in Unity, Dec. 6, 1801, and lived all his life
am Jiggers, who are all
with anything that will advance the iutermaking someCULPABLE
EUROPE
REBUKED WITH
within a mile of the house where he was
a_ out of
the business.
There is a
FIERY WORDS.
Thinks new industries are
I ests of the city.
n
demand for clams and digging
born. He was one of a family of eight chilneeded.
[Special Despatch to the Boston Journal. J
has beeu much easier than usual_
dren of Simeon and Rachel Paine Mureh,
J. F. Wilson again took the floor and statMinor
Washington, Jan. 24. Senator Frye
Cleaves, Friday, appointed
and was the last survivor of them. Three of
coles W. Ilayes of Foxcroft, attorney of Maine treated the Senate to-day to a ed that he had been about among the busithem lived to be over 90, three others over
the county of Piscataquis, in
place of dramatic surprise. The Armenian reso- ness men and found that the prevailing
and the other twro over 70.
The late
i;l< > W. McIntosh,
resigned. Mr. Mcln- lution reported by the Committee on For- opinion is in favor of a shoe factory first, 80,
>11 s
resignation was caused by bis hav- eign Relations had been called up and and that a hotel will come. Our business James B. Mureh of Belfast was the youngest
Cullom of Illinois had spoken on it.
of the family. The parents came to Unity
'»g left the State, he being now settled in
The
men expect something to be done now
Do
wm Francisco.John
from Gorham in 1794 and were among the
Bradford, the old- Illinois Senator had drawn a strong and not believe in
m spar maker in
delays. Appoint a committee
Portland, who did an ex- graphic picture of the carnival of blood
early settlers of the former town. The subnsi\e business there in the days of Maine and reign of atrocity in Armenia, and the to go to work at once. He believes that if
ject of this sketch lived on a farm all his
shipbuilding, died Jan. 24th, aged 87. He Senate was impressed with the horror of the Board adjourns to-night without doing life. He was able to be about until within a
''as born in
Portland, learned his trade of the slaughter, when Mr. Frye took the something a citizens’ meeting should be few
weeks of his death and retained his
his father and worked at it continuously
floor.
called to take the matter up.
until 1n82, when he sold out to his sou.
The Maine Senator expected to say ouly
faculties almost to the .last. He was a kind
Joseph Williamson, Esq., stated that he
1’he liabilities of Elisha W. Shaw of New- a few words.
He rose merely to vindicate
husband and father, a good neighbor and a
would cordially join in any movement that
The the Committee on Foreign Relations from
port, insolvent, are about 8302,000.
strictly honest man. He leaves three daughwill advance the interests of the city.
a charge of inaction, to which allusion had
assets will probably figure up about 850,Thinks the matter should be in the hands of ters, his wife, son and one daughter having
*KK).Orders have been received at the been made by the preceding speaker, but a
practical committee.
died several years ago. The funeral took
he
was
no
sooner
for
launched
the
the
construction
of
subKittery navy yard
upon
Alderman F. H. Welch stated that he beplace
Wednesday forenoon, Rev. C. H.
4,ne 28-foot steam
than
he
found
himself
two
20-foot
cutject
lieved
that
as
swept
cutter,
away by
many public spirited citizens
ters. and all the spars, blocks, fixtures I a tempest of emotion.
He was carried on as possible should become members of the Wells of Belfast officiating.
mil furniture for the United States gunresistlessly by bis subject until be had en- Board.
Mr. Wilson advised the appointment of a
boats Nos. 11 and 12, now being built at thralled the Senate with an impassioned
Miss Emma S. Briggs died at the home of
committee of 9 members at least to have
the Bath, Me., Iron Works.
The order out-burst of oratory and of genuine
her friend, Mrs. Batehelder in Searsmont,
of the matter, they to appoint a subcharge
American
It was an utterance
sentiment.
provides for the expenditure of between
committee of 3 to go to Massachusetts and
Jan. 24th, after a lpng illness, of
850,000 and 800,000, and will give employ- which will ring to-morrow morning in the make arrangements for getting some manu- Friday,
ment to quite a number of workmen.
of
nation
that
consumption. Miss Briggs was born in Belcapital
every
placed its sig- facturing concern to come here.
Charles W. Henry of Oakland, a well nature to the treaty of Berlin, providing
Mr. Welch hardly agrees with Mr. Wilson
mont, Dec. 2, 1855, and came to this city
known citizen, died suddenly of heart dis- for the protection of the Christian sub- as to sending
committee to Massachusetts
with her parents, John A. and Fannie A.
unless they know just whom they are going
ease Jan.
20th.
He was a prominent jects of the Sultan.
in 1866. Ten years ago she went
to
visit.
The
matter
can
be
arrived at by a Briggs,
Mason and Odd Fellow and well known in
Especial interest attaches to it because
to California, where she remained until last
and
less
method.
simpler
expensive
Grand Army Circles.The recent snow of the reports to-c^ay of an offensive and
President
again spoke for himself June, when she returned on account of ill
mil covered all sections of the State, and defensive alliance between Turkey and and the firm Sibley
of Critcliett, Sibley & Co., and
health. She made many friends during her
" is
a
welcome visitation.
Timbering Russia and the implied possibility of a said they woulu extend a hearty right hand
operations will at once begin to hum. European war. It was an arraignment of of welcome to any reliable, honorable man- residence here and was held in the highest
The fall in the western part of the State the Christian
Powers of Europe for ufacturing company, whether of shoes or esteem by all who knew her, both East and
other goods that will locate in the city. He West. Her mother died several
"as greater than in the east_The Waterwatching one another jealously with eyes stated
years ago.
that now is a busy season in the shoe
ville Mail commends the appointment of fixed only upon their armies and navies
business and it would prob- Her father and one sister, Mrs. Fannie Hart,
George E. Swett as postmaster of Port and with ears deafened by selfishness to manufacturing
ably be difficult to get an established con- survive her. The funeral was held at the
uni. and adds: “Now if President Cleve- the shrieks of outraged humanity in Ar- cern to move at this season
of the year. He
home of her father. No. 12 Elm street, Monmd will make another appointment of menia.
cautioned the members not to get their ideas
day afternoon and was largely attended.
Great Britain Mr. Frye assailed with too high.
qual merit, that of C. I'. Johnson to the
Rev. Chas. H. Wells officiated.
F. E. Wiley, in answer to a question, said
bitter sarcasm for her selfishness in stand•fiiee nf surveyor of tlie port of Portland,
the Dana Sarsaparilla building is in
ne will
please the Democrats of the State ing by while these barbarities, which she that
his opinion well adapted, as to size, arrangeMrs. Mary Ames, relict of Daniel Ames,
ii* general and will show that it is
possible might have stopped, were going on.
ment of rooms, light and power, for shoe
•nee in a while lor a man to
Mr. Frye spoke of the outrages inflicted
who died some years ago in California, died
get his just
manufacturing.
deserts even in politics.”
upon American citizens, of the wrongs
On motion of James H. Howes the meet- i». East Boston Jan. 12th at the residence of
done American Christians, of the burning
ing adjourned} indefinitely, and a call, sign- her daughter, Mrs. Lizzie Carney, with
I n Bkikf.
The national banks in New of the American college at Harpoot, corny ed by five members of the Board, was prewhom she made her home. She was former'i oi k hold the most gold—$57,708,485.
pelling the American directors to flee fo- sented to the President for a special meetIllinois and Pennsylvania coine next, and their lives, and then, glowing with indigr ing to be held at Memorial building Tuesday ly of Stockton Springs and was a lady much
beloved and respected by all who knew her.
then Massachusetts, $12,502,689.
nation as he recounted outrage after out- evening, Feb. 4th.
ConShe leaves two daughters in Boston, two
necticut has $2,318,133, Maine $921,283,
rage, he exclaimed in vibrating tones:
Jock Darling iu Trouble.
Khode Island $730,941, Vermont $515,220,
“If I had my way, after these European
sisters, Mrs. Myra E. Morse, Mrs. Addie
and New Hampshire $445,319.
The In- Powers had stood eyeing one another for
of Portland, and one brother, Mr.
Staples
Jan.
28.
Jock
Bangor,
dian territory has $21,907, and Oklahoma a year, 1 would have sent a Congressional
Darling, hunter,
guide and game warden, was found guilty Edmond Dickey of Stockton Springs, to
comes at the bottom of the list with $12,memorial to Russia, and say to that great of
misconduct in office, by Judge Vose iu the whom much sympathy is extended in the
-50.At a meeting of the Shropshire Power: ‘Take Armenia into your possesmunicipal court to-day, and sentenced to
Breeders of New York State at Rochester, sion and protect these Christians, and the three months in the county jail. He appeal- loss of an affectionate mother and devoted
after a discussion of the depressed condiUnited States will stand by you, behind ed and gave bonds for his appearance at the sister. “She is not lost but gone before.”
tion of the sheep industry, the following you, with all its power and resources.”
February term of the supreme court.
It is charged that Darling caught four men
Mrs. Sarah Calderwood, wife of Jonas K.
was
The applause that swelled through the
unanimously adopted: “Resolved,
That it is the sense of this association galleries at this utterance showed how illegally fishing through the ice with set Calderwood, died at her home in Lincolnfrom
them
$20
and
not
lines,
did
accepted
that the McKinley schedule should be re- completely the speaker had the people
ville Jan. 12, aged 75 years. The husband
proceed against them.
with him.
stored on wool and such reciprocity treatThe Vice President rapped in
and two children, Frank L. Calderwrood of
ies as affect the transportation of AmerivaiD for order.
But this was not all. The
Clinton. The buildings of Sumner Floyd,
Lawrence, Mass., and Mrs. Mary Clark of
can meats should be restored.’’....In the
orator went further.
He asserted that the consisting of his house, sheds and barns,
suit of Charles Cooper Clark against Bay- United States had never given its consent were burned late Friday afternoon. There Rockland, are left to mourn their loss. She
ard Thayer of Boston for damages receiv- or assent to the agreement closing the were six horses, six cattle and three pigs in was a kind and loving mother, devoted wife,
ed in collision between the yachts Idlewild Dardanelles and he exclaimed t at, if the barn and all were consumed. Nothing and will be sadly missed by her many
was saved from the
buildings. There was friends. The funeral services were held at
and Constellation, the jury at New York necessary in order to protect American
a loss of $2,000, which is covered
by insur- the house
returned a verdict in favor of Clark for citizens, he would order American ships ance.
Jan. 15th. A large number of
j
outeuts

friends were present and beautiful floral
tributes were received. The bereaved family have the sympathy of their many friends.

Burgess is cutting the ice on Little
Pond to till the ice houses on North-

J. W.
River

1

port Campground.
Thomas P. Logan & Sons are tilling their
ice house from one of the ponds on Goose
River near the leather hoard mills.
The Belfast Schools.

Personal.
Frank J. Starrett is spending
in Portland on business.
Elmer O. Hall and family
week’s vacation in Brooks.

are

a

few days

spending

a

Fred Harriman of Waterville visited his
parents in this city last week.
E. P. Frost left by train Thursday for a
weeks’ trip to Boston and New York to

two

buy goods.
Will White and wife and son Carl of Waterville spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. E.
S, Bowker.
Mrs. Cora Bucknam, formerly Miss Rockwell, of Boston, is visiting her aunt, Mrs. C.
B. Hall of this city.
Mrs. Ida M. Bradbury of Holiis, Me., arrived last Saturday to visit her mother, Mrs,
Robert Brownrigg.
Little Miss Mildred Waterman went to
Camden last Thursday to visit her aunt.
Mrs. Lora Richards.
Francis Wiggin, associate editor of the
Aroostook Pioneer, Houlton, was in Belfast
last week on business.
a

Mrs. Japheth Grant of East Jackson
spent
few days the past week with her

Mrs. Chas. R. Harrison.

daughter,

I. A. Conant, who has been confined to the
house several weeks by rheumatism, is able
to ride out on pleasant
days.

W. A. Allen, chief engineer of the Maine
Central R. R, Co., spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. John H. Quiinby.
Mrs. R. H. Conant left by train
Tuesday
to visit her daughter, Mrs. Mabelle
W. Jordan of Lowell, Mass.

morning

Arthur W. Rice of New Britain, Ct.,
Belfast Tuesday to attend the funeral
of his aunt, Mrs. Sophia R. Caldwell.
Mr.

in

was

Mrs. Jane Brewster of
Brooklyn, N. Y.,
has been stopping with Mrs. W. E.
Marsh several weeks, returned home Mon-

who

day.
John R. Waterman of
Taunton, Mass.,
lias been visiting his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Waterman, returned home Monwho

day.
Rev. and Mrs. I. B. Mower of South Berwere in Beltast Tuesday
attending the
funeral of Mrs. M.’s mother, Mrs.S. R. Caldwell.
wick

Thomas Decrow and W. E. Griunell of

Searsport, J. E. Staples of Belfast and J. O.
Whitney of Unity were in Camden last Saturday on business with Williston Grinuell.
Henry A. W mg, editor of the Lewiston
Daily Sun, was iu Belfast last Saturday aud
we are sorry not to have had the
pleasure of
meeting him. The Journal’s iateh-string is
on the outside to all
visiting journalists.
Rev. J. F. Tilton attended the
meeting <»f
the Central Maine Theological Circle at

Waterville, Tuesday. His sister, Miss \ima
Sidney, returned with him to

Tilton of

spend her vacation in Belfast.
Mark P. Pendleton, U. S. Consul at Pictou,
Scotia, is having his usual winter vacation of (50 (lavs, and with Mrs. Pendleton
is at his home in Islesboro.
Nova

Ex-Gov. Ik C. Burleigh spent Sunday in
Belfast. He stopped at the Revere House,
and spoke in very complimentary terms "f
the attendance, appointments and table.
Padelford of Somerville accomA. Warren to Belfast
with tiie. remains of the latter’s
daughter,
Mrs. II. D.

panied Mrs. Julia
Miss

Mary

return

to

G. A born

E. Warren.

They left on their
Monday afternoon. Mr. J.
accompanied them to Roekiand.

Boston

Mrs. Charles E. Stevens of Bella*
aud
Mrs. I). L. Clark of Bangor are
visiting
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Cook f
this city.
| Ellsworth American.
Mr. Stevens went to Ellsworth
Thursday
and returned home
Monday accompanied
by Mrs. S.
Mr. H. \

Starrett of Warren

was

in

the

city the first of the week in the interest of
the Maine Register, published by G. M.
Donham, Portland. This year book is
simply invaluable to every business man in
Maine and it is attaining quite a circulation
outside the State. Mr. Starrett is making
revisions for the

new

edition.

Harrison Otis Browning of Boston, who
has been visiting his sister. Mrs. Geo. W.
\ arney, since the
Crosby Inn fire, returned
home last Thursday. Mr.
Browning is an
expert performer on the banjo and has
given a few lessons on the instrument during his stay here. Musical people express
the hope that he will visit our city often,
aud aiso find time to establish a
lass here.
Mrs. Edward Sildey and her daughter,
Charlotte T. Sildey, left yesterday for
Portland, where Mias Sibley lectured last
evening at the Williston church. This evenMiss

The School Committee held its regular
monthly meeting at the Superintendent’s
office Monday evening, Jan. 27th. A peti-

ing she will speak in Westbrook, and next
for the restoration of the school on the I
Sunday evening will give an address at the
shore
road, (former district No. loth anniversary of the C. E.
Searsport
Society >.f Wil13,) and a remonstrance against the same liston church. Next week Miss Sihlev will
were received.
Following are the reasons fill a number of lecture engagements m
given by the petitioners for restoration of Massachusetts, including one at
Wellesley,
the school:
and later will lecture at Kent's Hill, FarmFirst. That we have a schoolhouse in
Mrs.
ington and other places in Maine.
good repair and all ready for occupancy.
Second. We have scholars enough in said Sibley will return home next week, but Miss
district to sustain a school.
Sibley will be absent a mouth.
Third. We have many scholars in said
Miss Cornelia T. Crosby of Farmington,
district that will not attend the city schools,
and if they did it would be much more con- better known by her nomine de plume of "Fly
venient and better to attend in said district.
Roil,” visited Belfast last week in the inter*
The remonstrants give the following as
est of the Maine State Fish and Game Assothe reasons for their position:
ciation and called upon some of o.ir local
First. Our children are making much betsportsmen. Through her writings and inter progress in their studies than they ever
fluence Miss Crosby is doing a go. d work
did under the district system, aud we feel
for Maine, by inducing travel to the Rangethat it would lie taking a step backward to
make such a change.
lev Region, and her recent exhibit it the
Second. A large majority of those having
in New York w is a
scholars to send, aud consequently whose Sportsman's Exposition
capital advertisement for the Pine '1
interest would hem st aff jcfced
a
tion

do not want it.

by

change,

Third.

The
is
present
arrangement
cheaper by about 83 per week.
The Committee voted to refer the matter
to the City Council, after passing the following resolution :
Resolved, That in view of the sentiment
set forth iu the petitions from district 13,
wherein eight out of the ten parents and
guardians of children in said district have
expressed a desire that the present system
of schooling might continue, the Superintending School Committee deem it unwise
to re-establish the district school against the
wishes of so many of the parents in the dis-

trict.

It was voted to print the school report for
the year, in pamphlet form. Adjourned.
Hon. William L. Littlefield of Belfast

was

in Augusta Monday.
Mr. Littlefield was
the efficient representative from Belfast in
the last Legislature and is one of the hustling business men of the State. His father.
Hon. Eben Littlefield, was a member of the
Legislature from Brooks in 18(>7. His brother,
Hon. Joseph A. Littlefield, afterwards
sheriff of Waldo county, was a member of
the House fr«m Brooks in 1891. [Kennebec

Journal.

Miss

State.
the

past

Crosby is an expert angler, am.
brought down her first ib-er.

season

She is deserving of every courtesy
Maine sportsmen and Maine people.

from

meeting of the School ComLawrence, Mass., Mr. ,Jere E.
Burke, formerly of this city, was unanimously re-elected Superintendent of Schools ami
his salary increased from £2,500 to s;>,<nh».
There are (»,'100 pupils under his charge. In
At

a

mittee

recent

of

moving for the re-election and increase Mr.
Barker, a leading member of the Committee

said:

Burke

came to us on trial.
He has
from the apprenticeship.
He
kept pace with the great advance in
educational methods and has brought many
new and excellent ideas into effect iu the

“Mr.

now

has

passed

Lawrence schools. Work has been mapped
by‘Mr. Burke, which, if followed, will
put the schools of Lawrence on a much higher plane than they are at
present. I have
watched Mr. Burke ever since he assumed
the superintendency of our schools, as I have
failed to discover the least sign of favoritism
or partisanship in his work, but I have discovered that iu Mr. Burke we have a gentleman and a scholar.”
out

Who

Pays

Printer?

the

REPRESENTATIVE

The Hartford Post

recently published
interesting statistics on the publish-

some

(The Dark Portions Represent

It finds that there are in

business.

ing

the United .states about 2,100

daily

YACHTS,

1844

TO

Bayard Blames Reporters.

1895.

Lead Keels.)

news-

papers, 11,100 weekly newspapers and hundreds of magazines, trade journals and
than

In all

publications.

miscellaneous

quarter of a million people
in what is broadly known

a

gaged

more

are enas

the

printing business, and their earnings support a round million, or one in eveYy sixty
or seventy of the population.
An appraisal
of the printing presses and other machinery in use would foot up from a hundred

to

a

huudred

and

paper

which

white

millions.

fifty

The

through

runs

the

presses costs an enormous sum every day
and ail the other material represents heavy j
outlays. At least .700 men and women are !

required to
daily. Many

make

great metropolitan
of them are scattered far and
a

wide and their expenses are
hat is prepared by them is
and

Castine

heavy. Much
telegraphed,

other shape do you get so much for so
little
Tlit* result is that everybody reads

the paj rs. and advertisers who desire to
rect-h the public were not long in realizing
lr

is

known that the

ruling

advert;>i-rs of the country pay in round
n ;mbers for advertising their goods these
amounts:
'it* A meriean Toham-. Company. (news•■!{*•-onlyj, "7-Vi.ooo: Royal Baking Pow-

v. (new spapei s and
magazines).
World's Dispensary Medical As
i.oi-m, (newspapers and magazines).
"•
!i. ooO; (
I. Hood A Co., (newspapers
n.*1 magazines). £.700,000: Wells A Rich
i’.'Uou
(I aine's Celery), (newspapers
magazines), sJ-70,0OO; N. K. Fairbank.
1 "t t ii;-iie),
(newspapers and magazines),
*»:.ih1.1hm>; John Wanamakei, Philadelphia,
Cro OOu. proet'oi a Wamble, (soap).
£300,(r ee’ie, (Nervura), >2.70.000. Scott
D
o
v
D' .Me
oil's Kmulsion), >2.70.000;
> iia Pinkham Compound. £200.000; ililII ugbes a Co., New York,
£200,000;
"■
igc'. Cooper A Co., Chicago. £200.000;
1 ’’*tt»
Drug and Chemical ('o.. (f'uticura),
'juti.mm; Jordan, Marsh A Co.. Boston.
—i o.orn; w. Baker A Co.,
(Chocolate)!
£200,000; James Pyle A bun, (Pearlin' )!
1
o.uoo; P. Morgan’s .Suns. (Sapolio),
s Ido.ooo.
e

;

<

>i;;pni:

j

11 ere is

with hard work will soon look old
and faded.
I'o keep young and
do
work
your
easily and quickly
;

Ivorine
*■

"i

i:

i■

No

one

a

Sea

How

j

Dr.

it

Nervine

Restored

Kentucky's

Business

Miles’

*

Hlllt SALE BY K. H.

■

i■:';•

w.

j
j

mat
\t

!
1

i
!

SPRING
Do not

news-

ii

it<-

No peculiarities

>21,000.

The Herald’s

prices per
from $<‘.00 to $1,100, the latter
amount being the price of a full page of
^o

range

colors, printed by the

new

’is,-d in the Ilendd office.

process now
The highest

space in any publication of the
at the rate of $4,000 for the
ail four column page (fifteen inches
by
tor

rate

country is
sn

size) of the Ladies’ Home Journal
this is at the rate of <> 2-:»

in

ten

Philadelphia:

■ii

••••ssiul

most,

and

business
as

newspapers
"> pay the
7

men

advertise

rule confine themselves to
and magazines.
The more
more

pay $4.<mo for

small page in a monthly
magazine a year; how the merchants of
New York can afford to pay $25,000 for
the use of the Herald’s advertising colter

a

single day; how those in Manches-

van

get Isick

amounts

even the
comparatively
they pay for having the

public informed
•-ct
its

as to what
they have to
all do it and make
big profin doing it.”

hut

they

Our
-u

}

bold

and

Silver.

reports just published give the
wing table of gold and silver pro-

u:ng

of the Missouri river for the
pas- 10 years:
•i

1

8**

Mun

west

■.>

Gold
Lr>i il.124

32,500.007
20.087,702
32,527.lid
31,705,301
1 8" 1.31,085,118
1802
20,847 44 4
1805.
55.048,723
isss.
!ss''.

1804
1805

AT THE

-^White Store, 81 Main Street,^CHAS.

O’CONNELL, Proprietor.

THESE AXE MOVING TIMES.
--jimre TKrvma

Moving;

45.025 201

Silver
§52 ,130 ,851
50,833,884
53,152,747

<>4^808,*037

02,030,831
00,014,004
50,007,001
38,401,521
28,721,014

Because it is offered at prices that tempt
Here are some of the bargains we offer:

I

buyers.

CURED of DYSPEPSIA

It is

pi"titable judicious, persistent and liberal
idvt-rtising is; bow any firm can afford to

■small

LaGrippe.

HATS, CAPS,
HITTENS, GLOVES,

many
No disease

Jas. S. Dean, Gen. Grant Post,
Konriout, Pi, V,

they

have not been educattin- business to comprehend how

umns a

presented

a

rapidly than the circulation.

it

as

so

Our Furniture is

hard lor those win
es

purchase

the

prosper, and the
m-M- they
prosper the more they pay the
m i’.tm,
and so the business grows even

m"ic

and

come at once

Dr. Miles’ Nervine Restores Health.

■•■loliars per inch for a single issue.
‘People advertise because it pays,’'
“The shrewdest and most
mys da* Post.
"tii

ever

“In 1SS9 and '90 I had two severe attacks
of LaGrippe, the last, one attacking n y nervous system with such severity tiiat my life
was despaired of.
I had not slept for more
than two months except by the u-e of narcotics that stupefied me, but gave me no
rest. I was oniy conscious of ini• -use mental
weakness, agonizing bodiiy pain ami tne
fact that I was hourly growing weaker.
When in t hiseomiit ion. i eotnmcm-eii using
Dr. Miles’ Restorative Nervine, in t wo (lays
I began to improve and in one month's time
I was cured, much to tne surnrise of all who
knew of my condition. I have been in excellent health since and have recommended
your remedies to many of my friemiD. W. Hilton.
Louisville, Jan. 22,1S95.

mua;' cost the advertisers—chiefly the i
business men of New York city—not less J
7

delay,

GOODS.

*

leaves its victims so debilitated, useless,
sleepless, nerveless, as LaGrippe.
Mr. D. W. Hilton, state agent of the Mutual Life Insurance Co., of Kentucky, says:

>

than

*

UNDERWEAR,
DISEASE has

of New Y.ork city alone.
!ii> amount is not an excessive estiis sliowu by tin- fact that the adverin the New 1 oi k Herald on a recent

mb!

TI 14 \ I, 4 'O.. 4' Je\ elaml, Ohio.

SUITS, ULSTERS, OVERCOATS,
REEFERS, FUR COATS,
PEARY COATS,

iiday issues

>■

II F’

(

expec t to
advertisement

Sunday as >iO0.OOO. If
i»» multiplied by lifty-two we have
s.',.ooo.oihi expended annually in the

Th.r

MOTT'S

We are selling our Winter Clothing so cheap, at prices
that will astonish you. The season is about over and
we want to put in our
*
*
*
*

!

erent

"ii

DR.

MOODY. BELFAST, MAISK.

WE WILL TELL YOU WHY

Health.

Men to

The great remedy for nervous prostration anil all nervous
diseases of the generative organs ->t either sex, such as
Nervous Prostration, Failing^r Lost Manhood, Impotency,
Nightly Emissions, Youthful Errors. Mental Worry, ex.
cessive use of Tobacco or Opium, which h ad to
t’onsump.
tiou and Insanity. W ith every $5 order w. give a written
S..!d at $1.04)
guarantee to cure or refund the money.
per box, tt boxes for $5.00.

can

ising in the New York

vei

]

/

Rof|m»*it.

YOU ASK US WHY,

LaGrippe.

One of

age of IVOPINE

\ Washing Pow-J
\.
der.
y

Williams’ Famous Shavincr Soaps.

BEFORE AND AFTER USING.

jmates the total cash value of

os
.to

l

\

RESTORED MANHOOD

the country with a:i
.uli-u- without expending one
’ndr< d i!n 'is iiid 'lollaisa year. A good
>•

I

Wall.

■o‘i>

■

of

A choice
cake of Olive \
Oil 5oap will be
found in each pack/

/

i

■

Makors

,i

e>i:s v.iore.

use

THE J. B. WILLIAMS CO., Glastonbury. Conn.
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At the last session of Congress Hon. S. L.
Milliken succeeded in securing for the town
of Castine the site of the fort or batteries
erected just inside Dice’s Head at the time
of the civil war. Ttiere are about three acres
of land with quite a stretch of fine shore
front adjoining the property of Mr. E Morey,
a wealthy cottager of that place.
The property can be held by the town until the government should need it,which will probably
not be in a thousand years.
It was in the
condition of the grant that the town keep
tlie property in good order as a park or public ground.
.lust now, however, it is found
that m order to keep tile sea from encroaching upon the laud too much and wearing
away the high bank, a sea-wall should be
built similar to that bordering Mr. Morey’s
property. This wall the citizens of Castine
want the government to build and it will he
to provide for this con traction that Mr.
Milliken will shortly introduce a hill.
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The President’s reply to the House resolution, calling for the correspondence in
the State department relative to the
speeches delivered in Edinburgh, Scotland, and Boston, England, by Ambassador
Bayard, was delivered last week. The
President says:
“In response to the resolution of the House of Representatives of
December 28, 1895, I transmit herewith a
report from the Secretary of State and accompanying papers relating to certain
speeches made by Thomas F. Bayard,
ambassador of the United States to Great
Britain.
In response to that part of that
resolution which requests information as
to the action taken by the President concerning the speeches therein referred to,
I reply that no action lias been taken by
the President, except such as is indicated
in the report and correspondence herewith submitted.'’ Speaker Bayard says
in the correspondence that he spoke without notes and lays part of the blame on
the reporters.

Commander Dean writes: “As Chief
S. I
Mail Agent of the U. & D. It. It., good health
indispensable. 1 found myself however
all run down with Dyspepsia. 1 doctored
and doctored, hut I grew worse. I suffered
misery night and day, for fully two years.
My case was pronounced incurable
I
chanced to meet Dr. Kennedy about that
time, and told him of niv condition and he
said, try a bottle of
is
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representative

Cygnet, American keel sloop.1844 4
Cygnet, British keel cutter.' ’.. is40 1; 15
Mosquito, British keel cutter.1848 lb
America, American keel schooner.1851 17
Sappho, American keel schooner.1807 18
Magic, American center-board schooner.
1800 19
Schemer, Am* rican center-board sloop.1871 20
Vannessa, British keel cutter.1878 21
Mischief, American centre-board sloop.1870 22
Madge, British keel cutter.1870 25
Grayling, American centre-board schooner.1884 24
Galatea, Britishkeel cutter.1885 25
Puritan, American center-board compromise.1885 2b

j
You can’t sell it or give it away, that
wearisome cough of yours. Nobody wants
it, you don’t want it yourself. Get Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam to help you
throw it away.
“In Italy,’’ lie was telling her,”
make Hour out of chestnuts.”
“Do they?” she answered sweetly;
a bonanza you would be to them.”

anapolis Journal.

“they
“what

[Indi-

Blood and nerves are closely related. Keep
the blood pure with Hood’s Sarsaparilla and
you will not be nervous.
“What is that awful noise in the next
house ?”
“That’s a ladies’ club engaged in a game
of afternoon whist.” [Detroit Free Press.
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[
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Volunteer, American center-board compromise.1887
Thistle, British keel cutter.1887
Papoose, American keel cutter.’ ’.
] ’i887
Minerva, British keel cutter.!'.!'.!!!!!!!.'!! ii888
Liris, American keel cutter.]
.i88b
Glycera, British keel cutter..' [ 18G0
Dolphin, British lin-keel.18‘H»
Niny, British lin-keel.
.1891
Le Lezard, French bulb-k«-el cutter.*
181)1
Gloriana, American keel cutter.[.. ! 185)1
Dilemma, American lin-keel.i(Sj,i
Dragoon, American center-board sloop.* .18<»5
Vorant II, American keel (.’Utter..181)5
Defender, American keel cutter.1^95
Valkyrie III, British keel cutter.18‘>5

Big Claim.

GOVERNMENT’S

DECISION in CASE OF
FIRING ON CREW OF SCHOONER HENRY
CROSBY.

Washington,

Jan. 22.
The President
the House to-day, in answer to a
resolution, the correspondence relating to
the attack on the members of the crew of
the American schooner Henry Crosby, of
Bangor, Maine, by troops of the Dominican government Lee. 10, 1803.
It appears
from the documents that the schooner
anchored off the closed port of Azua, San
Domingo, a week if ter the governor of
the State of that name was assassinated,
and the Crosby was looked on with suspicion as a vessel designed to take the
assassins out of the country.
A boat
was sent ashore, hi t was warned off' by
the soldiers.
Misunderstanding the warning, the
boat’s crew went nearer until the number
j of soldiers was
greatly increased, when
the crew, becoming abmned, started to
i pull back to the schooner.
This excited
suspicion and the soldiers lired, wounding
sent to

e

Gen.

Daniel

Butterfield.

Rev. Theodore Gerrish writes to the Lin
coin County News of an evening spent re-"
cently with Gen. Butterfield, the first commander of the famous old 3d Brigade, at his
home on Fifth Avenue, New York city. Mr.
Gerrish says :
The General is hale and hearty,
although
well up in the sixties. Aside from his gray
hair and mustache he looks much as he did
when lie commanded our Division at Antietam, our Corps at Fredericksburg, was the
Chief of Staff for Hooker at Chancelorsville
and for Meade at Gettysburg.
There is perhaps no man now living whose service covered a broader field or who was on official
or intimate relations with so
mauy promi-

Wood Seat Chairs from 25c. upwards.
Bedsteads from 50c. upwards.

Lounges

from S3.50 upwards.
Extension Tables from S3 50 upwards.
Chamber Sets from S10.50 upwards.

Fancy Chairs

DR. DAVID KENNEDY'S

FAVORITE REMEDY

Since

cure

S

MR. WILLIS,

HEALS

we

have beer in business.

first-class workman, is connected with
this establishment. Repairing of Furniture, Upholstering and Varnishing done in a thorough manner and
with despatch.
tn6
a

RUNNING

^SORES

48,500,720
55.274.777
Mure than one-third of our silver prodA Few Days Use
uct was expuited to the east last year from
nent men of the war period, as Gen. Butter.'Mi l'iariciseu, and Lomluu
exported over of Pineola Balsam and the danger is past.
It
is
the
field. He is a very affable gentleman ; a fine
right thing for coughs. Bettor than
S’.o,0( )0,n( )0.
home
mixtures.
Better
than
any
other
conversationalist,
siivei
any
I bis
possessing a tine memory,
gues into the channels of
and his reminiscences of men and events are
medicine, whatever for that cough—that
in < liiua and Japan as
’trooe
eurreney,
both
and
instructive. He showinteresting
anxiety breeding,
while such gold as the gold worshipers of tearing, sleep killing,
ed me the medal of honor presented nun
dangerous cough. Ely’s Pineola Balsam
by
the < 0 lent can get hold of is
cures
sore throat, and is quick and sure in
the war department for gallant services at
mostly
ho.Mood and made absolutely useless to all bronchial affections. It will relieve the
the battle of Gaines Mill.
Also the piece of
shell with which he was wounded at GettysHu- v. ufld. Luckily, they do not get it all.
cough at once It. makes breathing much
easier and the spasms less severe in cases of
burg. Also valuable swords and spurs preAt tin- rate in wiiieli new K1 Dorados are
asthma.
sented him at different times.
Price
25
cents.
He has one
two men.
being disemcicd in Africa and America,
sword that was presented him by a grandIn a"its stages
flic gold produetinii of the world must
Mrs. Park west- -Did the lishmau call toA memorial ol the owners, master ana
son of Gen.
wwn ■ HHIUUg
Scott. It, is the sword which
sunn
crew of
the vessel claiming indemnity ; the citizens of New Orleans
surpass tie estimates even of the day, Norah?
completely eradicatpresented Gen.
Norah Neweook—Yis'm.
must sanguine boomers of the yellow
from San Domingo was sent to the State
Scott after the Mexican War.
WWW ■ WIWWI1
Mrs. Park west—Had he frogs’ legs?
nate
s 0 r e s
And it is safe to say that Lucie
metal.
anfj
in April, 1894, in which the
S. L. Miller, editor of the News, makes
Norah Neweook—Sure, how could Oi tell Department
ulcers yield to its healing- powers.
8>ain will dig his full share of this muchIt rewas made that the schooner was
point
m’m? He had on pants an’ a long ulster.
this letter the text for some war reminis|
moves the poison and builds
cove rted possession.
[Boston Globe.
up the system
Hying the stars and stripes when the cences, in which he
[New York Herald.
Valuable treatise on the disease and Its treatment mailed free.
says:
attack was made.
Representations by
SPECIFIC CO„ Atlanta. Ga.
Gen.
_SWIFT
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs. | the
Butterfield
is
one
of
An Old-lime Coaster.
the
few
promidepartment resulted in an apology nent survivors of the
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for and a
great civil war. When
satisfactory explanation from San
he rode along the front of the Twentieth
Tied Bar Harbor Record of last Thursday over lifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect Domingo.
Maine, at Antietam Iron Works, we thought
hat! a long and thrilling account of the temActing Secretary Uhl, April 10, 1894,
he was the handsomest officer we had ever
pest :iouh voyage of the old schooner Clem- success. It soothes the child, softens the
a
letter
in
which
wrote
the
memorialists
seen.
But he had other and greater qualifient from Machias to that port. The Clemgums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
cations than good looks,as his military record
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea. Is pleas- he held that the owners of the vessel were
ent left Machias, Dec. 21st and was 21 days
None of us will ever forget that
proves.
reaching Rar Harbor. Captain Cummings ing to the taste. Sold by Druggists in every not entitled to any claim for damages, excall: “Dan, Dan, Dan, Butterfield.”
had only one man besides himself on board
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a botcepting a small amount contracted through bugle
INo.
At the reunion the general said some of the
Newbury St.,
and they had all they could do to bring the tle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and a few
day’s delay. “I am, however, of soldiers on those long, weary
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
craft through the gales and the ice safely to
marches,
Corner of Fairfield St.)
the opinion,” he said, ‘‘that whatever ex(Near
when
the
take
no
other
kind.
The old schooner Clement
her destination
Brigade bugler sounded “reveille”
Iyr4<>
at 2 a. in., got into the habit of changing the
penses the vessel was put to directly on
lias a local history.
She was built in Viual; BOSTON,
MASS
They say it was a Maine woman who so- account of the action of the soldiers in
to “Damn, Damn, Damn ButterJiaven away hack in 1827.
wording
In the early
licited a druggist for some of that “Munroe
field.”
it should properly be reimforties she was commanded by Captain
Hours, 12 to 2. Other hours by appointment only.
firing
upon
docterin’
they speak so well of,” for her sick bursed by the Dominican government.”
Oct., 1895.—lyr45*
-Jesse Kallock, and Jacob Barter of St.
[Maine Journal of Medicine and
The correspondence closes with a letter
■George was mate. Barter was afterwards baby.
Science.
Guranteed
to
lost overboard from the schooner Mary
Cascarets-Candy Cathartic,
from Mr. Uhl to Congressman Pitcher,
PILES! PILES!
Cure Constipation,sold by Kilgore &. Wilson.
PILES!
Snow, off Boon Island. David H. Ingraham,
dated Dec. <», 1895, in which he says that
Rucklen’g Arnica Salve.
then a very young man, was her cook, anil
Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
has been done in the case
further
The
nothing
Best
Salve
in
the
world
for
Cuts,
Captain Otis Ingraham, now of the, steamer
Blind Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. Tt
in which
City of Bangor and temporarily in the Bruises, Sores, Ulcers. Salt Rheum, Fever since his letter of April 10, 1894,
Beecham’s
for consti- absorbs the tumors, allays the itching at once, act
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains, it was stated that the department could
steamer Penobscot, went his first trip to sea
as a poultice, gives instant relief.
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positive- not present the claim to the Dominican
Dr. Williams’
in her to Boston and hack. She has been
io* and
Get the Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for Piles
running in and out of Rockland ever since; ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is government in the shape in which it was
to
of
guaranteed
satisfaction
was here last summer, and though in her
give perfect
and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else.
formulated by the memorialists, or present
book at your
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
70th year, is quite a staunch and godil old
and Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent
it at all, except to the limited extent inFor sale by A. A. Howes & Co.
vessel as her recent experience demondicated in that communication.
by mall, $1.00 per box.
strated. Only two local vessels are older
it.
go
WILLIAMS M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, O
t ban she, the Polly and the Good Intent.
Sold at MOODY’S, Belfast.
Annual dales more than 6,000,000 boxes.
[Rockland Star.
1y46
for Pitcher's

CURES

price.

Extra Soft Top Mattresses from SI 50 upwards.
Hair Top and Wool lower than ever before.
Sofas and Parlor Sets lower than any time

take it

morning, noon and night, and it will I
I took the medicine as directed, j
you.
hut had no confidence in a cure, as my case
had been tried by so many. After using it !
a week I began to feel better, and in a short
while after,that I was entirely cured. That
terrible distress, everything I ate, breaking
up sour in my throat had all gone and I have
not had a moment’s discomfort since. Today there isn’t a healthier man and my appetite is grand.”
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ATWOOD, Winterport, Me.,
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National Firf. Insi ram f Co.. Hartford, Conn
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TORNAIM) INSURANCE WRITTEN FOB 5 YEARS, at low rates
CORRESPONDENT OF MERCHANT MARINE INSURANCE CO.
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k

Co.

buildings acceptable.

LOANS NEGOTIATED.

REAL ESTATE BOUGHT AND SOLD.
^^Correspondence solicited.
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GEO.F.EAMES, M.D., D.D.S.,
The Nose and Throat,

pills
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Children

Cry

Castoria.

HOME NEWSPAPERS

* * *

Read by the mothers, daughters, wives and sisters,

as we!
husbands and brothers—are the most
profitable to advertisers. THE REPUBLICAN JOUR=
NAL is a paper of this class. It is made and edited at
as

the

fathers,

sons,

home—contains

no

objectionable news—no objectionable
family journal in Waldo

It is the favorite

advertising.
county homes.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO.,
Belfast, Maine.

griddle.

The leader meanwhile

banged

That i.tjmp in a
man’s stomach
which makes him irritable and miserable and unfit for business or pleasure is

away on his viola and chanted at the top
of his voice in a monotonous recitative,
in which the words Chama Rita and Bella
Mia

frequently occurred;
joined the chant at intervals, snapping
their lingers high above their heads to
mark the time, as with castinets.
The
dance consists of a polka step, with a
great deal of “balancing to partners” and
“ladies change” and “grand right and
left,” not unlike our old-fashioned cotillion; and occasionally they paired off for

than two-thirds as
Never put Cotmuch Cottolene as you used to use of lard.
Put it in when cold and heat it with
;,ilcne in a hot pan.
lie careful not to burn Cottolene. To test it, add a
1C pan.
drop of water; if hot enough, it will pop. Cottolene, when
rightly used, delights everyone. Get the genuine, sold every>
re in tins, with trade-marks—"Cottolene" and steer's head
cotton-plant wreath—on every tin. Made only by

Never, in any recipe,

results.

use more

CHICAGO. 224 Stale Street. BOSTON.

K. FAIRBANK COMPANY.
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ti-iiennen until :lb years of age
mu i 111u 1 glory of island
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queer schooner-rigged ship,
k rid jmop, followed us closely
ht-i crew

a hairy lot. all annox-goads, like the pikes of
adores in the bull-ring.
Were

a
1

v:

age

1

harmless carniceiros,

snapping of the fingers, until everybody was tired. Then, pending refreslimeats and a brief rest, each gentleman

woven

severe”
as

rates, about to step on board presold invite us to walk the plank? Oh,
\

the

chairs,

strips

the racket went on, the shout-

ing of the song, the twanging of the viola,

it’s

is the rule in remote St. Mary’s
in other parts of this tragic world.
A

dead priest was lying in state in the catheand we learned that a ball was in

(butehers( dral,

progress at

■uita Delgada, going over to St.
for another load of the fine, sleek
'•»!' which the island is famous. The

a

private house

on

another

neglect of
HALE’S

that

HONEY
0F

leads to

HOREHOUND

dealing

and

disease.

TAR

No wonder Hale's Honey of Horehound and
Tar is praised by its users. Its curative effects
Sold by druggists.
are like magic.
Pike’s Toothache

Drops

cure

in

one

minute.

domestic purposes; blit lessons in politeness from these simple■aped in quaintly artistic designs and hearted Azoreans. The house was deco*
• d
before baking in bright reddish rated with ferns and masses of bright blue
common

which gives the jars the gay ape so
becoming to the island Rebec-

j hydrangeas,
accompanying
and

as we

was

|
!

entered

his voice

somebody

on

viola

a

Comfort is a stale
of quiet enjoyment.
A freedom from that
» liich disturbs or au| noys.

.arry them on their heads to the and singing the song which is as common
-> and wells.
It is made only in St. in the Azores as “After the Ball” is in
s, and is exported in large quanti- the United States, beginning
San Miguel and the other
only
but even to Spain, Brittany and
icst Indies: and is always taken in
t

“(Juero

cantara Saloisa
Ja que outra nao sei.”
The viola is an instrument peculiar to
tiiese islands, an mid cross between a gui-

to

'■ads, just as we saw it in the craft,
"ked, but without danger of break-

and a mandolin, but its delicate music
is unlike that of any other instrument. It
is used as an accompaniment in all their
tar

well is it made.
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;
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Rita, which
A

favorite dance is the Chama

stalaetic

be danced

at the ball in question
and could not begin until the leader came;
and pending his arrival there was much

mas, in whose labyrinthian passages
said that a boatman may lose him:

and

was to

day.
people, some 8,000 strong, good-natured joking to the effect that it
mage to raise everything for their own always takes a violist three months to get
sumption, and to export considerable ready for a ball. Presently he came, a
at, besides the cattle and pottery he- handsome fellow, attired like a Spanish
rn1 mentioned. I am
not going to weary brigand in corduroy knee-breeches, black
with a description of its
principal braided jacket bordered with velvet, and
"n, (also called Santa Maria); for all broad, scarlet sash, singing, smoking,
"tcan villages possess the same
general twanging his viola and dancing three steps
'ares—of narrow streets, cobble-paved and a shuffle.
One by one the men fell in
"‘‘I full of
sunshine, lined with rows of ! behind him, each taking the same three
Its

lustrious

"-roofed cottages of whitewashed vol■mic stone, with women
spinning in the
iways and dogs and naked children
1

'"arming

in the

plazas.

The

idyllic

inn

|

little steps and a shuffle, untill there was a
circle around the room; and one by one

they beckoned the women in, all hopping
together like so many chickens on a hot

Is the weak, languid cry of the

sufferer from
sick headache.
Hood’s Pills cure
this condition
promptly, and so
agreeably that it
is like the pleasant change from darkness to daylight.
The feeling of utter exhaustion and ina-1
bility to work is driven off and the digestive organs are toned, strengthened and
regulated. Hood’s Pills are purely vegetable. safe, reliable. 26c. at all druggists.

While the tw'o societies are
sepindependent, many ladies
throughout the State are members of
both.
This is true of these two, who are
very active and efficient and never fail to
and

arate

speak

word

a

or

casion offers.

500. and

do work for either as ocF. C. Porter sug-

6K3T5 *biZlm

gested in this connection that a pledge be
started to raise funds for the support of
Girls’ Home, by annual contributions to
be

paid

raised

at

stated times,
She is

the spot.

on

and

$2(3

canvass

was

Is the only positive Cure known to the Medical Profession for
the Cure of Acute and Chronic Rheumatism, Gout,

starting similar

pledges throughout the State and
ing with very gratifying results.
mittee to

Ail Druggists.

$1.00.

Mrs.

is meetA com-

Lumbago, Sciatica,
Neuralgia, Ovarian Neuralgia, Dismenorrhcea, Psoriasis, Scrofula, Liver
and Kidney Diseases,
a positive Cure effected in from 6 to 18
days

the city for additional

contributions

was raised, as follows: Mrs.
Baker, Mrs. H. P. Thompson,
E. P. Alexander, Mrs. J. L. Havner,
C. A. Hubbard, Mrs. E. II. Conant,
Lucy Ryan, Miss Mary Jackson.

FOK SALE BY A. A.

Charles
Mrs.
Mrs.
Miss

HOWES k CO.

Regardless of Cost.

Mrs. Porter also made the suggestion that
persons who contribute articles for the
Home give clothing suitable for small
of which there

For the next

THIRTY DAYS we

-

work done by the Alliance through its
Committee, in the various parts of the city.
Miss Lucy Ryan, teacher of the girls’
sewing school, gave a very favorable re-

CLOTHING

“

“

“

‘

have made 23 garments the present
term, and are now being taught to cut.
Mrs. Georgia P. Porter gave an interesting talk on the Keeley cure, in which she

“

“

“

“

deeply

“

“

“

“

“

“

interested.
Florence C.

Porter gave an acrecent trip in Pennsylvania and
New Hampshire iu the interest of Nonof

and of the National

-

Ulsters,
Reefers,
Overcoats,

a

work,

to sell

Mens, Youths and Boys’ Suits,

They

count

going

CONSISTING OF

There is
port of the work of the school.
a good attendance, and the children are
all interested and making good progress.

Mrs.

are

^the iemainder of our*F

1.25 train to meet engagements elsewhere.
Mrs. Thomas McKinley and Mrs. F. A.
Griffin gave an account of the benevolent

“

Blouses.

con-

and trouble you

met in Oberlin, Ohio, in
She also read from the Tem-

General remarks on

or does
your food annoy an .; disturb
Ac
you after eatinj?
bilious
and constipated, do your i\c. blur

?

Why be Uncomfortable ?
in this way. The True-T,.F." Medicine
or Hitters) relieve those uithculties
at once.
35 c. a bottle of all dealers.
Ask for au
L. F.”Cartl.
•*

77)th?-Pi/3ft ifalon?
Tro? /nyourT/iroat? AO*

A (rocd

We

mean

business,

the

work

were

E@“We

by Mrs. M. J. Gammans, Mrs. J.
M. Leighton, Mrs. A. 1. Brown, Mrs. C.
A. Pilsbury, Mrs. H. P. Thompson, Miss
E. C. Frye, Mrs. A. C. Sibley and others.
The meeting closed by singing the Na-

of

as we

give a five cent
furnishings.

STAPLES &

must have the

room

for

an

money order with every dollar

purchase

COTTRELL, 12 Main Street.

tional Ode.
The Senate's Monroe Doctrine.

THE name of the next

The Monroe Doctrine as interpreted
and expanded b\ the Senate committee on
foreign affairs reads as follows:

PRESIDENT of the UNITED STATES

Kesnived,

Tiiat the l’nited
reaffirms and confirms

States of America
the doctrines
and pnueip.es promulgated by President
Monroe in Ins message of December,
1 su:
and declares that it will assert ind maintain
that doctrine and those principles, and will
regard any infringement thereof, and particularly any attempt by any European
power to take or acquire any new territory
on the American continents, or any islands
adjacent thereto, or any right of sovereignty

M

ILL

lit,

AX.N'OIM LI)

IX

The NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE,
OJO
Public interest will

I tli,

NOVEMBER

steadily increase, and tlie question how the men whosw
last election, arc satisfied with tin- results under the adminmake tlie campaign the most intensely exciting in the his-

dominion m the same, m any case or inas to which the United "States shall j vote turned tlie scale at tlie
deem such attempt to he dangerous to its istration
elected, will
peace or safety by or through force, pur- I
(•base, cession, occupation, pledge, coloniza- tory of the country.
tiou, protectorate, or by control of the easemeat in canal or any other means of transit !
across the American isthmus, whether on
unfounded pretension of right, in cases of
alleged boundary disputes, or under other the
unfounded pretensions, as the manifestation
political news of tlie
of an unfriendly disposition towards the
or

stance

they

j THE NEW YORK WEEKLY
1

TRIBUNE,

United States, and as an interposition which ! affiliations.
would be impossible in any form for the
j
Also general news in attractive form, foreign correspondence covering the news
United States to regard with indifference.
The Monroe doctrine not only places the of the world, an agricultural department second to none in tlie country, market reUnited States in an attitude of hostility to ports which are recognized authority, fascinating short stories, complete in each
any foreign nations that may undertake number, the cream of the humorous papers, foreign and domestic, with their best
to do any of the things specified therein
comic pictures, fashion plates and elaborate descriptions of woman’s attire, with ar
as dangerous to its peace or safety, but it
|
The “New York Weekly
also constitutes us a sort of suzerain of | varied and attractive department of household interest.
every South American State.
Practically j Tribune” is an ideal family paper, with a circulation larger than that of any othe
we undertake to declare that none of these
in the countiy issued from the office of a daily.
Large changes
States shall alienate any of its territory or weekly publication
settle any boundary dispute without first are being made in its details, tending to give it greater life and variety, and especially
obtaining the consent of the United States. more interest to the women and the young people of the household.
In short, this doctrine as here declared,
not only may oblige us to figbt the whole
A SPECIAL CONTRACT enables us to offer this splendid journal and ‘‘Tie
of Europe, but South America as well.
If England should succeed in settling the
R< publican Journal” fur
boundary dispute with Venezuela by purchase of the disputed territory, and we
deemed the acquisition of that territory
dangerous to our peace or safety, under I
this doctrine, we should be obliged to I
CASH IN ADVANCE.
fight both England and Venezuela; Eng- I
land for buying and Venezuela for selling. |
(The regular subscription price of the two papers is $<5.00.)
If the
of the United States is
it

Frog in Your Throat

TEA OR COFFEE.

Down in Vassalboro, the other day, the
had to turn out and fight a tierce tire
which had been started in the grass by a
passing train. This is midwinter distinction No. 1.
Last Saturday the Milo Cornet
Band gave a delightful out-door concert,

0 My Head!

Porter.

made

people

other distinctions such as picking dandelion
blossoms and Mayflowers the fifth day of
January at Staudish, hut we will not enumerate further, having mentioned enough to
illustrate that this Maine winter came done
up in original packages, some packages containing a speaker of the House of Representatives, a presidential candidate, and others
Mayflowers, buttercups, etc. Great is Maine,
and her winter, in which her pubiic men
and the wild flowers bloom together into
splendor and greatness ! [Piscataquis Standard.

because it gives strength to the
weakened body and enables it to
throw off the disease*

izations, arrangements being made for
the meetings by Mrs.
Georgia Pulsifer

W. C. T. A.

Are You Comfortable?

Winter.

after which its members went skating. This
is midwinter distinction No. 2.
The same
day four Dover men played three exciting
games of croquet, and had it not been for
the shouts of the merry skaters on the river,
nearly no one would have distinguished it
from a July croquet party.
This is midwinter distinction No. ;». Last Sunday the editor of an exchange reports that he saw “one
bicycle, one wagon, several sleighs, a number of skaters and a few pedestrians on the
ice at the same time.’’ This will pass for
midwinter distinction No. 4
There are

ScStts 6nvulstcru

Her work is speaking in
in behalf of the two
organ-

perance Tribune two interesting articles,
one on the National convention and one
on the general work of the Non-Partisan

ct

for

was devoted to an
Mrs. Florence C. Porter of
her work in behalf of the Non-Partisan
W. C. T. A. and the Children’s Aid So-

explanation by

places

is

affected by ordinary cough
medicines, will yield readily to

not

President of the Belfast Alli-

ciety of Maine.

!he

system, and

<=>

ance, presided.
The first half hour

various

dit!on of

leading Republican family newspaper of the United States, will publish all the
day, interesting to every American citizen regardless of party

liberal terms, as set forth in our advertising columns. New and old subscribers
are now placed on an equal footing and all
who pay for The Journal one year in advance can have
The New York Weekly
Tribune without extra charge.
In remitting it should be stated that the Tribune is
wanted, as it will not he sent unless the request is made. The New York Weekly
Tribune is acknowledged to stand without a

Maine

Burlington,

ssrL?

Cough

which Lingers

!

bou and Mrs. Georgia Pulsifer Porter of
Old Town were present. Mrs. E. A. D.

November.

Comfort.

more

A

The

I

Kate
Tues-

vention which

cash prices

mm
operatic stage on a cargo corn- gar staring, nor anything to indicate that
'd entirely of pottery from St.
Mary's. the appearance of Las Americanas was
native pottery is a coarse kind, fit unusual.
Indeed, one may learn many

Congress street,

15

to observe the sixth anniversary of the National organization. The
State President, Mrs. A. C. Paul of Fort
Fairfield, Mrs. Florence C. Porter of Cari-

Partisan

Through the inn-keeper’s wife
we begged an invitation to the
ball, which
>'
craft of all was met midway: a was promptly and cordially given; and on
f'ctweeu a Mavanese lighter and a the way thereto we followed the throng
ork North River scow, with high, into the catheral where the prelate was rival as the leading Republican paper of the
WILL DO YOU GOOD.
-•stor\ cabins overhanging stern and holding his last reception,
guarded by day. It is a twenty-page journal and gives
above double tillers—something soldiers and surrounded by lighted can- all the news of the world, while its different
™
•lie ancient galleons of the dim old dles.
The lady of the two-room casa in departments, political news, editorials, etc., i
make, it a most valuable paper to all. The
j
it was rigged with a single sail, which the dance was given greeted us
Tribune is very cheap at 81 UO per year, !
f patched canvas and
■’>
partly of with gentle and dignified courtesy; and which is its price. The Republican Journal we are making will also do you
matting, which flapped idly above though no doubt we were as much “curi- will be maintained at its present
standard, I
brown-faced, hairy-breasted crew, osities” to most of her guests as they and with special attention to local and State
good. Send for a sample of
:: about in the
picturesque attitudes their ways were to us, there was no vul- news. Subscriptions may begin at any time.
street.

Conant, No.
day, Jan. 21st,
B.

An excellent dinner was served at an
early hour to allow Mrs. Paul to take the

broT;hial
troubles
death-

The Belfast Non-Partisan W. C. T. Alliance met at the residence of Mrs.

girls rather than bedding,
is a surplus.

throat and

|

three years'
1 another rakish-looking New I
.itici

"it

ladder to scale it, and

is

j

Bedford

i* tying

1

In such cases, wise
send down a
little health officer,
personified bv one
of Dr. Pierce’s'Pleasant Pellets, to search
out
the
seat
of
trouble and remove
the cause.
One littie “Pellet’ will remove aver}’
big lump
and act as a gentle laxative. Two
Pela mild
lets
are
cathartic. A short
“course” of
Pellets will cure indigestion permanently. It will cure constipation.
After that, you can stop taking
them.
A good many pills act so violently as to derange the system, and in
its disordered state, digestion will not
go on without a continued use of the
pills. That’s the worst feature of most
Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets
pills.
never make slaves of their users.
Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets—it’s an
Don’t let a
easy name to remember.
designing druggist talk you into “something just as good.” He makes more
money on the “just as good” kind.
That’s why he would rather sell them.
That’s why you had better not take
them.
Whenever they are tried, they are always in favor, so a free sample package
(4 to 7 doses) is sent to any one who
asks.
World’s Dispensary Medical Association, Buffalo, N. Y.

^people

lavatory

island of the

San

refuse matter
which
Nature has
been unable to rid
hersei of, unaided.

Water for
asks his partner whom she desires to
purposes was placed iu a pottery
It is considered the
dance with next.
vessel about the size of a half-barrel, j
for her to signify a wish to
polite
thing
which stood in one corner with a saucercontinue with him; but if she prefers anshaped utensil alongside that answered
other, partner number one must go and
for both howl and dipper.
ask the more favored fellow to take his
The most interesting sight that came in
place. There are other dances, notably
our way at Santa Maria was a rather luthe Oharamba and the Saudade, and the
gubrious one—a funeral. A motley comgayest of all, whose name I have forgotcame
down
the
four
men
pany
street,
ten, w ith which the ball is generally conmarching gaily ahead, carrying a coffin
cluded. It is not unlike our Virginia reel,
on their shoulders, closely followed
a
by
the dancers forming in line and galloping
priest in cassock and shovel hat, and a
down the middle by eoujdes in a series of
red-flocked boy bearing a crucifix, the
marvellous to behold.
rear brought up by a crowd of
stragglers, balancings
The Azorean peasantry, poor and hardaugmented at every street corner by fresh
worked as they seem to be, are extremely
recruits of the idle and curious.
There
fond of music, and nothing seems to give
were no women in the procession, and no
them so much pleasure as strumming
“mourners;” for the last service over the
But the music always conupon a viola.
and
the
last
farewell
of
the
reladead,
sists of a few monotonous strains, even
tives, are said iu the house. The coffin
that of a love-lorn Borneo beneath their
is left quite open on its way to the grave,
sweetheart’s windows.
Another favorite
so that the body within is plainly seen
by
recreation is the improvisation, where two
passers by and people looking down from
persons alternately sing rhymed couplets,
theii balconies or housetops.
According which
they “make up as they go along,"
to Azorean customs, the funeral must
for the amusement of the listeners.
The
take place within 48 hours after the death.
musical flow of the language and the simThe first night the corpse lies in state,
ilarities of the word ending—mostly a or
with candles at the feet and head, a glass
o—render this an easy accomplishment.
vessel of holy water at one side and an
An American gentleman who recently visimage of the blessed Virgin at the other.
ited these islands has this to say of the
The body of a young unmarried woman
tournaments: “All nature seems ! ?
is always dressed in white, a matron in poetic
1
to inspire the rustic song.
The country
and
a
man
in
the
clothes
he
wore
black,
lads and lasses, and even when laboring
while living.
White paper llovvers with a
in the fields, challenge each other to metprofusion of most unnatural green leaves
rical contests, and often two lovers, fields
adorn the corpse, and relatives and friends
apart, will sing to each other all day long
pass the night around it, weeping and
as cheerily as the canaries and blackbirds
praying, and frequently sprinkling the
in the hedges around them.
The shepbody by shaking over it a small branch of
herd boy will serenade a companion on a
an aromatic herb,
in
the
wadipped
holy
distant bill, using a rude sort of instruter.
The following forenoon the church
ment made from a cow’s horn and a long
authorities come, place the corpse in the
stem of bamboo.
Upon this he pipes,
coffin and bear it to the cemetery ; while
like the god.Pan, in mellow tunes, until
the house of mourning' is closed, its doors
the hills and vallejs echo the sweet music
and blinds all shut, and none may enter
of his yodel. Often a man for lack of a
or leave it for a week.
At the expiration
will whistle each second verse
of that time the daily routine of life be- companion,
of his song in a higher key, to represent
gins again and goes on as before. Among j
! his mistress, or chant one line in a bass
the wealthier class of the cities, and alvoice and the next in tenor, with the same
ways when a government official dies, the
intent.
So, too, the count]y dances are
|
lies
in
state
in
the
church
and
the
body
not alone to the melody of the
performed,
I
mournful sound of the death bell is kept
guitars, blit to the rythm of song as well,
The visitor in many of
up ui< es>antly.
j and the ('liamaiita will set both voice and
these islands often sees the (to
him) feet and
snapping fingers in motion with
strange spectacles of the sa lament being
its merry, voluptuous strains,
whether
'•al lied to the bedside of some
dy ing per- played in the public
squaie, it the rural
son.
Four priests bear aloft a red canopy hustings, or at the Sunday fandango in
stretched upon four poles, beneath which some llowery garden."
Fannie B. Waiid.
walks the vicar in his robes of office, proceeded by the sexton ringing a dinner
I he Journal and
the Tribune.
bell, and followed by other priests bringLast
The
year
Republican Journal Pubing the cup, wafer, wine and other sacralishing Company had a six months' contract
mental vessels, the cross and censer,
with the publishers of the New York Weekwhile the bare headed rabbie run after;
ly Tribune by which the two papers were
women kneel in their doorways, and the
furnished to new subscribers at 82, and to
cathedral bell clatters all the time.
old subscribers paying in advance for 82 25.
“From grave to gay, from lively to Another contract has been made on even

to

say. remained undisrovafter < ."hzalo Cabral had

i-ago to

:ost

iapt

miles southeast

44

a

ratliei stools, of rawhide
over a
hollow framework.

that lies nearest to

one

vea-

our

living visit

a

the smallest

ia.

needed
or

so

covers

ous,

always improvised and is
sharp personalities
for good natured joking at the expense
those who are suspected of being in

love and

with strips of raw hide and piled with
a wealth of husk-inattrasses that it

Mk.i/ei.. Dee.

improving
b\

Avon's

of

such

The Journal.]

San

\ i>a.

■

S AM» 1UKI-

l. I 1->K.

•spondem-o of

.;

N.AMmiK

li A STEUN M< 1ST

charity,

in stomach,
liver,
bowels. Wherever it
is, it is caused by the
presence of poison-

made the vehicle for

entertainment,

Indigestion,

multitude of sins.
The trouble
may be

it up and adds to it in the same strain.
This recitative, chanted to the tune of

windowless room, large enough for
town hall, its high-posted bed “corded”

by indiges-

a

loud recitative; at which the rest laugh
and applaud, and somebody else takes

—a
Ill

tion.
like

a

PORTLAND, ME.

comfortable

caused

little waltz.
There seems to be no regular sequence for the changes of the
dance.
As the spirit moves them, the
participants, male and female, burst into

the viola,
,-t

rest

a

■

THi

aud the

Non-Partisan W. C. T. U. Anniversary.

SOS,^55*

&

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

!

WATCHES!
Are

Very

Low in Price and

Good in

Quality

at

LOCKE’S,
If you want a watch now
is the time to buy—you
never will get them as low
again. Come in and see
how

get

good

a

trade you

can

at

LOCKE’S,
Belfast National Bank
(P. O. Square.)

Building,

j

ONE TEAR FOR OXTLT $2.00.

Congress

to commit the country to the policy
outlined in this resolution, it ought to take
measures immediately to greatly increase
our navy and
also to establish a large
standing army. If we are going to maintain the doctrine here formulated, we
must have something to do it with; we
must have ships and troops.
[Portland
Press.

going

Condition
AND

of

SVBSCH1PTION8 MAY

The

OF

GOLD

AT

ANY TIME.

Republican Journal Publishing Co., Belfast, Me.

Write your name and address on a postal card, send it to Geo. W. Best, Room 2
Tribune Building, New York City, and a sample copy of THE NEW YORK WEEKLY
TRIBUNE will be mailed to you.

Banks.

THE ESTIMATED AMOUNT

BEGIN

Address all orders to
,

IN

TIIE COUNTRY.

Washington, Jan. 22. The abstract
of the condition of the 3,70(5 national
banks December 13, compiled by Comptroller Eckels was made public to-day. It
shows that they had $2,020,9(50,000 in
loans and discounts and $1,720,550,000 in
(
individual deposits.
Sp< eial holdings are ;
stated at $200,712,410, of which $108,244,- ;
430 was in gold. September 28 the gold in
the national banks was $102,925,290.
Gold held by the national banks in
Maine Dec. 13 was $921,283.
Mint Director Preston estimates that
to-day there is $580,000,000 of gold in the
United States.
According to the treasurer’s daily statement there is in the treasury in round !
figures $100,000,000 in gold, of which
$49,859,000 is covered by gold certificates
outstanding. The treasury gold, $100,000,000, with $1(58,000,000 gold in the national
banks, makes $208,000,000, so if Mint
Director Preston’s figures of $580,000,000
in the United States are correct there is
$312,000,000 gold in trust companies,
private banks and the pockets of the

Belfast
BELFAST, HAINE,

D. B

HOOD'S

PILLS

cure

Biliousness, Indigestion,
A pleasant laxative.

All

Liver life,
Headache.

Druggists.

*

*

SOUTHWORTH,

Teams and

Proprietor.

Turnouts, Every Description,

FURNISHED TO ORDER NIGHT OR I)AX.

COACHES, HACKS, BARGES, OR BUCKBOARDS.

j

people.

Livery Co.,

Orders

by

Telephone Phompti

y

Filled.

TO TAX PAYERS!

House for Sale.

shall be at my office in Memorial building Saturdays from 10 a. m. to 12 m., and 2 to 4 e. m.,
All persons who wish to
until January 1, 18%.
avail themselves of the discount of two per centou their taxes must pay by January 1 1896.
H. F. MASON, Collector

A story ami a half house, pleasantly located;
fine view ol Belfast bay; ten rooms all finished,
fine cellar, city water in house; nice garden, under
good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees,
etc. Nice neighborhood. Inquire of
M. C. DILWORTH,
Or C. B. HALL, Main St., Belfast.
44tf

I

Belfast, Sept. 1,1895.-29tf

Hon. Thomas

Kepublicau Journal.

B.

The Evolution of the Yacht.

Reed.

BELFAST, THURSDAY, JANUARY 30, 189(5
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

Journal Pub.Oo.

Republican

AND

PILSBURY, I Business
U1".1"?,
Manager

CHARLES A.

Epfkn

A

of the water from 1844 to 1895, inclusive,
are shown, so that the
changes of form,
the adoption of outside ballast, its grow-

State Coiivention

WILL BE HELD IN-

CITY

ing proportion, the cutting away of ends
and increasing of draft, etc., are seen at a
glance. The Journal believes that this
presentation will not only be of interest
to yachtsmen generally but of great value
to our local yacht and boatbuilders, who

HALL, PORTLAND,

Thursday, April 16, 1896,
At Eleven o’clock A.

M.,

tin1 purpose of selecting six candidates for
electors <>t 1’resideut and Vice-l’resident of the
United States, and four delegates at large and
four alternates to attend the National Republican
Convent ion. to !*• held at St Louis, Missouri, on
Tuesday. 1 tine 115.189(5, and transacting any other
business that may properly come before it.*
'Hie basis of representation will be as follows;
each City, Town and Plantation will be entitled to
one delegate, and tor each seveiitv-five votes cast
for the Repu lican candidate lor Governor m
1894, an additional delegate, and for a fraction
of forty votes in excess of seventy-five votes, an
additional delegate.
Vacancies in the delegation of any City, Town
r Plantation can only be tilled hv a resident of
the County in which the vacancy exists.
The State committee will be in session in the
reception room of the hall at nine o’clock, on the
morning of the convention, for the purpose of
receiv mg the credentials of delegates. De egates
in order to be eligible to participate in the convention. must be elected subsequent to the date
"f the call lor this convention; and delegates,
under this call, should not be elected to the State
convention to lie hereafter called for the purpose
of nominating a candidate for Governor.
All electors of Maine, without regard to
past
political differences, who are in sympathy with
the sentiments expressed in the rail of the Republican National Committee ior the Republican
National Convention, are cordially invited to
uniie with the Republicans of the State in electim: delegates to this < onveution.
1 it order Republican State Coinmittte.
JOSEPH H. MANLEY, Chairman.
BY R< iN BOYD. Secretary.
Augusta, Maine, dan. *Js, 189(5.
for

I

thus given the benefit of what has
been done in this line for more than half
a
century by crack builders on both
sides of the Atlantic.
We had hoped

are

en

in State Convention.

which

A

BOHN KULEH

OF

UU<

)

N Sr A T r. Co M MI IT K

A

[•

E,

Arci'stA, Me., .Fan. 28, 189(5.
)
h.
Republicans of Maine: Prior to 1892
Presidential electors at large, corresponding

1
'•

two Cnited States Senators, were nomi'l in State convention, and the
remaining
'•■•■ciovs. eorrespondii g to the members of the
1 nitec States House .if Representatives, were

'■■u.mated by the several congressional district
entious.
Hie passage of the Australian Ra'lot law en;i"- v changed the procedure.
Cnder the law,
it' convent ions arc a port ion of our election
sys'■ui. and this ballot
et ivijuires that candidates
be \oted for b\ the voters throughout the whole
State mast be placed in nomination by a convene
representing no less a constituency than the
i'* State.
w !
Hem e, all the candidates of a party
Picsidential electors must be nominated in
Stale
unventioii. ami I have therefore included
ii. t he cad six electors.
.1 11. MAXLKY, Chairman.
coi

Ido

a

<•<

unity is entitled

to

do

delegates,

as

fol-

iows

MEN.

<;
t
1
s.3

)'■' rnliarn.. ..2
Frankiort..
J
Freedom ..]
]sle>i>nr< i.
1
.iaiksmi.1
lv ii.»\
2
Libert>. 2
Liiio-bu i’.le. 2
.M-uir.n*.3

Morrill.

Northporr. 1
Palermo. 3
Prospect.1

Sear.-mont. 2

Searsport. 3
Stockton Sprint's.
2

"wanviUe.1
Thorndike.1
Tro\.]
I'nitv.3
Waldo.1

Montville.3| Winterport.
Cleat Britain's

dently
to

intended

living squadron
bluff.

as a

show her hand

1

or

face

4

is evi-

She will have
licet of Bath

a

schooners.

liar-

stick

Harrisburg
of dynamite

undertook to

at a tire, and
ill never thaw any
more,
six of his fellow workmen were
injured, five of them fatally.

I

a

succeeded,

but tie

v

Under the code duello there can be no
duel between Mr. lslin and Mr.
Quinn,
alias Itunraven,
The latter lias

clearly

shown himself to lie no gentleman and
thus is not eligible to the field of honor.
1

Lewiston

Daily

Sun commends the
.-Hurts Belfast is making in the direc-

ae

i.M-

and thinks “the people .1 Lewiston ought to have enterprise
sidhcient to have the DeWitt opened.”
t

of

u

a

It would

new

seem

hotel,

so.

"'<■ notice lItat the State Bankers Asso" 11 of l-'i'-ridu is ii
session at the same
-111'’ :|s ll" National Kdilorial

Association,

ui.u
■

this year in Florida.
This
ay !.;.ve liven accidental,.and
perhaps
ii

A

meets

plow providential for the editors.

mat

pni.lisii

on the Ttli
page a summary
State Treasurer’s report, and can
say, with the Kennebec Journal, that “we
know of no State in the Union where the

el

e

be gratilied w ith management of itsfinaneial affairs
than have those of the State of Maine.”
reason to

President Cleveland does not
approve
of the Senate resolution on the
Monroe
doctrine. He regards it as
“mischievous,

inopportune and unfortunate,” and says

“strikes at the heart of the
principle of
As this does not involve
duck-hunting it may be doubted whether
it

arbitration.”

President is competent to

judge

of the

question.

to

In neither ease do his excuses excuse.
His offence is too flagrant to be overlooked by the President or by the House if
Mi. < icveland tails to take proper action.
It is now high time that Mr. Bayard be
recalled.
The recent tires in Maine have provoked
comment that must result in
good by

causing
ply and

towns to look to their water suplire equipment.
The great tires
in East port, and
Farmington had much to
do with bringing about action in tavor of
water works for
for
Belfast, the

It shows what

and Allison men.

a

ing

very iittle to condemn in his course.
small pattern of a pretender would

or

A

have,

before this

time,

exhibited his littleness in some way that would have excited
comment throughout, the country,
lint

Speaker

Reed has

endowed with

been

brains and character far

beyond

the measof average congressmen.
His natural
powers have been enlarged by close study
and assiduous culture.
With the abunure

dant foundation he had lo build upon, and
the experience he has had in public life,
he has

nothing surprising in
in this Congress.

won

the success
He domi-

the situation in the House of Repfives because he is its master spirit.
As it looks now, the speakership, instead
resen

being a stumbling block in his way,
will prove a lever that will advance his
prospects for the presidency very materialof

ly.
Mayor Hanson is well known as a successful advertiser, and lias just distanced
all his competitors lor “preferred positions" by securing the editorial column
and double-leads in the Lewiston Daily

True, it is politics this time and
not patent medicines, but this is really a
distinction without a difference; and if
Mr.

Hanson can infuse any life into the
Democracy of Maine lie will need no further testimonials
remedies he is

as

to

offering

the
to

efficacy of the
the public. The

Sun thinks it time the Democrats of Maine
were naming their candidate for
Governor,
and presents Edgar F. Hanson of Belfast
as an
“ideal candidate.”
We spare the
Mayor’s blushes by passing over the many

complimentary things our Lewiston contemporary says of him, and quote from
the business end of the editorial
lows:

as

fol-

“The Sun has learned in interviews
with prominent and representative Democrats that the suggestion of Mr. Hanson’s
name in connection with
the candidacy
for governor id' Maine would be received
with marked approval by members of tile
party throughout all parts of the State.
“It is understood that Mr. Hanson does
not seek the office, but it is
probable that
should it be the will of the party that he
should be its leader, he would consent to
the nomination.

a

is

This may he accepted as equivalent to
nomination, and as Prof. L. C. Bateman
sure

to

be the

Populist candidate, Waldo

county will furnish

two

Gubernatorial

candidates this year.
Of course neither
of them will be elected, hut as a side issue
the contest between these two will be in-

teresting, to say the least. We should
see a series of
joint debates be-

like to

Bateman and

tween

Hanson, but doubt if
they could be brought upon common
ground. Bateman’s specialty is Homan
history and when he gets warmed up and
and takes off his coat lie makes Home
howl, while Hanson’s specialties are Bib-

patent medicines. They
might, however, meet on the rostrum for
a go-as-you-please
debate, and would be
sure

of

an

audience.

Transfers

in

Real Kstate.

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending Jan. 29, 1890: Win. D.

Tasker, Montville, to Geo. H. Thompson,
do.; land in Montville. Ann M. Lancy,
Pitts field, to Annie L. Millikeu, Burnham;
land in Burnham. Win. B. Cammett, Belfast, to Chas. L. Sanborn, Waldo; laud in
Waldo. J. I. Hurd, Winterport, to Searsport National Bank; land in Frankfort. E.

Goodwin, Burnham, to Charlotte Snell,
do.; land and buildings in Burnham. Mark
L. Hills, Rockland, to Everett L. Hills, Liunecessity
coluville; land and buildings in Lincolnwhich had been urged by The Journal for ville. Everett L. Hills to Jason
Hills, LinIn some cases it may seem colnville; laud and buildings in Lincolnmany years.
ville.
Hills
to
Jason
Jennie Hills, Lincolulike locking the stable door after the horse
ville; land and buildings in Lineolnville.
is stolen; but it is never too late for
any
Jesse H. Frye, Montville. to Elisha Merriam
community to take steps for the protecet al., Morrill; land in Morrill_Geo. W.
tion of life and property.
Bickford, Burnham, to Rufus Gilmore, do.;
In his recent lecture here Dr. MacArthur land and buildings in Burnham. Caroline
P. Kelly, by trustee, Winterport, to Frank
not only told us of the great extent of
W. Kelly, do.; land in Winterport.
NorthRussia but spoke of her boundless amport Wesleyan Grove Camp-meeting Assobition and referred to her reaching out for ciation, to Chas. O.
Dickey, Nortliport; land
possi ssions in the Orient. Since then the and buildings in Nortliport. Chas. H. Peirce,
Winterport, to Hamilton Jenkins, Monroe;
report has come from over sea that an of- laud in Frankfort. Experience Dodge, Belfensive and defensive treaty between Rus- fast, to Annie C. Trim, Islesboro; land in
sia and
makes

Turkey has been arranged that
Turkey practically the vassal of

Russia.

exists,

The denial that such
London

a

treaty

despatch

says, is regarded in well informed circles as “a mere
a

diplomatic quibble.

The arrangement bethe two Powers may not be embodied in a treaty, but it is becoming
generally believed that an understanding exists between them that is tantamount to a

tween

treaty.'

the ‘cod's head
“The second

become

lical lore and

7’Iie New York Herald insists that it is
liigii time to recall Mr. Bayard. It says
i»l the explanations he has offered of his
address at Edinburgh and of his offensive
Boston speech :

as

the loadline. Under the influence of wide-

tactful politician and manager Mr. Speaker ly different measurement rules and local
Reed must be, to so conduct affairs that conditions, the yachts of America and
these friends of other aspirants find noth- Britain departed more with each succeed-

tin

taxpayers have better

the

name

Sun.

A laborer in

cial vessels and known
and mackerel’s tail.’ ”.

period was marked first by a radical change
boresome through a use of it that might in design, no less than the turning of the
be fatiguing. Mr. Reed has thus far made yacht end for end, the bow now approachuo serious mistakes in managing the
large ing in fineness the run of former days,
Republican majority in the House of Rep- while the after end was made fuller as the
resentatives, although containing, as it midship section was moved to a point
does, a large number of McKinley, Harri- abalt instead of forward of the centre of

shrewdness to allow his

nates

Hi’I fast.

letter-

press
illustrations in The Rudder of Sept., 1895, but
this the demands upon our space will not

Reed constantly in evidence before the
people, and lie lias too much Yankee

there is
\\

the
the

Transcript: lion. Thomas B. permit. The Rudder divides the history
Reed can plume himself on being a prime of building and designing into three pefavorite with the press.
He receives first- riods, that prior to 1850, wlieB the yachts
class notices even from some of those Re- “with hardly an exception possessed the
publican papers which do not favor his very fu 1 bows and equally fine after ends
presidential ambition. This keeps Mr. then common to the majority of commer-

Hie

s
ii.it

liberally from
accompanied

Boston

son

H EAIMJEARTERS
R HIM

quote

to

1

Presidential Electors Must all be Chos-

Leads in Belfast

Nortliport News.

Through the courtesy of the Rudder
Mr. Joseph Herrick received a slight
Publishing Co., 155 Broadway, New York, shock last week, but is now able to be about People Here Speak Highly of Hood’s
publishers of The Rudder, America’s again.
Sarsaparilla.
yachting magazine, The Journal is enMr. Oscar Crockett has returned from
The business conducted under the name
abled to illustrate on the 2nd page of this Massachusetts, where he has been employed
ol Wm. O. Poor & Son at Belfast, Me., I
issue the evolution of the yacht. The lines for some time.
was established in 1844 by the senior Poor,
of the most noted craft built on both sides
Everybody seems to be very thankful for the son entering the store 35 years ago.

S.

Islesboro.

»

Islesboro. The Sidewalk Club will give
a dramatic entertainment at Town Hall Friday evening, Jan. 81st, for the benefit of the
sidewalk fund. No doubt it will be a nice
entertainment and we hope to see a crowded
house-Mr. M. M. Whitcomb is sick and
somewhat demented, owing to
family
troubles... Mary, widow of the late Capt.
Benj. Hatch, died last Thursday and wras
buried Sunday. The funeral was held at
her late residence, Rev. Geo. E. Tufts of
Belfast officiating-Mr. and Mrs. M. P.
Pendleton from Pictou, N. S., are visiting
his mother and brothers.

ing year both from the
and from each

other,

one

original type

until the two

ex-

tremes of the

‘Hat-iron’ sloop and the
‘plank-on-edge’ cutter were reached; each
rigidly marked by its special rig as well
as model, and
by the possession of the
centre-board in one case and the keel in
the other.”
Of later developments it is not necessary to speak at length, so familiar have
they become through the America’s cup
contests. American designers and British
designers have been drawing together,
and \ alkyrie III. was
admittedly an
American boat in design while the Defender approximated the British
type. The
centre-board, as a national type, has become
obsolete, and outside ballast has
come to
stay. Little need be said as to
the fin-keels, as they are mere
racing
machines at best and have not met with
sufficient success to ensure them much
prominence in the future. While racing
has its uses, and there are men of wealth !
who can afford to enjoy it, the
greatest
pleasure for the majority may be found
in wholesome,
well-appointed sea-going
craft, in which long or short cruises may j
be made with comfort and
safety.
Tlie

Social

Season.

Tim regular m mthly sociable of the North
church parish will be held at the

vestry

Wednesday evening.

The North Church Christian Endeavor
Society held a very enjoyable sociable at
the parsonage Wednesday
Jan. 29.

evening,

The fortnightly sociable of the Methodist
Aid Society was held at the residence of Mr.
Mrs. M. C. Hill, No. 39 Miller
street,
Wednesday evening, Jan. 29.

and

A very enjoyable
sociable, under the
direction of the church social committee*
was held at the
Baptist vestry last Friday
evening. A musical program was presented
and refreshments were served.

There will be

a

Musicaleand Peanut Hunt

Universalist Vestry Wednesday evening, Feb.5tli, undertheiauspices of the Kingsat the

bury Social Aid

Admission In vents. All
are cordially invited.
Tlie Pythian Sisterhood dances at Odd
Fellows’ Hall Saturday
evenings are well
patronized and are very eujoyableoccasions.
Last Saturday there were 58
couples on the
floor. The music is by Gilmore and
Crosby.
The Spiritualists held a sociable at the W.
C. T. L. parlors,
Wednesday evening, Jan.
28d. There was a good attendance and a
very

enjoyable evening

there

was

was spent.
At 7
musical service, followed
a
recitation by Mrs. E. P. Alexander.
by
Ice cream and cake, doughnuts and coffee
were served and
pop corn and candy on sale.
a

brief

The “Evening of Old Songs” by the
Unity
Club in Odd Fellows’ Hail
even-

ing, Jan. 22nd,

Wednesday

was one of much
enjoyment
lovers and attracted a large and
appreciative audience. Following is the proto

music

:

gram
1. Trio for

2..

violin, clarinet and piano,
Overture, “Reception,”
Mr. Sanborn, Mr. Rigby and Miss Schlepegrell
Faunce?
Quartette, “Come where my love lies

dreaming,’’

Foster

Miss

Sullivan, Miss Russ, Mr. Mosher and
Mr. Pettingiil.
3. Song, “The Last Adieu,”
Hall

Miss Poor.
Clariuet Solo,
( a, Cavatina from the opera
“Geralde,” Adam
b’ “Evening Song,”
Schumann
Mr Rigby.
5. Song, “Come back to
Erin,”
Claribel
Miss Milliken.
Violin obligato by Mr. Sanborn.
0. Song, -‘Rocked in the Cradle of the
Deep,”
4.

7.

Mr. Pitcher.
Ladies’ Quartette, “Obi Folks

at

that little shake down of the beautiful snow
which they had been waiting for so long.

Mrs. Joseph Lane came home last week
from Malden, Mass., where she was called
several weeks ago by the severe illness of
her daughters, Mrs. Oscar Pendergast and
Mrs. Fred Knowlton, who are still in a critical condition. Mrs. Knowlton has been

1

carried to the hospital, where an operation
will be performed in removing a tumor.
Mrs. Pendergast will also be taken there
when her health will permit, to undergo a
|
similar treatment. Of course their families
are waiting with
painful solicitude the re- i
suit of this last ri sort to restore these ladies j
to health.

Wednesday evening,

Jan. 22nd, the Charlie

DEXTSZ.OCT,
E. H.

ll

■

■

I

j

During the three

niugs of Inst week
that the Edward’s Funny Folks exhibited
ev.

considerable interest was manifested
by tlie large audience in the voting contest
to decide who was tlie handsomest
lady
and who the homeliest man in town—the
lady to receive a beautiful allium aud the
here

man to receive au
elegant salt fish. The
first evening’s ballot showed that Mrs. Hose
Patterson had the majority of votes as tlie
handsomest lady, and Mr. Seymour Chapman as the homeliest man.
The second
evening the ballots decided that those who
had the majority tlie first evening were not

in

it.

Friilay evening,

third and last
selection ,d Miss
Martha Pendleton as tlie handsomest lady
in town, and she received a
splendid album.
But, Mr. Editor! ah! yes, L am perfectly
well, 1 thank you, and still sleep my regular eight hours, notwithstanding that I,
your
scribe, have been declared by a large majority to he the homeliest man in town. Of
course I stood
up straight as I could and
took my medicine—I mean my fish—like a
mau, and most heartily thanked my friends
from tlie top of my napes to the bottom of
ballot

resulted

in

tlie

the

Good

No. 4

The annual session of the Grand Lodge is
yet fixed, but will be about the middle

of April.
The program for the coming annual session of Waldo District Lodge, to be held
with Belfast Lodge on Saturday, Feb.
15th,
will include the following:
Address of welcome by Mrs. E. L. Brackett;
response by
District Templar F. S. Dolliff; poem of welcome by Miss Nellie
Gordon; response by
District Deputy, E. L. Bartlett; election of
officers and delegates to the Grand Lodge;
and installation.

fins for their kindness, and sat down
happy in the thought that, after all, there is
considerable difference between being the
homeliest man in town or being the worst
one.
However, we are all very glad we escaped with the former title. We must cheer-

fully acknowledge the compliment, and will
keep right on as your North port oorrespondent, just the sauie as though we were the
handsomest
A

man

in town.

Quickly Prepared Desert.
There's clothes and clothes,
hut there’s a best kind and

toward convenience and economy in housekeeping, and especially as regards the home
bill of tare.
In this connection, the Merrell-Soule ComMrs. Pitcher.
8. Song, “Annie Laurie,”
Dunn pany of Syracuse, has come
conspicuously
Miss Durham.
to the front with their None Such Mince
i>. Trio for violin, clarinet anil piano,
Meat, a material for desserts, the prominent
Fantasie, “Long, Long Ago,”
features of which are its
wholesomeness,
(Arranged by Mr. P A. Sanborn).
richness of flavor, and the remarkably short
Mr. Sanborn, Mr. Rigby and Miss Faunce.
10. Song, “Ben Bolt,”
Kneass time in which it can be prepared for the
Miss Russ.
table.
11. Vocal Trio, “The Erl King,”
The ingredients of this Mince Meat are
Calcott
Miss Milliken, Mrs. Pitcher, Mr. Pitcher.
prepared by exact rule, and with the, greatest care.
In no kitchen in the land is there
Concerning Local Industries.
more scrupulous cleanliness.
The choicest
apples, and the selected meat are chopped
Snow shoveling was revived last week—a by steam power; the currants are washed
and re-washed by the same method.
The
long lost local industry.
raisins are seeded, the
sugar ground, the
W. O. Sargent expects to resume business spices mixed, and
every operation performed with the skill that would meet the
at the Oak Hill granite quarry next month.
approval of the most particular housewife.
The weather has been favorable for out- The proprietors
recognize that the immense
door work and McDonald & Brown have sales of their product rest entirely on its bemade good progress on the barkentine they ing maintained at the highest possible standaril, and it is their experience that those
are building.
who try it once are unwilling to go back to
the old laborious way of making mince
pies,
Mathews Bros, received an order last week
but accept the new order of things as thankfor 5,000 feet of hard wood flooring, of which
fully as they do the sewing machine or the
electric light.
they make a specialty.
The Merrell-Soule Company have issued
The U. S. internal revenue returns show
a charming booklet entitled “Mrs.
Hopkins’
that I. L. Perry of this city manufactured
Thanksgiving,” written by one of our most
34,500 cigars in the mouth of December, and popular humorous writers, w hich they are
that his total manufacture in the nine sending free to all who send name and address.
months he has been at work aggregates lt>7,000. Mr. Perry is now in Aroostook
Palermo. We have quite a list of smart
county
old ladies and gentlemen for one neighborin the interests of his business.
hood, all within a radius of three miles, and
The annual meeting of the Belfast Machine in good health.
They are: Mrs. Jane
& Foundry Co. was held at the
Bowler, aged 92 years, Mr. Berlev Black
company’s 90,
Mr.
Eli
Carr, 89, Mr. J. P. Perkins, 89,’
otlice on Front street, Friday, January 24th.
Mr. Daniel Whittier, 83, Mrs.
Betsey PerFrank G. Mixer was chosen Corporation kins, 80, Mrs.
Polly Couillard, 79, Mrs.
Clerk. The following trustees were elected: Kesiali Nelson, 75, Mr. Christopher Nutter,
A. C. Burgess, It. A. Gurney, E. S. Shuman, 72, and Mrs Jane Soule, 73... Allen Goodwin
ami wife went to Augusta last week to atJames Pattee, W. H. Nickerson. At a sub- tend the funeral of Mrs.
Henry M#rden....
sequent meeting of the trustees A. C. Bur- Frank Brown cut his hand badly last week
with an axe while at work in the woods for
was
chosen
President and If. S. Cun- Will
gess
Morse-L. A. Bowler has completed
ningham, Treasurer and Manager.
his store-house at Palermo station.

that’s the kind we sell.
If you want the best boys’

clothes, the kind that tit
and don’t rip, write

Foster

J. F. GREGORY & SON,
Rockland, Me.

SHERIFF’S SALE.
SS. Taken on execution in favor of
WILLIAM C. WILLIAMSON et als., and
WAYLAND
against
KNOWLTON, and will be
sold at public auction, on Saturday, the twentyninth day of February, A. 1). 1896, at ten of the
clock in the forenoon, at the office of Joseph Wil
liamson, in Belfast, in said County, all the right
in equity which said Knowlton had'on the tw. ntyfiftli day of November, A. D. 1891, at one hour and
fifeeen minutes in the afternoon, when the same
was attached on the original writ, to redeem the
following described mortgaged real estate situate
in said Belfast, bounded and described as follows,
to wit: Lot No. 10 on the westerly side of River
avenue, according to a plan made by Philo Hersey. Esq., recorded in Registry of Deeds for said
Waldo County, commencing at the southerly corner of land now or formerly of A. J. Cook ; thence
southerly, three and one-lialf rods to Lot No. 9;
thence westerly, to a proposed street: thence
northerly, on said proposed street to the corner
of lot No. 9; thence easterly, on line with lot No.
9, to place of beginning, containing twenty-eight
square rods, more or less.
Dated this twenty-third dav of January, A. I).
1896.
3w5
SAMUEL G. NORTON, Sheriff.

WALDO

formerly
Manager of New York

NEW

Sons,
Bankers,
New York, Cleveland

YORK.

and Boston.

syndicate forming to complete purchase of valuable Colorado gold properties.
Write for particulars.
Subscriptions of *100 upwards.
4w3

FREE

I
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Nutriola Company’s Uuparalleled
Oiler. Twenty-five Days’ Treatment
Free.

BUREAU,

Everybody in Waldo County has heard of
NUTRIOLA. Yet, few know much about
it.
This is not strange. We, haven’t blown
trumpets, but we have been attending
strictly to business. We know that to succeed at the present time, we must have
something better, much better, than anything known before. This is an age of advancement.— what would satisfy the people
ten years ago isn’t looked at to-dav.
So
we’ve been testing NUTRIOLA in hard
cases—selling it from Maine to Mexico. We
advertised in the South and West and sold
hundreds and hundreds of boxes.
We
wanted to know what it would do—we have
found out. Call into our office any day and
let us show you the scores of letters from
people scattered all over the U.S.—given up
by doctors, but well to-day. They say
“NUTRIOLA made me new all over.’’ We
believe it. Seems a little odd to Tell people
in Waldo County what NUTRIOLA is—what
it will do—when
pc pie three thousand
miles away know all about, il—but we want
you to know.
NU FRIOLA is a chemical
blood and nerre food, ‘‘the very essence of
lile."
Life for body, brain, and nerve. Not
the prescription of some country doctor, but
a scientific marvel.
Possesses wonderful
In producing it—in 1.SP4—we empower.
ployed the best brains—scientilie drains—in
the U. S. When we gut it perfected we
were well aware that it was a new
departure.
Nothing like it on Earth. A step in advance.
we

wanted to he

absolutely

355 & 357

Boylston Street,
BOSTON, MASS.

A CARD.
As we have had a large number of our friend*
and customers outside of Boston
frequently a
us to buy goods, get
samples, advise and gr...
general and derailed information, in regard
(Towns, Coats, Garments. Wraps, ami Materia
where it has been impossible for them to come
Boston, and where the nature of such purchaaixl enquiries required good taste,
knowledge
styles, and judgment, and. while offering to j
us well for such trouble, we could not
undertake
the responsibility without detriment to our established business as Dressmakers, with the fan';ties which we had then Having recent 1
vacquii.
such additional facilities as to make itperfect
practical to undertake such business iu conjun
tion with our Dressmaking and
we ar»
Tailoring,
now at your service to do sucli
shopping as
require in

DRY GOODS,
Rt ADY-MAQE GARMENTS,
i

FURS,TRIMMINGS, MILLINERY.
CARPETS AND RUG*,
UPHOLSTERY GOO )S.
FURNITURE. WALL PAPER

sure

would do all we expected.
We have
taken a year to give it the most severe tests.
We now know that its power to restore
health is beyond—far beyond—any preparathat it

BRIC-A-BRAC PICTURES,

tion ever made.
Von don't know this—we
do.
To pro v it to the most skeptical we
make tin* following offer.
An offer without
a parallel in the
history of remedial compounds. We make it because that which has
been considered impossible we know is now

and tdher troths of art.
In fact anything which you annot
get at vm
local shops and requires expert, judgment.
We do not charge for getting
samples, b
charge five per cent, on all purchases, icetto
lance must accompany all order.**. »r
goods can I

possible.

sent

We will furnish twenty-five days treatment. to thirty persons in Waldo County//v<e
ot cost.
Subject to the following cond;tions

only

House

W. J. Havfs &

No, HO Broadway,

C. 0. D. if desired, except those known

to

THE COLBY

SHOPPING AND
INFORMATION BURE A l

3m3*

:

1st.
We want hard eases—of long standing— cases that have tried Doctors and
Patent Medicines without avail.
-d. The applicants must reside in Waldo

t

County.

“A A>w Broom

>d.
Considered reliable
people whose
will believe what, they say.
4th.
At the expiration of the’ twenty-five
days each person shall state the actual facts
concerning the results of treatment over
their own signature,
permitting us to publish the same if we desire.
5th. This offer has a tune limit—from
Monday, Feb. .'U, to Saturday. Feb. Sth.
Call in person at the NUTRIOLA COM
FANV ’S Office, 04 High St., on or between
—

neighbors

these dates.
What do you think of this for an offer?
Shows we’ve got faith in NUTRIOLA,
doesn't it?
By-the-way, we will say, it
isn’t reasonable to suppose that we can cure
case
in
twentv-tive days, hut there
every
isn't a case in Waldo county within the
reach of help that we can’t boa-lit in that
time.
Benefit enough so they can knoir it
without asking any one to tell them.
NUTRIOLA is simply Nature’s helper.
Does the work according to the laws of
Nature—not according to medical theories.
We have an illustrated hook of 74
pages,
tells all about it.
Free for the asking. Send
by mail, or at R. II. Moody’s, Belfast.
Sufferer, thy Macedonian cry is heard!
And in the closing years of this grand century Science answers thy call. We place
NL ntlOLA in the Arena against everything considered remedial ever produced.
It’s the Emancipator of the age. We chal-

lenge

the world

t<

produce

and that a new store at the corner of Church am!
franklin streets, ij'ieive buildimr,
opposite ti
l’osr Office) has been fitted up
expressly for opurpose. We are prepared to show von the lx
line of

Stoves, Tin Ware,
ami all goods usually carried in a first-class
■stove* store, ever slimvn in Belfast.
In ad
dition, we deal in

like results

I

Furnaces,

Steam

Hot Water

or

Boilers, Pumps, Piping

In the Supreme Judicial

and

Court.

Plumbing,

John II. Brooks and Dana B. koiuhworth In
Kiiulij
vs. the Clij or Bi-ll'asl and Heirs ol' Mart K.
Suuihnorlh, laie of Bellasi, aloresald, demised.

We

It appearing that Meilora .1. Simp-no and a|phnnzo Simpson reside in Chelsea, in the < ..mmonwealr.ii of Massachusetts, l)ani< S Simoson
in Fverett. Massachusetts, Mr> Halph Durham
and Frances (Juiuihy in .Milton. Ma-s.-idiusetI

'v- l"''’ -i
of firs! class
workmen, who art
i■
mie ..t ,!..
our line.
W» .-..rdi;
store amt examine otir

can

handle

.< u

;.-t.

,v

muii ft

3ath Room to a Sewer.
...

met!
..

jo!» in

William Merrill and Samuel Herse\ in F.i.I
Ohio, Florence Hill in Denver, (dorado. Kdwin
Hudson in Huston, Massachusetts. Frances \
Segarwood in Manchester Center, \; .\idiie A
W ilson in Manchester Center, \
I.ucv l. M-n iM
in Mam-lies.er Center, Vi., < aniline F. s porter in
Stoughton, Mass., and Fnen S. Chase
Wciser,
Idaho, on application of the plaintiffs, an order
is hereby entered requiring said defendants to
ap
pear and answer the hill within rwu mouths from
the first Tuesday in February, lSPG.
Sl’HSTANCK OK PLAINTIFFS’ HILL.
To the SKjii'rme Jm/iciu/ Court u> Id/uify
John G. Brooks and Dana B. Southworth, both
ot Belfast, in said county, complain against the
city of Belfast and the heirs of Mary E. south
worth, late of Belfast, aforesaid deceased, to wit:
Medora ,1. Simpson. Alphonzo Simpson, both of
Chelsea, in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
Daniel S. Simpson of Everett,
Mrs. Ralph Durham and Frances Qnimbv, both of
Milton. Massachusetts, William Merrill and Samuel Hersev. both of Toledo, Ohio, and Florence
Hill of Denver, Colorado, and Edwin P. Hudson
of Boston, Massachusetts, Sarah ,J.
Cunningham
of Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock,
Maine,
Hattie Nichols of Searsport, in the county of
Waldo, Edwin P. Giles and < Hive Colburn, both of
Belfast, in said county of Waldo,. Frances A.
Segarwood of Manchester Center, Vt., Abbie AWilson of Manchester Center, Vt., Luev ,1. Morrill of Manchester Center, Vt., Caroline E. S.
Porter of Stoughton, Mass, and Eben S. Chase of
Weiser, Idaho, Mary L. Pulsifer of Oldtown Me..
Jennie M. De I.aetre of Etna. Me C H. Pulsifer
of Augusta. Me, L. D. Pulsifer of Augusta. Me.and
Minnie E. Pulsifer of Augusta, Me., and sa\
First: That said Mary E. Southworth,’whose
maiden name was Maiy E. Simpson, on the 17th
day of December. A. lH. 188b. made and duly
executed her last will and testament, and that
subsequent thereto she was married to Dana B.
Southworth, and on tin- 21st day of July, a. I).,
18'Jf>, said Mary E. Southworth died.
Second: That said last will and testament of
said Mary E. Southworth was duly proved, allowed and probated at the September term of the
Probate Court for Waldo county, which was bogun and holden at Belfast in said county, on the
second Tuesday of September being the tenth
day of said September
l’hird
That on said tenth day of September,
A. 1)., 18‘Jf>, your
complainants were duly appointed by the Judge of said Probate < urt executors of said last will and testament and
gave
the bond required and have assumed the trust.
Fourth: That the residuary clause of said will
is in these words, to wit:
••All the rest, residue
and remainder of tny estate and of which I
die possessed, 1 give, bequeath and devise to maythe
Central School District of said Bid last for the
purposes following.
1st.
The amount of this bequest shall be invested or put at interest so that an income mav
accrue and so kept until a suflicienr sum shall
be aeeummulated by increase from interest or
profit, by subsequent bequests or gifts or in some
other way, to pro\ ide for the erection of a school
bouse within said district suitable to accommodate at least four of the schools.
2d.
When the sum becomes sufficient for the
above purpose the money shall be used for building sueh a sehoolhouse as is indicated above.”
Fifth: That no trustee is named in said will.
Sixth: That the Central School District mentioned hi saiil will comprised the city
proper, ami
that by the Public Laws of Maine of lsn;>,
Chapter
216, said district was abolished.
Seventh: Your complainants are in doubt
about their duties in relation to said clause and
respectfully ask lor the instruction of the Court.
DANA B. Si >1* r H WORTH.
JOHN G. BROOKS.
W P. Thompson, Belfast, Me..
Solicitor for complainants.
Tileston Wadi in, Clerk.
A true copy. Attest:
Tileston Wadi.in, clerk.
Dated this 25Hh day of Jan., 18!K>.

A. K. PIER'E

,,u

JO RN F. RM ALLEY

Belfast, Dec. it*, lsyr,.

And shall
my

till my store is rented, and
a line of

he

remaining stock have

Ladies'Gold Watches.
RICH
A

PATTERNS anil FINEST WORKS.

full line of

Solid Gold, Stone
AND

Band

Finger Rings.

Fine stvie of

STEALING SILVER WARE,
with

a

great

variety of

Chains, Charms,ami other goods
I am anxious to close out all my st<>ck,
ami any of these goods will be sold for
ONli THlRi) and some for ONh-HALF
their value.
q.

Now is the time

have your eyes fitted

to

Spectacles and
Gobi, steel

or

Eye

rubber frames
usual

:<>

Glasses.

one

half less than

price.

:>w.<

C. HERVEY.

Belfast National Bank,
Belfast,

Maine.

CAPITAL, $150,000.
SURPLUS, $33,000.
Opan

from 9
1

to

to

1IKCOS1T8

12 A, M.

From

4 P. M.
SOLIUITKO.

41if

I

WANTED IY> take orders on the road during
coming spring and summer.
Unequalled
chance for beginners and experienced men.
We
want your help and are willing to pay liber2m2
ally for it.
the

Do

not

tail to write

at once

GRATED
HORSE

RADISH.

SOMETHING
NEW and
NICE.

for full information.

WHITING NURSERY CO.,
Ave.,
BOSTON, MASS

457 Blue Hill

■

A. K. Pierce & Smalley,

THE NUTRIOLA COMPANY,
Belfast, Maine.

WALDO SS.

IS Cl.KA.N I RUM TIIK START.

We take pleasure in announcing to our friend"
Belfast and vicinity that we have formed a
partnership under the firm name of

Massachusetts’,

my

FLEETWOOD WARD,

BROKERS,

The

Naturally,

CO.
of

Boston.

organizers.
not

STOCK

Darling, Denslow & Co.,

Templars.

About 25 new lodges have been added during the last three months, by workers and

<&

and

True Blood Purifier

1

WARD

BANKERS and

Over 25 years member of
New York Stock Exchange,

Denslow, Easton & Herts,
Bankers of New York,

Only

Prominently

DENSLOW,

formerly

in the public eye. All druggists. #l.
Edwards Funny Folks Specialty Company
are the only pills to take
appeared here in a refined, musical and nooa S n*ti
Hills With Hood's Sarsaparilla.
pleasing entertainment, consisting of songs
Supreme Judicial Court.
aud funny sayings, magic and mind-reading,
sketches aud negro farces. So pleasing and
The record of the January term of Supreme
entertaining were they that for three nights Judicial Court which closed last week is as
EiwelPs bail was filled, and so well satisfied follows:
was
everybody who attended that it was the j Court opened Jan. Ttli and closed Jan.22d,
unanimous opinion that it was the best show a term of 14
working days. The grand jury
that has visited here for a long time. Mr. j
reported the 3d day of the term, having found
his
and
Marthe
Edwards,
wife,
proprietor,
4 indictments, none of which were for liquor
guerite, are veterans in the business, having
selling. There were 208 cases on the civil
been associated for y ears with the late Comidocket at the beginning of the term, and 105
cal Brown.
In sleight-of-hand tricks they new ones were
added
In the 5 cases tried
are very
clever, and in their impersonations, by jury there were 3 verdicts for plaintiff
farces and comic sayings, they are an up-to- and 2 for defendant.
1'hree of these go to
date company. The novelty of voting for the Law Court on motion for new trial and
the handsomest lady and the homeliest man one on
exceptions. Eleven divorces were
created lots of fun. In every respect it is decreed. Three cases were withdrawn from
an entertainment that ought to be well patthe jury and sent to the Law Court on reronized at every place they appear. As the
port. In one case a demurrer was tiled and
admission is down to the popular price of overruled and the case
goes to the Law
ten cents everybody can afford to go, and if
Court on exceptions. One was opened to
One prisoner was
you go once you will want to go again ; just the jury and non-suited.
released from jail on a writ of habeas coras they did here, which is positive
proof
ami
two
were
pus,
sentenced, one for assault
that the people know a good tliiug when and one for
liquor nuisance. One candidate
they see it, and Charlie Edwards Funny was admitted to the bar and t hree to eitizenFolks is just the kind of a show that every- sliip, as follows: James Webster of Swanville; Samuel Clegg of Frankfort and Wm.
body always goes more than once to see.
J. Baker of Belfast, all former subjects of
A very enjoyable Leap year ball was given Great Britain.
Several
were brought against Fredby the young ladies Tuesday evening, Jan. erick It suits and
the Petit Manan Land
Page
21st, at El well’s hall. A day or t wo before Co., trustee, on account, of labor, etc., in
the event invitations were sent to the young building roads under Page’s contract at
Petit Manan Point. These are all entered
men that they (the ladies) would be
greatly on t he docket,“Trustee to disclose next term
pleased to accompany them to the ball, and as of first.”
of course the young men were pleased to acI), lv. Drake of Frankfort was appointed a
cept such a kind invitatian. At 8 o’clock Disclosure Commissioner.
A hearing on petition for writ of habeas
Miss \ ertie Allen, the graceful floor direccorpus in the case of Daniel O’Connell will
tor, raised her hand, the music began, and be held at Bangor to-day before Chief Justice Peters.
The respondent was indicted
soon all were absorbed in the
dizzy mazes
of the dance. It was a delightful time, and j at the April term, 181)4, for keeping a common nuisance.
At the October term he was
j
all were vociferous in their
praise, especially tried and found guilty. At the January
the young men, who declared
term, 1800, lie was sentenced to pay a tine of
never
they
bad such a good time or were so well enter- >400, and in addition 4 months imprisonment in the county jail, and in default of
tained at a hall before.
Ice cream and cake payment of said lined months imprisonment
were served by the ladies to their
partners, m county jail in addition to said 4 months.
After
of the Court the respondand to the spectators, free.
Probably the ent, byadjournment
his attorney, W. FI. McLellan, Esq.,
most interesting event took
place at the applied to Chief Justice Peters, who is holdclose of the ball, when the young ladies ing Court in Bangor, for a writ of habeas
blushingly informed the young men they I corpus on account of illegality of the sentence. The statute provides that the punishwould be happy to escort tln in to tlieir I
ment for nuisance shall be a tine not exceedhomes. Of course the young men felt a lit- ing SI,000, or imprisonment in jail not more
than
one year.
A later law provides that
tle queer, but they realized the fact that the
where a statute provides for fine or irnprisnew woman was here to
stay, so they meek- onment, the presiding justice may impose !j
ly consented to share their pleasure, and let either or both. The geueral law in relation
the dear little tilings escort them home. It to imprisonment for non-payment of tine is
that the respondent shall be released after
was quite a novel
proceeding on the ladies’ 30 days imprisonment by giving his note for
part, but they were equal to the occasion and the amount of the tine.
The respondent
so far as we know
they #11 returned safely to claims that so much of the sentence as aptlieir own homes without meeting even plies to imprisonment for non-payment of
line is illegal, and an effort will be made to
such a formidable creature as a little mouse, abate that or possibly the whole sentence.
and were much satisfied with the success of Norman Wardwell, Esq., will appear for
the respondent at the hearing.
their leap year ball.
■

e

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Is the

BUREAU,

CRIPPLE CREEK and OTHER GOLD MINING PROPERTIES.

A few years later, he was admitted to
partnership, and has carried on the business since his father’s death.
I sell more of Hood’s Sarsaparilla than
and it leads
any other,” says Mr. Poor,
any similar preparation two to one.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla has a steady sale and
is in good favor with the people, who
speak well of it.”
The record of remarkable cures effected
enables us truthfully to say that

Although the Bellamy system of housekeeping has not yet been fully developed,
Knight the women of the day are to be congratulated upon the vast strides that are
being made
Home,”

(Arranged by Collin Coe).
Miss Milliken, Miss Colburn, Mrs. Quimbv,

AMERICAN GOLD MINING

A. A. HOWES & CO.

BhLtfASr.

NEWS OK

THK

Belfast

will hold

opportunity.
tiiu«‘ I read in a legend
,iiit- ancient Arabian lore,
a

..

,i

v,tl.(

pilgr'in, tired ami wistful,
watching by Paradise door.

e gates
swing ajar,
strains of silvery music
lloating out from afar,

to

v

i},, door had never opened,
cs were heavy with sleep,
i|;s
ii, thought, “1 will rest a moment
tireless watch I keep."
the
i:

Belfast, Jan. 27, 1896.

but while he was sleeping,
.-pen swung the uoor
stunt, then silently closing

,i,

shut, and forevermore.

Hopkins

the regular meeting of the
W. C. T. Alliance, Friday

at

'•ft
-an

.!an.

51st, will be “Intlueuce.”

desired, with every
speak on the subject.

iiiee

red

to

'. iper is

>.

is

supplying

id them

A

mem*

Carter & Co. with

sticks for vessels’ spars.
-.

In

mast 57 feet

was one

a

lot

long

diameter at the top, which
hauled from Centre Montville, a

!'<*s

ii
■v

of

in

miles,

15

wheels,

on

with

one

(’omhadks! The Waldo CouuAssociation will meet at the

"N.
raii

Hall. North Searsport, Feb. Oth.
the next

Thursday.

We

hope

to

If
see

Waldo county represented,
furnish baked beaus, brown bread,

<>st,

m

If

pastry, bring it
before this meetcalls for every comrade in Waldo
he present.
[A. Stinson, Sec.

ice.

von

Business will
:

Skizi

k

kks.

want

come

Sheriff

S. G.

is the title of a story written
for the manufacturers of

Landlord Jones has recently given the I
Revere House a thorough renovation, including new furniture and fixtures in the

last week.

stoii

.•

tlieir

Thanksgiving

Castine next Fourth of July, or at
other place on that date. This correction is made in the interest of the Band,

ment at
any

Addie Hop*
sister, Mrs.

and Miss

visited

Mrs. Popkiiis

ence

w

troit

■

capital stock already paid

The Belfast Band has had no correspondwith any one concerning an engage-

be ceaseless watchers,
ith drooping eyes we wait,
should fail of Life’s entrance
-ping beside the gate.
B. Frost, in Kent’s Hill Breeze.
,st

gh

Norton,

dining

furniture, carpets, etc.,
of the guests’ rooms, additional electric lights, electric bells, etc.
;
Staples & Cottrell have made an additiou
to their business.
They now take measures
and have men’s suits or garments made to
j
i order by one of the largest tailoring establishments in New York City. They have a
large book of fashion plates and samples
room,

NONE SUCH MEA™
of the most humorous
It will
writers of the day.
be sent free to anyone sending address and naming this

by

in

new

several

j

from

one

paper.
MERRELL-SOULE CO., Syracuse, N. Y.

>

Pensions have been granted

as

follows:

Increase, George E Crosby, Orland ; original,
widows, etc., Caroline w. Soule, Searsmont;
additional, James O. Clark, Belfast.

which selections may be made.

The laws of the State require all towns
and plantations to erect and maintain guide-

junctions

The C. L. S. Circle will meet with Mrs.
David Alexander, Feb. 3d, at 2 p. in.

under a penalty, for failure, of $5 for each
board and each month so neglected. It
would be interesting to know to what ex-

Win. Haugh is to establish a lunch wagon
on High street near Parker & Stevens’ laundry. H ,T. Morrison went to Boston'Tues-

boards

all main crossings

at

tent the law

or

has been observed.

W. S. Cleveland’s Minstrels are billed for
the Belfast Opera House for Thursday evening, Feb. bth. There are bO people in the
company, including several Japanese, the
largest show of the kind that has ever visited Belfast. There are three bands and two

consists
It shows the amount of
of Dr. J. M. Fletcher, chairman, R. G. Dyer
in to be $8,400aud R. H. Moody.
par value of shares $25. The directors are
F. E. Cottrell and H. G. Bicknell have
C. E. Lane, E. G. Roberts, A. E. Chase, C.
fitted up the store in the John Peirce block,
E. Bowen and C. F. Bessey. I. G.
Reynolds
is president and A. E. Kilgore treasurer.
formerly occupied by B. S. Staples, and will
serve oysters in all the styles in which those
Chat. The large elm tree in front of tha
bivalves are eaten.
residence of Ezekiel Small, East Belfast
The Children’s Aid Society acknowleges
measures 19 feet in circumference a
foot
above the ground-There were 670 boxes the receipt of a second contribution of
from J. H. M., Lewiston. The ladies
of Dana’s Sarsaparilla in the
freight of money
of Stockton Springs, who furnished a room
steamer Penobscot from Belfast
Monday_
at the Girls’ Home, will visit the Home toJohn J. Mellen has bought the
cigar and
confectionary store of Robbins & Staples... day. There are nine girls there at present.
Steveus & Erskine lately made for L. L.
Gentner a handsome pair of light driving “Around the World in a Man-o’-War.”
harnesses, with a number of new and imThe closing lecture in the
People’s Course
proved features-The Belfast letter-car- —the final
entertainment will be the conriers are to have a benefit ball in the near
cert by The Ariel-Grilley
Combination, Feb.
future.
7th—was given at the Belfast Opera House
New Advertisements.
Carle & Jones last Tuesday evening by Mr. Robarts Harper,
have a new trimmer in their room
paper de- subject, “Around the World in a Man-o’partment, and papers are trimmed straight. War.” The proceeding lecturer, Dr. MacThey are offering 000 rolls of remnant paper Arthur, was a Scotchman by birth, but an
at 3 cents, and 1,000 rolls of
newstyle, cheap. American by adoption, and the British coat
....A. A. Howes & Co. have a rheumatic of arms first thrown
upon the screen, with
cure that cures, the Heinz
pickles, grated the accent of the lecturer,
Mr.
Deeds Jan. 28th.

The second of the series of teachers’ meetings for the discussion of nature studies was
held at the Superintendent’s office last Friday afternoon. The teachers of the Intermediate Grade attended.

.it.

s

Mrs. Callie McKellar of Rockland is visitMrs. T. D. Jellison of Brooks is visiting
ing Mrs. Kate Conant on Congress street.
her daughter, Mrs. E. 9. Bowker.
John Mahoney of Camden, whose trial for
Joseph A. McKeen returned home yesterconspiracy was reported by our Searsmont day from Boston, for an indefinite period.
correspondent last week, was brought to
West & Draper, shoe manufacturers on
Belfast Thursday by deputy sheriff Geo. A.
Eliot street, Boston, have made arrangeJackson and committed in default of bail.
ments to move their plant to Camden.
The certificate of organization of the YanThe Board of Registration is preparing
kee Blade Publishing Co. of Brooks was rethe voting lists for posting, prior to the city
corded in the Waldo County
Registry of election of March 9th. The Board

A. C. Sibley, Pres.
W. H. Quimby, Soc’y.

,1,1.■

w

of Trade

port of committee on new hotel and to see if
the constitution shall be amended as it relates to admission fees and negative votes.

had he waited

.aUt-r year

Board

special meeting at the city building. Tuesday evening, Feb. 4, 1896, at seven
o’clock, to consider matters of interest to
Belfast’s industries, to hear and act on rea

j

day

to

procure

a car

horseradish, hot-water bottles, etc_Con- Harper

for his use.

to

Mr. Robe. P. Chase.

season

lided with the sidewalk near Jackson & McIntosh’s store, hut kept right side
up with
care.
The driver kept his seat on top of the
load and the damage to the harness and
light gear of the sled was small. About
noon Mrs. Ada Grady’s horse ran aw
ly with
her and in turning from Miller to Church

1

Decisii.n,

C.ukt

The Clerk of
lias reeeived from the Law Court the

i-*

.;<•

of

barbeii
t was

opinion in the ease of Arthur
Waiter Ordway. The de-

vs.
a

tenant <>f tlie

•>

used,

f

brought

"U a

plaintiffs father,

farm in Searsmont. The
action of

assumpsit to
t rents due, as heir to his father’s
propThe case was opened to the jury at
Iantiary term, 1 Via, hut was withdrawn
a the
jury and sent to the Law Court on
art.
Way land Kuowlton for plaintiff,
•mpson for defendant.
Following is the
au

ia-senpt.

A. C. Adams and G. H. Hinckley,
representing I lie .Et na and Phoenix I nsurance Companies, were in Belfast last ThursMessrs.

day

investigate recent losses by lire in
this city in which their companies are interested. They held policies on tin- furniture
in Crosi>\ Inn and in J. C. Thompson’s furniture store. They received statements of
loss s.» far as the owners had prepared them,
and will visit this city later for adjustment
of losses.
to

The Young Men’s Debating Club, at the
regular meeting last Thursday evening, discussed tlie question ‘‘Resolved, That the

Assumpsit for rent. No t*xpromise is shown, and the law does present divorce laws are not stringent
imply .me from the facts in the ease, enough," and the vote decided in the affirmdefendant was tenant of plaintiff’s
er.
He .lied, and the tenant denies the ative. The principal disputants were Wardf the plaintiff, who claims to hold as
well and McLellan affirmative; Stevens and
As to him the tenant has become a
White negative. This evening there will be
s«>r.
There was no relath u of laudand tenant between them from which a mock trial, with Fred W. Brown as judge,
law implies assumpsit for rent or use and Norman Wardwell and Hugh D. Mcoccupation. Rogers vs. Libby, :*»."> Me. Lellau as attorneys.
Howe vs. Russell, 41 Me. 44b: Emery
Mrs. Florence C. Porter of Caribou, accomlemcry, 87 Me 281. Title to land should
be tried in assumpsit.
Plaintiff non- panied by several members of the Belfast
Alliance, went to Brooks last Friday in the
ire in A Fi RNiTritE Stork.
Wednesday interests of the Non-Partisan W. C. T. A.
muon,Jan. 22, between 1 an«l ..’cluck M r. and the Children's Aid Society of Maine.
-<‘ne \\
Willis lighted a large hanging An enthusiastic
meeting was held at the
I'm the furniture store of J. (J. Tlnnnpresidence of Mrs. Mary Staples and several

"ss

■

■

"■

&

S“ii, No. F Main street. Soon after
utzed up ami when he tried to lower the
i\ it Would not work.
Mr. Willis then
the Mazing lamp from its support-*, inling to carry it out doors, hut was coin-

■k
•.

ladies of Brooks became members of the Alliance.
Mrs. Porter spoke in Newport last

Sunday. Among her engagements for the
near future, in addition to those announced
last week, is a meeting to be held it: Castine
Sunday, Feb. ldtli.

drop it mar the counter, and it
her exploded or broke with the fall, let“I want to pay for my Herald" said a suboil it contained upon the
mi the gallon -.f
scriber coming into our office the other day,
->»r.
An alarm was given, hut meanwhile
“although I think that some of my neighe
neighbors ami men on the street had bors ought to pay for it a part of the time,
for they read it as much as I do and someme to the rescue and using
lounge cox-er- times I don’t get a chance at it until they
ed

to

comfortables succeeded in smothThe fire department was
ring the dames.
roniptly on hand and had coupled on to a
yd rant in front of L. T. Shales’ store and
in the hose, when they were notified that
’he lire was out. The counter near which
he lamp fell was badly charred and a walnut
sk nearby suffered the same fate.
This
desk contained valuable papers belonging to
the tirni and Mr. Willis had to work quickly
to remove them.
The interior of the store
was badly smoked and about $50 worth of
gs

and

goods

smothering the fire were ruined.
Mr. Thompson appreciates the prompt
ami effective work done by his neighbors
and friends and congratulates himself that
used in

his loss
narrow

was

no

greater.

Mr. Willis had

a

escape.

Shipping Itkms.
Sell. Geo. W. Glover
arrived Jan. 23d from Boston with flour for
L. A. Knowlton... .Sclis. Fannie & Edith
and Hattie. Paige sailed Jan. 23 for Boston
with hay from F G. White’s-Soli. George
Bird arrived Jan. 23d from New York with
phosphate for L. A. Knowlton_Captain
Lynam of Seal Harbor denies the published
story that he intends to go to the Bermudas

charge of the Sea Pigeon, which was
reported to have been towed in there. Capt.
Lynam has not heard a word from his vessel
since she disappeared and says he never experts to hear from her again-Capt. Theodore Bunker of Cranberry Isles, has been selected as captain of the Peregrine, the handsome yacht recently built at Bath for R. H.
White of Boston.
His brother, Capt. H. G
Bunker, formerly of Cranberry Isles, is commander of the Valiant, vY. K. Vanderbilt’s

to take

yacht, which is about
the

east... .Sell.

A.

to

\V.

start for
Ellis

a

cruise in

has received

hatch coamings at this port, and is in
Rockland loading lime for New York....I).
H. Libby is making a*suit of lower sails for
sell. Sarah L. Davis-Ship Charger, which
arrived at Hamburg December 9th, from La
Plata, has been sold by Capt. D. S. Goodell,
Jr., to Hamburg parties who will change
her name and place her under the German
tlag. The terms of the sale are not given.
The Charger is one of the famous American
new

She was built in 1874 by
Smith & Townseud at their yard in East
Boston, for the firm of Henry Hastings &
Co., and until two years ago tiew that concern’s house flag.
She was at that time purchased by ('apt. Goodell, who has since commanded her....Bark
Fred P. Litchfield,

clipper ships.

Hong Kong for Baltimore, put into Barbadoes Jan. 20 with Capt. Chadbourne and
wife both dead. The hark sailed 23d for
Baltimore-Ship Abner Coburn has been
stripped, calked ami remetaled to the 17 foot
Brooklyn, N. Y_Sell. Helen,
Capt. Batchehler, has been chartered
through the E. A. Butler Marine Agency t >
mark

at

Block Island aud load stone for New
York. Capt. Batchelder is at his home in
Northport, hut will start at once for Block
Island, as the charter has been awaiting a
suitable vessel some little time.
go to

have finished."
Another subscriber a short
time ago said that one of his neighbors sends
for
in regularly
the Herald, as soon as she
thinks it has come from the post office.

[Camden Herald.
Such complaints are common enough at
this office, and in some cases subscribers
have complained that they did not get an
opportunity to read the paper at all; and we
recall

instance in

one

tinued his
Comment

which a man disconfor that reason.

subscription

seems

unnecessary.

Acknowledgments. We are indebted to
the Railroad Commissioners of Maine for a
copy of their annual report for the current
It is a document of great interest to
year.
the people of Maine, especially those who
have to do with transportation affairs directly. The railroad map of Maine accompany-

who h

returned to take the Advanced
Course, recently established. The spring
term begins March 10th,
ive

A job at either
the couuty farm.
kind of work will prove no sinecure for the
wandering fraternity, and we predict they
will boycott Waldo county as soon as they
are
releas d
from their present jobs.
Twenty-two men were in the jail and all
except one were put to work Monday morning. This one man refused and said he
would die before he would do such work,
lie was put on bread and water diet and
confined in a dark cell. Twenty-four hours
of that treatment brought him to his senses
and he went to work with the others Tues-

day morning.

with the modern war vessels
In ships and in discipline the navies of the different nations
fo-day are practically identical. The lecturer
spoke of Nelson’s words, “England expects
every man to do his duty,” as having done
much for the English Navy, as the words of
the gallant Lawrence, “Don’t give up the
most

interesting.

“Only

of

Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock, but
found the weather much better than expected, ami reached Belfast at. about 0.30 Monday morning. She went to Winterport and
returned, leaving for Boston at the usual
hour, 2 p. m., the same day_The steamer
Henry Morrison recently sold by the Bangor & Bar Harbor Steamboat Company to
until

ship,” had for the American navy. Finally,
the interesting preliminaries, the lec-

Capt.

next

Mr.

Please look at

State, and the

first, to

Fire Insurance Co., represented at
Winterport by Hon. Fred Atwood. This
company is a prompt payer of losses aud reliable in every way-The statements of
the Orient Insurance Company and tlieyEtna
Insurance Company, both of Hartford,
Coun., come from the Belfast agents, Field
& West. They are well known aud reliable
companies, and Messrs. Field & West are
pleasant gentlemen to do business with.
Mention

cration

sure cure for Sore
P/i ifl— K,s
MMMCM Throat.
57TT11*.
Coughs,
Chills,

p.

by

a

Pa/n=Af

T11 r REST rem0,1, known for fica
Sick Headache, Pain in the
SickneH«,_
■Sack or Side, J{ he mini istn and Neui'u
Igia.
,s unquestionably the
KHi/*1*
Mticr BEST
1.1N | >1 ENT
It brings speedy and permanent relief
MADn,
In all cases of Bruises,
Cuts, Sprains.
Severe Burns, «tc.
,s the wel1 Wed and
MY MMMCI trusted friend of the
Mechanic, Farmer, Planter, Sailor, and
In fact all classes wanting a medicine
always at
hand,and safe to use internally or externally
with certainty of relief.

rIs

po in-

A RHEOIATlClURE
THAT IS A CURE.
.FOB

its work.

The

proprietors have

so

much faith in

SALE

BY.

A. A.. IlOVVKS Ac CO.

meeting in the vestry at G p. m led
Ethel Barr. Evening lecture at 7
Subject, “The Dignity of Labor.”

m.

Baptist church next Sunday morning the subject will be, “Our Responsibility
as the Stewards of God’s Gifts,” I. Pet. 4:10.
The music will include the anthem, “O, Taste
and See,” by Marston, and the selection,
“Gently Lead Us,” arranged from Flotow,
solo,duett and quartette. The evening subject will he “A Lawyer's Question,” (Great
Question Series No. 3). The music will include two selections, the second being, “Saviour, Breathe a Blessing,” by Ooude.

Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Crauiys,
Cholera, und all Bowel Complaints.

*■ a Medicine Chest In
*
CXJaJ
MYMMMCM itself, and few vessels
leave port without a supply of it.
43~No family can afford to be without this
invaluable remedy in the house. Its price brings
It within the reach of all, and it will annually
save many times its cost In doctors’ bills.
Beware of Imitations.
Take none bus tin
gnnulne ** Pjcrry Davis.”

&

FSANK R.

Feb. 28

1891.

May 4, 1894.
$41,089.54
May 7, 1895.
$110,325.50

$3tt,353.fttf
March 5, 1895.
883,978.53

July 24, I $94.
$59,1 $0.29
July II, 1895.
$123,085.5$

our sworn
on

WIGGIN,

Cashier.

Dec. 19, 1894.
2, 1*94.
874.532.52
$79,480.59
Kept, 28, 1895.
Ih*c. IS, 1895.
8148,147.48
$190,838.17
Ore.

statements to the

Comptroller

the above, dates.

Worcester

j
|

|
i

Does Not Grow

|

Hard

I

The undersigned, having associated themselves ;
ogetlier under the firm name of

asked the question “Have you got a
stomach?" it would be safe on general principles,. to answer “Yes.” But, if you are

it;

is,

sure'

of

tress

after eating

that

if you
any

or

ever

pains

Lumpy.

Notice.

If

I

or

JACKSON & HcINTOSH,

feel any disof whatever

for the purpose of carrying
ness, and having bought the

description in the region of the stomach, you
have got something more than an ordinary
stomach;, in other words, you have got a

on

the grocery lmsi-

diseased sto ■ aeh. The stomach is a powerful muscle, and the proper remedy for a
tired muscle is rest. Try the Shaker Digestive Cordial, for this product not only contains digested food, which will nourish the
GROCERIES, FLOUR, CORN, OATS,
system without any work on the part of the
FEED, MEATS, CANNED GOODS, Ac
diseased organs, but it aids the digestion of
other foods as well. You can test its value which we will sell at bottom p-ices, ami solicit
in your case for the trifling sum of 10 cents.
the patronage of our friends ami the public gen3w3
Sample bottles at this price are carried by erally.
all druggists.
j
ISAAC H. JACKSON.
Laxol is the best medicine for children.
Doctors recommend it in place of Castor Oil.

j

goods and good will
of the firm of CON A NT & CO., will continue the
j
business at the old stand, No. 45 .lain Street.
We have put in a new, clean stock of goods, j
consisting of choice

wm. h, mcintosh.
Belfast, Jan. 15,1896.

I

WHAT?
WHY A CASE OF

Fleece Lined
Shirts and Drawers
At 59c. Each.
Never sold before

Coming so rapidly that the dealers in cheap toilet soaps have got
We’ve got the soap trade of Belfast coming our way.
frightened. Afraid they will never sell the stuff they have on hand. “Coming events cast their shadows before,” sometimes,
and when “the handwriting is on the wall,” better stop and read—that is what some dealers in Belfast think, and they are wise.
Soap that was selling for 10 cents, a few days ago, goes now at 5 cents. What does this prove?
So down goes the price of soap.
This proves it. When the maker, freighter,
Just what we said—that the stuff on the market called toilet soap, wasn’t fit to use.
make
a
wholesaler and retailer
profit on a cake of soap sold at 5 cents, the whole story is told. It is not tit to use on a common,
It is made of rancid, rotten soap grease, worth 2 1-2 cents per pound. Guess you do not want this kind of soap, do
mangy cur.
you? We don’t say NUTRIOLA SOAP is as good as the best, but better. Ves, far better than the best. Here’s the proof:
BRYCE UEMMEL, Pb. D.
CONSULTING AND ANALYTICAL CHEMIST.
R.

619 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.

Boston,
no.

325

CERTIFICATE

c.

OF ANALYSIS.

The Kutriola Co.,

Belfast, Me., U.S.A.
and
analysis
Having made a careful Chemical examination
be entirely tree
to
it
certify
I
P.
hereby
Soap,
of Nutriola C.
and to possess grea
from injurious or poisonous substances,
emollient
and
properties.
„■■■.
antiseptic
free from all
materials
It is compounded from chemically pure
and
etc.,
animal
fat,
or
impure
adult°ration, excess of alkali,
for cleansing the flesh and rendering
a Soap of incalculable value
the skin soft and supple.
medall tne toilet or
1 recommend it as being pre-eminent among
examined.
icinal Soaps I have ever used or
_

-Respectfully submitted-^

I

|

than 75c. and

a

at

less

£ood trade

at that.

Remember, Shirts 59 cents,
Drawers 59 cents.
A BARGAIN AT

17,_189 S.

May

D. P. PALMER’S,
Masonic Temple, Belfast, Me.

E. H.

DURGIN, M. D.

of Glasses and Diseases of
the Eye aid Ear a Specialty.

Fitting

SEARSPORT,

_

SurFcmer!" Chief Assistant Chemist, Royal College*of
Laboratory, N. B.,
Government
and
Scotland,
Edinburgh,

geons,

Canada.

Remember our great Special Offer giving every one a chance to procure three cakes of SOAl* anil
—NOTHING, positively closes February 1st. Ouly two days more, and then its regular price.

MAINE.
13tf

its curative powers, that they offer One Hundred
Dollars for any case that it fails to cure. Send for
list of testimonials.
F J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Address,
4w2
SSr“Sold by Druggists, 75c.

JONES,

President.

Talk with Readers of the Journal about Toilet Soaps.

only positive cure now known to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease
requires a constitutional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly
upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the dis
ease, ami giving the patient strength by building
up the constitution and assisting nature in doiug

Largest in Eastern Maine.

These figures are taken from
of the Carrencg, Washington,

Miss

At the.

IS RECOMMENDED
By Physicians, by Missionaries, by Ministers, by
Mechanics, by Nurses in Hospitals.
BY EVERYBODY.

was

stock.

Deposits Solicited.

DEPOSITS:

I»a very remarkable remedv, both tor TNTERNAL and EXTERNAL use, and wonm
m its quick action to relieve distress.

dertul

Pain=Ki11rr

State

3 Cents.

of the morning sermon next Sunday at
the Universalist church. Praise and conse-

=3

hand is the Granite

Paper,

money.

ject

PfM in
fT®"1 fv

are publishing their annual statecompliance with the laws of the

can save

DEPOSITS ill the INTEREST DEPARTMENT payable on demand, draw
interest payable Jann
The subject of the “Unity Sunday Even- ary 1st and July 1st. Deposits during the lir-t three days of err,a/ month draw interest from the tint
of that month. I his department oirers nine/, trrmttrr
■<> depositors than Savings Ranks inasing” at the Unitarian church Feb. 2d will be much as every deposit is a twin to the hank, and all srronhj
deposits in onr Bank are ana ranteeit hr twice the
“Philanthropy." The papers will be on amount of our Capital Stock.
This Bank being the latest established Bank in Waldo
Samuel
G.
and
Howe
County, onr vault lias all the latest improveGeorge Peabody,
j ments in » ire and ... work,
thereby offering ,,renter errant,, to depositors than any
other
J
Dorothea L>ix, and the reading from “The j bank in this county.
Hero" by Whittier.
We still have a few *5.011 SIKH liEPONIT ROIKS.
VII our boxes are now Whipped with extra
locks. Si> they may be taken to and from the Hank if desired.
l\b
“The Marys and the Marthas” is the sub-

T

in

our

KNOWLrON,

INDIVIDUAL

Universalist vestry Friday evening
tlie young ladies of the Altar Society will

from

ments

A

At the

summer.

companies

L

an entertainment of music, recitations
and tableaux. There will he a candy table.
Admission ten cents.

The insurance

they

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.

Life."

II.

Statements.

because

^21 Main Street, Belfast. Maine>

Subject of sermon at Unitarian church
Sunday morning, “The Sun-path o

run

Insurance

hung.

us

CARLE

give

profusely illustrated, and up to date in all
respects, was the result, and no doubt the
hospital received a substantial benefit.

are

trade with

1,000 Rolls, ALL NEW STYLE PAPER CHEAP.

next

M. Prentiss
recently received
Miss Rebecca T. Greene, formerly of
Maine but now a teacher in the schools of
Salinas, California, a copy of the public
school children’s Examiner, San Francisco.
The proprietors of the Examiner turned
over their plant to the public schoolchildren
with orders to take charge of the Christmas
edition ami raise all the money possible to
build a ward for the blind and deaf of the
I
Children's Hospital. An issue of 40 pages,

$

Churches.

The

and F. 1. Gallupe of Bosout of Boston on the Plymouth
ton,
excursion route in place of the steamer Lil-

lie,

CUTICURA

ROOM papers

*

500 Rolls Remnant

many points of interest and the ship was
joined again at Port Said. Space will not
permit following the lecturer, or even enumerating the places visited and described.
The stereopticon views were the finest ever
seen here, and while every
place shown had
no doubt been seen
by some one person in
the audience they were a revelation to the

W. H. Swift

will

as

us

they
people

to

EVERY FAMILY
SHOULD KNOW THAT

wholesome

this year and have them trimmed on our h*-w trunnier*
Papers trimmed straight, hang^stiaight, and look straight after

after

cleared from the sled. The load did not capsize
It was a narrow escape for horses
and driver.

Steamer Notes. The steamer Penobscot
remained in Boston on account of the storm

so

Live Fish

—^^ou,R

takes his audience to sea, and the first
port made is Gibralter. Here the ship was
detained three months, and the time was
utilized in yachting trips and side journeys

or

sweet,

in contrast

were

capsized. Mrs. Grady was dragged
three rods, but pluckily held on and
stopped the horse. The juniper was ijuite
ba lly broken, hut Mrs. G. escaped with a few
slight scratches. Tuesday afternoon there
was a runaway of a pair of colts with a load
and the accompanying remarks
of loose hay. The colts were harnessed with- majority,
were interesting, amusing and instructive.
out breeching, and the traces became unAs the matter will come before the AssociaThe audience was large and appreciative
hooked in coming down Main street. The
tion for action a full attendance is desired
and the lecture won the warmest commendacolts were guided to the Beaman store, where
and every Post in the county should 1*3
tion.
they fell over the slight embankment and
represented.
two

so pure, so

SOAP, greatest of skin purifying and beautifying
soaps.
It prevents chafing,
redness, and roughness of the skin,
soothes inflammation, allays
irritation, and when followed
by gentle applications of CUTICURA (ointment), the great
skin cure, speedily cures all forms of skin and
scalp diseases.

turer

street

We publish elsewhere the call for the
meeting of the Waldo Veterans’ Association
at North Searsport, Feb. 0th.
Dr. A. J. Billings of Freedom will he present to explain
the object "f the veterans’ home at Windermere Park, Unity, and report what the committee has done and is doing in
regard to it.

made some weeks ago of the
sale by Mr. F. G. Cox of his clothing stores
ing the report adds much to its value-The in Chelsea, Wakefield, Stoneham and KoxJournal acknowledges the receipt from Rich- J bury. The new proprietors are Messrs. J.
ardson, Hill & Co., bankers, Boston, by P. Whitmore and H. I. Pulsifer. Mr. Whithand of F. W. Pote, agent of the B. & B. S. j more has been connected with the ContiS. Co., of King’s Boston Views, a pamphlet nental Clothing house of Boston for 23 years
containing one hundred half-tone cuts, from as buyer, manager aud partner, and Mr. Pulphotographs, of the principal points of inter" sifer has been connected with the same
est in Boston, together with a bird’s-eye
j house, and earlier with the wholesale firm of
view of the city.
Isaac Fenno & Co. The following announceA Fortune in Linen.
Staples & Cottrell ment will interest “Cy’s” many Belfast
of this city have shown us a newspaper clipfriends:
The management take pleasure in stating
ping from Troy, New York, showing a large
been made with the
shipment of linen goods by a manufacturing that arrangements have
manager, Mr. C. K. Davis, to re-popular
concern of that city of which they are the
main in charge of the Wakefield branch,
Belfast agents.
Following is an extract: ami he assures his many loyal patrons that
of
The largest shipmeut
Troy’s principal his best efforts will be exerted toward actheir varied requirements.
product ever made left here last week when ceptably meeting
Gluett, Coou & Co. shipped to their Chicago
Accidents. Miss Cassie Curtis of East
House twenty car-loads of Monarch Shirts,
Belfast fell on the ice while skating and disCluett collars and cuffs and ladies’ waists.
This train is a record breaker in many ways, located her right ankle-Albion E. Moore
to
from
t'roy
running “Special"
Chicago in cut the end of one of his
lingers quite badly
50 hours, an “Empire State" among freight
trains, and carrying possibly the most valu- last week while at work about the house....
able shipment of merchandise ever made
James Robbins of East Belfast had a narby a single house. Over 344,000 pieces, valu- row escape from drowning Saturday. He
ed at nearly a quarter of a million dollars,
was at Gilkey’s Harbor for clams and in
made up this enormous load, which started
‘amid screaming whistles and loud tongued rowing off to his sail boat with a skiff load
bells, with an immense throng gazing at the of clams the little boat was
swamped, aud
flaming placards which covered the cars. he was
obliged to swim several rods to the
Over four thousand live hundred operative s
are kept busy the year round running the
larger one. After drying his clothing aud
factories which turned out this shipment,
warming himself he rescued his boat and
the plant owned by Cluett, Coon & Co. beclams and arrived home safe and sound_
ing the largest of its kind in the world.
Mrs. Henry Knight had the end of a finger
To Work the Tramps. The County Comcrushed quite badly in the cogs of a washin
Belfast
last
missioners were
Friday and
ing machine Monday morning.
made arrangements for putting the prisoners
in the jail at h rd work.
George W. Fris$100 Reward $100.
bee and Percy S. Edgcomb were engaged as
The readers of this paper will he pleased to
overseers, ami the men are worked in two
learn that there is at least one dreaded disease
gangs. The work on hand consists in workthat science has been able to cure in all its stages
ing up a big supply of cord-wood and in and that is Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is the

ditching

which will be sold at the lowest pos-

Following is a list of unclaimed letters re- sible prices.
maining in the Belfast Post Office for the
week ending Jan. 25, 189(5:
Runaways. Two lively runaways took
Ladies—Mrs.
Cora Hewett;
Mrs. Judith Thompson. place in this city Monday. Both looked deGentlemen—Mr. W'ilmot Hamilton; Mr. Al- cidedly serious while in progress, hut no
vin T. Kiiowltou ; H. C. Moon, Esq. Fourth serious
results followed either of them,
class matter—Mrs. F. Patterson.
hirst tlie harness broke on a horse
bringing
The attendance at the State Normal a rack-load of lime casks into town, and the
School, Cast.ine, has steadily increased for horse ran down Main street. The rack col-,

Deputy .Sheriffs M. (i N »rton drum corps. Look out for the street parade.
ram
A lister, made two large seizThere will be h Leap Year party at Memo|iior last week, all belonging to
rial Hall, this, Thursday, evening under the
Biownrigg. Wednesday afternoon management of the ladies of the Unitarian
bed the Windsor Hotel, where
Society. The object is to get funds with
t'2 bottles of beer and 20gallons of
which to buy dishes for the society. A social
"
is. Thursday forenoon they seized
s
evening is promised and cards will he prosti-amboat. wharf o(» gallons of winsvided for those who care to play. Refresh■'gallons of rum, and 2 barrels each
ments, eonsistingof creamed oysters, cream- the past, live years. The
present number of
The lhjuors ed
ng 120 bottles of beer.
lobsters, sandwiches and coffee will be students is 1(5(5, while there were only 70 in
"'■lied and a hearing ordered in the served alter 1)
o'clock on the European plan
the winter of 1890. Of this number (100) 48 are
'.irt Tuesday, Feb. Itli.at 10 o’clock
All are cordially invited.
in the entering class and 12 are graduates
h\

Nothing

and

erty-A. Clement, opposite the National place and the nursery of the British rnan-o’Bank, lias opened a remnant bargain sale of wars man ; and the views of the training
wall papers at 3 cents a roll, and is
receiving ships, and of the famous Victory, Lord
new and beautiful designs for the
coming Nelson’s ship, and other line-of-battle ships,

used in the coming entertainment of the
Belfast Minstrels, will confer a favor by resame

Englishman,

it was in a
tinuation of the remnant silk sale at Star- British
man-of-war, as special correspondent
rett’s, and a large line of new styles in prints | of the London Standard, that he made his
just received from the wholesaler_See | journey around the world, covering a
period
notice of non-resident taxes, town of Lib- of three
years. We were shown the birth-

Personshaving any jokes and local hits,
or any original conundrums suitable to be

porting the

proclaimed

an

a

box of SKIN FOOD for

NOTICE.
As I

am

about

to leave town to live elsewhere,
al! persons indebted to me are
requested to make
immediate settlement.
I shall be at my office
Saturday afternoons for the next four weeks. >Iy
residence is for sale.
DR. E. A. DORTER.
Dated.at Liberty, dan. 20, 1890.-4w4

News of the Fishermen.
Emancipation was at last accomplished
after the lapse of more than three quarters
of a century, and a costly and sanguinary
Gloucester, Mass., Jan. 21. Capt.
civil war; international arbitration is still
Solomon Jacobs of sell. Ethel B. Jacobs
a question of
dispute between the two
claims to have made the quickest passage
I greatest nations of Christendom; the huon record for a
fishing vessel from Fortune
mane
waited-for
a
treatment
of
animals
;
man of the last
adeto
i
Bay, N. F. He asserts that he made the
procure
IF your Kidneys are diseased,
generation
quate legislation to enforce it; and Miss
sluggish or weak:
passage from St. Jacques, Fortune Bay, in
Anthony and Lucy Stone and the “New
IF your blood is full of Uric Ac59 hours.
Previous to this the record was
Woman” may justly honor Thomas Paine
id aud Rheumatism threatens:
held by Capt. Thomas Hodgdon in sell.
as the first advocate and
IF the germs of Malaria are in
prophet of their
cause on American soil.
The “Age of
your system;
| Talisman, which made the trip between
It will keep your < liiekens strong and boalthy. It
Reason” in matters pertaining to religion,
will make young pullets lav early. Worth its weight
s IF
the points in 09 hours.
Of course this
your blood is clogged with
in gold for moulting liens, and prevents all diseases. It
of
which
this
was
the
lirst
enlightened man
was done under exceptionaly favoring1
is absolutely pure.
poisons aud impurities;
Highly concentrated. In quantity
American
costs
kind
like
it.
and
No
other
has
at
last
arrived
a
a
only
of
a
cent
tenth
day.
prophet,
conditions. A fresh, fair wind all the j
IF your Bladder is weak, inflamthe shades of superstition and the authoror diseased,
way enabled the carrying of light sails,
of creeds are lifted from the mind and
ity
need
including fore and maintopsails and balconscience of the Christian world. Paine
loon jibs. The George F. Edmunds, Capt.
was a chief representative of the
higher
Wm. Corkum, which arrived from Forpatriotism, the declaration of which is
tune Bay with the largest fare of the seaCastoria is Dr. Samuel Pitcher’s prescription for Infants
not my party, right or wrong, nor “my
son, has made the quickest round trip
no matter what kind of food you use. mix
2**S°re,
aiul Children. It contains neither Opium,
daily Sheridan's Powder. Otherwise, vour profit
country right or wrong,” but Humanity,
thus
far.
of
the
Morphine nor
one
vessels
this fall and
largest
being
winter will he lost when the price for eggs
aud the rights of humanity against all opis very high. It
food
to leave port for Newfoundland.
assures perfect assimilation of the
Sell.
other Narcotic substance.
It is a harmless substitute
®*®hionts needed to
«
form eggs. It la
and
health
and
produce
pression, injustice
For they heal, soothe and
tyranny.
Bold by
Carrie W. Babson is on the passage with a
druggists, grocers, feed dealers or by mail.
for Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor Oil.
His was a soul which no trial could disSingle pack, 25 cts. Five ,«t 7.,-irge two-Ih can $1.20. Sis
strengthen the Kidneys.
full'cargo-of frozen herring. Sch. Amercans. $5 Fvn. pn,(j. cample
Po st Popptry Paper” free
no
no
defeat
Drights
I.
S.
courage,
wrong embitter,
ican sailed to-day for Newfoundland for a
They prevent
JOHNSON <£ CO.,
Disease,
Custom House St., Boston, Mass,
It, is Pleasant.
Its guarantee is thirty years’ use
by
He loved his fellowmen, and
conquer.
Tliey run Diabetes,
cargo of herring.
Capt. John Campbell
Millions
served them with mind aud heart.
of
Mothers.
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before bim, nor was he killed in battle.
But the prophet said he should be
destroyed, but not by any of these ways, but it
Physicians Urgently Advise Use of Dr. Greene’s Nervura. Well Known should
be within a few days, or take some
Physicians Enthusiastic in their Statements of the Wonderful Curative days to accomplish his death. Well we
find he came to his end, or was
Powers of Dr. Greene’s Nervura.
destroyed
by poison prepared by his wife for that
purpose, thereby taking some days to accomplish it. Taking these three points
brought out in this verse: 1st, that the
one mentioned was to be a raiser of taxes'
2d, this raiser of taxes was to reign when
Rome was in the height of its
glory, aud
3d, lie was to be destroyed neither by anger nor in battle, but within a few days;
it proves beyond all doubt that Cassar
Augustus was the one referred to by the
prophet in verse 20, and if this is correct
it adds conclusive proof to our conclusion
that Julius Caisar is the prince spoken of
in the 18tli verse, and this in turn
proves
our statement in regard to the 10th verse
as pointing
to the Roman government
bringing a bait on the king of the north
(Antiochus the Great) in his raids against
the king of the south (Ptolmy
Epiphanes)
aud so we could trace our steps from one
king to another until we reach back to
King Cyrus, where we started from.
Reader, pause a moment and consider
what a remarkable prophesy this is. Consider the 20th verse.
The prophet gave
in one short paragraph of less than five
lines the description of one of Rome’s
greatest emperors more than four hundred years before he existed.
21st verse. And in his estate shall stand
up a vile person, to whom they shall not
give the honor of the kingdom: but he
shall come in peaceably and obtain the
kingdom by flatteries.
As Tiberius Cmsar was Cassar Augustus
successor he must he the one mentioned
in this verse and we will see if the prophet
gave a correct description of him.
1st.
He called him a vile person.
2d.
He said that “they” those over
whom he should rule, would not give to
bim the honor of the kingdom, that is, he
should not receive the honor from his
subjects that was due an Emperor.
3d.
He was to come in peaceably.
DR. JOB SWEET.
4th.
He was to do this by flatteries.
We only have to refer to the history of
One of the most noted physicians and patients. The fa.-t that I have used it in my the reign of Tiberius Ca>sar to see how
correct the prophet’s predictions of him
own ease allows that I know what I am talksurgeons is I)r. Job Sweet of New Bedford,
Mass. He makes the public statement that ing about. As a touic and invigorant it is were. The historian’s record of Tiberius
he lias often recommended tin* use of Dr.
the best of all to build up a person.”
Caisar agrees with what the prophet says
Greene's Xervura blood and nerve remedy
Dr. Bobert W
Lance of So. Woodbury, of him
although written hundreds of
to his patients who have been
suffering from Yt., says :
years afterward.
nervous troubles and he lias learned that in
”1 have known about Dr. Greene’s NervThe 22d verse continues to describe the
a large number of these cases it has
ura blood and nerve remedy and the good
proven
efficacious
results in cases, as a tonic, after hard sickreign of Tiberius Cajsar. “And with the
Dr. Willard H. Morse, b\ B. S. Sc., of
arms of a
flood shall they be overflown
ness, and the cure of nervous females. They
Westfield, X J., the great expert on medi- have receivd great uood from its use. I do from before him,and shall be broken; yea,
cines, says of this grand discovery of Dr.
not hesitate to recommend it.”
also the prince of the covenant.
Greene:
Dr. C. W. Cook of Carmel, Ind., says:
We have here mentioned only the up“The true remedy for nervous diseases is
”1 have used Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood
of the people against Tiberius’
Dr. Greene’s Xervura blood and nerve rem- and nerve
remedy for my patients and have rising aud how
they were broken down
edy. It acts by affecting the organs of nutri- found the remedy aii that, was claimed for it. tyranny
tion. and entering into the formation of new The results have been entirely satisfactory. by him, but also the breaking of another
mo ve tissue, which generates nerve force.
Prince.
The Prince of the Covenant, The
I think it is worthy and l recommend its
This means the making of new nerves.”
use."
Lord Jesus Christ, who was “broken” for
1 lie well-known Dr. Emil Xeumer,
Sucli enthusiastic endorsement by physi- us, “wounded for our transgressions.” As
superintending physician of the X. V. Lodge aud cians stamps this remarkable medical dis- Christ was crucified under the
reign of
Association Hospital says:
covery as the greatest restorer of health and
Tiberius Ciesar, A. 1). 30, it makes it
We are using Dr. Greene’s Xervura blood
strength. It, certainly cures more cases of
and nerve remedy at this hospital for our j disease than any other known remedy. It doubly certain that be is the ruler mentioned.
makes all who take it stroug and well. It is
patients with good success.”
Dr B. D. Bickford of Wolcott, Vt., states: 1 the
prescription and discovery of a well[TO I1K CONTINUED. ]
"I have used Dr. Greene’s Xervura blood
known physician, Dr. Greene of .'U Temple
and nerve remedy for some time, first trying Place, Boston, Mass., who can be consulted
Slate Finances.
it on myself, and I found it did me so much
without charge, personally or by letter.
good that i now recommended it to my
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another
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were continually trying to conquer
each other and could not succeed.
As we
follow these kings of the two principal
divisions of the Grecian empire we find in
chapter
the loth verse that the king of the north,
history
which history tells us is Autiochus the
Kingdom
remaining
prophetic Great, was having great victories over the
southern
king (Ptolemy Kpiplianes).
history
kingdoms
The northern king was down in Egypt
they
taking all of their stronger cities, and it
reader,
looked very much as though he would
conquor the southern king, when the Roman
Senate interfered and brought the
northern king to a halt.
We read thus:
they
“But he that cometh against him (against
forever silence the unbeliever in the truth- Autiochus the Great) shall do according
fulness of the Bible.
Also they establish to his own will, and none shall staud
the fact that the reader should bear in before him, and he shall stand in the
mind viz: that the one who ruled over glorious land, which by his hand shall be
>yria when spoken of in prophesy is call- consumed.” Now the historians mention
ed the king of the north and the ruler no nation as holding universal rule from
j
over Egypt is called the
king of the south. j Alexander’s time until Rome came to he
Before noticing the next government i mistress of the world. Therefore the lbth
brought out in this chapter we will com- j verse must refer to the Roman governpare the 7th and 8th verses with history ment. because the power mentioned or
introduced in this verse is described as
and see how perfectly they agree.
\ else 7.
“But out of a branch of her doing as she liked and none, hindering
roots shall one stand up in his estate her; also this same power was to take and
which shall come with an army and shall destroy the glorious land (Palestine).
enter into the fortress of the king of the
This, with the following, will prove that
north and shall deal against them and the 10th verse and onward is prophetic of
*’
the
Romans.
shall prevail.
lie shall also set his face to
17th verse.
Those who read the explanation of the ;
bth verse in my last article will readily see enter with the strength of his whole kingthat tlm her in this verse can refer to no dom, and upright ones with him; thus shall
1
one but Berenice, the
daughter of Ptolemy he do; and he shall give him the daughter
Philadelphus (the king of the south), and j of women, corrupting her: but she shall
by referring to history this verse is made J not stand on his side, neither be for him.
istli verse.
After this shall he turn his
plain, for we find that after the death of j
Ptolemy Philadelphus Berenice’s brother j face unto the isles, and shall take many;
but
a
for
his own behalf shall
prince
(Ptolemy Evergetes) took the throne. The !
prophet expresses this fact by saying that i cause the reproach offered by him to
out ot a branch of her roots, or the roots
cease; without his own reproach he shall
from which she sprang, shall one stand cause it to turn upon him.
|
The 17th and part of the 18th verse
up in his estate (or take the throne in his !
place). The prophet further tells us that simply points to the rising of the Roman
this one that sprang from a branch of her government.
Julius Cajser at this time was a great
roots was to come with an army against
the northern king and shall prevail.
general and stood in command of a powerful
As soon as Berenice’s brother, then king
army. His enemy, Pompey, obtained a
of the south, heard that his sister and her decree from the senate for Caesar to dishis army and thus bring reproach
son had been exiled by the northern
king band
and then cruelly murdered he marched au upon him, but Caesar caused the reproach
on Pompey
without bringing any
army against them and would have taken to fall
the northern king, but an insurrection in reproach on himself (as the prophet has
For instead of disbanding he
his own kingdom obliged him to return stated.)
into his own land, but he took with him marched his army against Rome. Pompey
lied into Greece, Ciesar entered Rome
as trophies of war large quantities of silthe senate together and adjusted
ver, witli silver and gold vessels and over called
to suit
himself.
matters
He finally
two thousand statues,
some
of which
triumphed over all his enemies and bewere worshipped as Gods; also a number
of princes were taken captive, or as it is came the ruler of the Roman government
expressed in the 8th verse, and shall also as we might say, although he was not a
ruler. The l()th verse is prophetic
carry captives into Egypt, their gods with crowned
their princes and with their precious ves- of him as ruler; It reads: “Then he
sels of silver and gold, and he shall con- shall turn his face toward the fort of his
tinue more years than the king of the own hind; but he shall stumble and fall
north.
As the southern king’s reign was and not be found.
The fort of his own land would be the
some live years longer than the northern
king’s, thus fulfilling the last part of this Capitol or Rome,and instead of his taking
of the army, as has been his custom,
verse, we will now pass over a few verses charge
that refer to the wars between these two he turned his attention to the government
kings and notice the lbth verse, where a of his country and it was because of his
to become crowned ruler of Rome
new
power is introduced. This, with the efforts
three following verses, gives a prophetic he was assassinated in the Senate by his
account of the rising up of the Roman enemies l> (.’44, or, as the prophet words it,
government, and the first character we (he shall stumble and fall and not be
will stop to notice is the prince mention- found.)
Verse 20. Then shall stand up in his
ed in the 18th verse.
U we are correct in saying that the Kith estate a raiser of taxes in the glory of the
kingd* >m:but within a few days, he shall
verse begins the prophetic history of the
Romans, by comparing the loth and be destroyed, neither in anger, nor in
20tli verses with history it makes it very battle.
First this verse says that the one which
evident that the prince mentioned in the
lSth verse is none other than Julius would follow, or take the place at the
Ciesar, and he who tried to bring reproach bead of the government of this one that
It is very inter- stumbled and fell, which we called Julius
upon him was Pompey.
esting to study the history of their times, Crnsar should be a raiser of taxes. But
and then notice the few words the proph- be was not only to be a raiser of taxes,but
et takes to foretell the same facts.
But be was to rule when the kingdom was in
its glory or when it was the strongest.
some may justly ask, how do we know
that the 16th verse refers to Roman pow- Now,if we can find out who reigned when
er or government?
This chapter under Rom was in its glory and who was styled
consideration was given to Daniel when a raiser of taxes it will establish our foreCyrus held unrivalled sway; that is all na- going conclusions. We find from history
tions were subject to him, and the govern- that Ciesar Augustus succeeded Julius
ment was known in history as the Medo- Ciesar and it was during his reign that the
Roman Empire was established in the
Persian Kingdom.
That kingdom continued until it was height of its glory.
We read in I.uke II: 1: Audit came to
broken down by Alexander the Great,
who established the Grecian kingdom, pass in those days, that there went out a
and, as the prophet said in the 3d verse, decree from Caesar Augustus, that all the
he did according to his will, and as the world should be taxed. This with history
old saying goes of Alexander, “he con- proves who tlie raiser of taxes was when
quered the world and then wept because Rome w.is in its glory. Now please nothere were no more worlds to conquer;” tice what the prophet says of this raiser
He says that he shall “be debut whether this saying be true or not the of taxes.
prophet’s statement of him as just refer- stroyed. neither in anger, nor in battle.”
We find that Cajsar Augustus did not
die a natural death nor from an angry
blow from an assassin, as his uncle did

My
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r 'looking at himself in the
glass)
‘users are not The kino
they are
this season, are they ?
They seem
he OUt Of Style.
merchant—Mein
ng
friendt, dose
al! right, hut your legs was yoost
ut of shty'.e.
! Chicago Tribune.
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young man in Brockton who
d* g Old a
o: net.
He
oils the dog
ei'un.N>- ut the animal's
disposition
from
home. Wlien he plays
> away
uet he “makes Roam howl."
a

T.v

was

sfelc,

wo

pare her

Castoria,

was a Ciiild, she cried for Castoria,
became Miss, she clung to Castoria.

o,

she

had

o.e

Children, she gave them Castorn.

Hyp- “Are you satisfied that the
sold you is well matched?" Victim—

I

they're well matched. One is willing
rk, and the other is satisfied to let
Marvelous Results.

letter written by Rev. J. Gundle-

a

mi

!

ike

I>iiuondale, Mich.,
this extract:

‘‘I

we are

have

no

permitted

hesitation

•mmending Dr. King’s New Discovery
results were almost marvelous in the
•f my wife.
While I was pastor of the
rist Church at Rives Junction she was
ght down with Pneumonia, succeeding
Grippe. Terrible paroxysms of coughing
id last hours with little interruption
it seemed as if she could not survive
m:.
A friend recommended Dr. King's
Discovery; it was quick in its work
highly satisfactory in result'.” Trial
"ie* free at A. A. Howes & Co’s
Drug
Regular sizes 50c. and Si.00.
••

My good man,” said the kind lady, “have
ver stopped to think how much
money
wasted <m whisky and tobacco?” “No,
I hain’t,” answered the object; “It’s
iking up all my time just now to ligger
many pore families could he supthe price of the extra cloth ladies
their sleeves now-a-days!"

"W

"ed

-n

n

Electric
e-

Ritters

tr

is

Ritters.
a

medicine suited for

season, hut perhaps more generally
ded in the Spring, when the. languid exsted feeling prevails, when the liver is1
oid and sluggish and the need of a tonic
liTerative is felt.
A prompt use of this
•I
tie has often avert.-d
long and perhaps
■it
bilious fevers.
No niedieme will act
re
surely in counteracting nd freeing
"ystein from the malarial poison. Head-

rndigestioii, Constipation,

Dizziness

Klee trie Ritters.
Only fifty
">tt!e at A. A. Howes N Go’s.
’••

long

Not

a

ago

Houston married
s

a

her:

razy

quilt.

beautiful young lady of
a

An

did you

cents

who
intimate

man

was

as

ugly

friend asked

to marry that man!
Were you so terribly n love with him?”
I wasn’t in love with him at all,
"No.
another girl, a friend of mine, was.”
‘H"W

come

Texas Siftings.

No-Tu-Rac, Sold and Guaranteed To Cure
Tobacco-Habit, by Kilgore «& Wilson.

Me

“You know what enemies Wilson and
Watson were? Weil, when Watson died,
"Id Wilson sent a beautiful floral ‘gates
ajar’ ”—.
“I’m glad to hear it.
I hate to think a
could not forgive”
t>"\Vait till I get through.
gates was a stairway—leading
man

—

Behind the
downward

Indianapolis Journal.
To

Ihe

Hufl'erers of Rheumatism.

After using Groff’s Rheumatic Cure for
some time in my practice I take great
pleasure in saying that it is a most wonderful
remedy for Rheumatism; in fact, it is the
•lily one I have found for the cure of this
disease in all its various forms.
Dr. E. E.
drill]

Tull, Chicago.

THEE STATE.

e<l to is correct. But when the Grecian
kingdom became divided the kings of the
different divisions, as we have noticed,
did not| do according to their will, for

Children Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

they

Aegesta, Me., Jan. 22. The report of
the .State Treasurer, Hon. F. M. Simpson,
lias been made up and shows the following figures for the year 1895: Total cash
on hand at the
beginning of 1895, $458,195.85; with total receipts for the year,
$1,533,700.15, making a total of $1,991,890.
Of this sum there have been expenditures amounting to $1,701,655.30, leaving the total cash on hand Dec. 31, 1895,
$290,240.70.
The liabilities of the State are as follows: Bonded debt,$2,353,000; trust funds
held by the State on which no interest is

paid, $748,331.07.
The liabilities of the State on accounts
on which no interest is
paid are as follows: Union Mutual Life Insurance Company, Portland, $103,400; Maine Benefit
Life Association, Auburn, $112,500; Maine
State Relief Association, Portland, $21,000; Maine Mutual Life Insurance Company, Biddeford, $11,600; Garfield Mutual
Life Insurance Company, Lewiston, $1,-

333.68; Washington Casualty Company,
Portland, $500; Granite State Provident
Association, Manchester, X. II., $67,787.
Lesson

A

In

Geography.

Congressman Dingley received
letter the other day, that had

gressional endorsements.

a

pension

two

Maine’s
AMOUNTS

Dog Tax.

FOR

LICENSES
TIIE PAST YEAR.

PAID

There has been received by the State
for dog licenses for the year 1895, $40,031.9(5, and of this has been returned to
the cities,towns and plantations for sheep
claims, $3,911.36, or about 10 per cent,
This percentage
of the amount received.
is about the same as last year, indicating
that the dogs have committed about the
same am Hint of depredations.
There is, however, a slackness in the
collection of license fees which would
seem to reflect rather more on some men
of the State than upon the dogs, and will
bear out the statement of one Dr. Johnson and others, that “the more he saw of
men, the better he liked dogs.”
For, in
many places, particularly where many
sheep are killed, there are few collections.
The law provides that all dogs shall be taxed and the taxes accruing are sent to the
State treasury.
The claims for sheep destroyed by the dogs are also sent to the
State treasurer, and paid by him to the different towns in which the depredations occurred. But a town to make a claim must
have contributed at least something towards the treasury or in other words,entered something into the “pot” to entitle it to
a return. Several towns take
advantage of
this, aud put in just enough to let them
in. The town doesn’t care. It is perfectly
willing that other towns’ dogs should pay
for its dogs’ doings.
In small places especially it is difficult
for the tax collectors to make the owners
The owner gives the collector to
pay up.
distinctly understand, “you let me and my
alone.”
Where the chance to let it
dog
slip is so easy, the collector doesn’t like to
make trouble for himself and the dog or
dogs, and so the matter slides.
To remedy this trouble it has been suggested that each town pay its own damage
claims, which would make the collectors
stir around a little in some of the sections
where the dogs do damage.
The towns,
on the other hand, claim that it is not
right
to base it on that system, as stranger dogs
often encroach into their town boundaries,
aud say they don't propose to pay for
what these dogs do.
If they could catch
the dogs, it would be a different matter,
for they could then identify them and perhaps locate the owner, but dogs are not to
be caught.
These good protestors against
such a system as each town paying its own
claims on these grounds, however, forget
that their dogs are just as likely to go
over to the next town as the next town's
dogs are into their own. Aud as far as
the regular tramp dog is concerned all
are equally liable.
The following table gives a few of the
returns from dog licenses, and amounts
paid out. Throughout the State, the
largest amount paid out was to the town
of Wells, $189.50.
The smallest was to
Strong, $1. Portland paid in the largest
sum, amounting to $1,018, claiming of it

GOOD TOBACCO
EVER SOLD FOR THE MONET
PROBATE NOTICES.

It will be borne in mind, in reviewing this table, that whatever may be the
specific relation of the amount received
from, to the amount paid out to each
town, it has no direct effect in determining the amount finally returned, at the
end of the year, by the State, amount
being determined by the aggregate.
It will also be noted that one town, that
of Kingman, paid in none in 1895, but was
returned $5; this claim was one probably
carried over from the year previous, and
the fact of its not having paid in any in
1895, did not disqualify it.
AMOUNTS

1895.
Received

for

Licenses.
Auburn.$ 021*
778
Augusta.

Bangor.
Belgrade.

Bath.
Bancroft.
Brewer.
Berwick.

Dexter.
Durham.
Gorham.

Kingman.

223
0
555
20
80
50
1018
31
90

Unity....

57

Wells.

134

Yarmouth.
Vassa boro.

127

Biddeford.

Monticello.

Newburg.

00 00
44 00
00 00
00 00
11 00
47 00
39(H)
07 (Hi
49 75
94 00
5 00
5 00
00 00
10 00
2 00
35 00
10 00
84(H)
12 50
189(H)
110 00
30 00
0 <H)
31 00
29 00

838
114
257
0
205
238
142
98

Lewiston.
Lowell.
Mount Desert..
New Sharon.
Portland.
Presque Isles.
Richmond.

Sheep

Claims.
S 73 50

Towns

92
225
33
30

Dear Dingley—Charles evidently doesn’t
the geography of his State. This is

know

S. L. Milliken.

Sincerely,
The

telegraphist rapidly

granted.
A

his
him

message handed to
I arrived here
me £4 and a kiss.”
“Three halfpence m re, madam,” he said.
“There are three words too many with this

lady: “Dearest,

name

and address.”

“Then

successfully used for
adults for 44 years.
Price :{5r.

leave out

Mattress Work,

Melville E. Ingalls, president of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis and
the Chesapeake and Ohio railroads, is a
Maiue man, who began his career as a school
teacher. He entered the railway service in
1870, when he was 28 years old.
You make

no

mistake when you buy

INVESTORS
Take Great Chances Sometimes, But purchasers of stock in the PFTIV MANAN
LAND A INDUSTRIAL COMPANY. Don’t
take any risk at all. With every share
issued goes a

SECURITY REDEMPTION

—B O N D—
Certified by a reliable Trustee.
The value of the stock is secured by the
Bond, and the Bond is secured by Real
Estate.
Never heard of such a thing before, did
you? This plan of absolute security originated with our Company.
It’s simply
straight-forward, honest business, and
is characteristic of the management.
Another point, every share of stock is entitled to

^er

Over

/O

annum

payable quarterly

in 2 per cent, dividends.
Maine enterprise and will bear
Yon
can invest $10 or $1,000.
investigation.
Want to investigate!
Then write for particulars to the

This is

a

PETIT MANAN LAND & INDUSTRIAL CO.
55 Church
Hancock

Street, Belfast, /Taine.

Building, Devonshire St., Boston.

worms in
Sold every-

noDes,

Rugs

W. LINSCOTT. next of kin of NOAH
late of Troy, xu said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition that
administration of the estate of said deceased he
granted to him.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested bv causing a copy of this
order to he publisher! three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of February next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, it any they have,
why the prayer of said petitioner should* not he

and

granted.

Sleighs

A

WE MUST SELL.
one we

have in

prices that will sell every
stock|by January 1st.

J. H. & J. W. JONES.
Belfast, Nov. 28, 1895.--18tf

BELFAST ILLUMINATING
The

C0.“

undersigned hereby gives notice

to all

Eli SONS INDEBTED TO SAID COMPANY that he Will
be at his office in McClintoek Block, at the corner
ol Main and High streets, daily, on and after
Monday. May 20th, from 10 t<> 12 v. M.,to receive
.N.F. HOUSTON', Receiver,
payment.
For Belfast Illuminating Co.
May 13, 1805.—23tf

NERVO-LEPTINE.
The new discovery for tlie cure, of epilspey and
the treatment of n rvous diseases. No opium, no
morphine, no liromides, no sedatives nor aim
dynes used. Price reduced to $1 no. Marvelous

results. Personal testimonials on lile and furnished on application.
NERVO-LEPTINE CO.,
5w52
Rox 3S«, Hartford Conn.
Talcoti, Krisble & Co., Sole Agents for the l’. N.

(

true

copy.

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
Jerk’Fi D. Parker, Register.

This music includes

tunity
As

a

sale,
a

j
NO

of

.1

lifetime

special

sheet

stuck of
to

offer four
*

sonic

of the

give

we

ticket,

one.

tu

purchase

in<liieeiuent to

best

music

hurry this

l‘KKF. with each copy

of which will take

a.

1 AUTOHARP.

Mears &
75 Main

Pitcher,

St.,

Belfast, Me.

ONE HUNDRED

j
|

\

Sleighs i Jumpers
Now

Beady

for Sale,

No

man in Waldo County can sell
article than I will for the money.

a

better
.">11148

STAPLES,

ISAAC

BROOKS, MAINE,
oi

Mainp.

('0l>KT OF INSOLVENT.

WiLIM) NS.

In the case of FREI > E. s Y EY ESTER oi Freedom,
ill the omit> ol W’.tldo aim State of Maine, insolvent Debtor.

subscriber herein gives public notice to all
concerned, that she has been duly appointed
and taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix of the estate of

1'HE

are

\'()l'tiled

hereby notified that said Debtor has

in

the

(

>urt

of

Iiiso|vcnc\

in

said

County a petition I'm his discharge
delits provable under the Insolvent

LEWIS .1. SNELL, late of Stockton Springs,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; she therefore
request.- all persons who are indebted to said deceased's estate to
make immediate payment, and tlmse wlm have
any demands thereon to exhibit the same for settlement to her.
SARAH E. SNELL.
subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
that she has been duly appointupon herself the trust of Lxecutnx
of the last will and testament of

cur

standard, popular ;:nd new publications
in high priced editions.
It is an *ppor

T7ALDO SS.—InlCourt of Probate.held at Belfast
VY on the second Tuesday of January. 18!»b
ADI>1E B. WALKER, Executrix on the estate of
CHARLES A. WALKER, late of Waldo, in sai l
County, deceased, having presented her tir*t and
final account of administration of said estate for
allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all person*
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to he
held at Belfast,on tin second Tuesday of February next, and show cause, if any they have, why
the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest
Jerk’h 1>. Parker, Register.

THE
concerned,
and taken

reduce

to

CVntN p«'i* (Opv.

Belfast, within and for
the second Tuesdav of

JOHN
LINSCOTT,

Brng Store,
High Street, Belfu-t.

We intend to make

at
on

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the C'ountv of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ,*f
January, A. 1>. 180b.

Over (!. 0. Poor’s
3m

We want

music, and have decided
hundred sheets at

CEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
Attest
Jehk’ii 1). Parker. Register.

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament and codicil thereto of
FRANCES M. BANKS, late of Belfast, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, Thar notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to he
published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Bel fast j that thev may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of February next, :u ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Jere'h I). Parker, Register.

r. A. ROBBING.

dal-

ton's SARSAPARILLA AND NERVE TONIC aild
dalton’s family pills.
Everybody says so,
and a*hat everybody says must he true.”

also

Of Music,

4

Sleigh Trimming.

the last three,” replied

copy.

Sale

Special

A

UPHOLSTERING.

the lady promptly. [Strand Magazine.
During the delivery of his address on the
life and character of Dr. Holmes, at the
State House, Mr. Howard Owen was honored bv the presence of two of the nephews of
the Doctor, Geo. M. Holmes and Phillip H.
Holmes of Gardiner. Ln the audience also
was the whilom editor of the Farmer, Mr.
Joseph A. Homan. [Maine Farmer.

or

been

true

At a Probate Court held
the County of Waldo,
January, A. I). 189G.

hook on the Diseases of Children—free.
DR. J. r. TRIE Jk CO.. Ankara, Me.

pencil
by the
safely. Send

ran

the

over

has

where.

r|

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successrvelv in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
tiiev may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of February next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and diow cause, if ain they have,
why the prayer of said petitioner should not be

TRUE’S
Pin Worm Elixir
children and

yours.

11E subscriber hereto yjves public notice to all
I
concerned, that 'lie* has been duly appointed,
and taken upon herself the trust of Kvimtrix of
tlte last will and testament of
CLIFFORD L. STOWERS, late of Stoekton
spi in<rs.
in the County of Waido, deceased : site therefore
requests all persons who arc indebted to said deceased’* estate to make immediate payment, and
those who have any demands thereon,'to exhibit
the same for settlement to hei.
M \ RCA RET A. STOWERS.

‘VTANCY A. CARTER, widow of ELISHA H
11 CARTER, late of Montville, in said County
of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
lor an allowance out ol the personal estate of said
deceased.

C. A. 15.

Mr. Milliken forwarded the letter to Mr.
with this additional endorsement:

as

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
January, A. I). 189G.

The returns from licenses have decreased from those of 1894, but there has been
found nothing to show or nobody to estimate that the number of dogs has decreased.

Dingley

JOHN KK.W'KY. late of Belfast,
in the county of \\ a Ido. deceased, by *;i inj* bond
the law directs. tin y therefore request all persons who are indebted to said deceased's estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have
any demand* thereon n> exhibit the same for setlement to them.
M \ BY E. KEN N EY.
ALBERTC BI'IKtESS.

C. TOWNSEND, Administrator of the
•J estate of MARTHA H. HINDS, late of Relfast,
in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition that the balance remaining in
his hands on settlement of his first account of administration of said estate lie ordered distributed
among the heirs of said deceased and the share of
each determined.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Relfast. that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Relfast, within and for said County,on the second
Tuesday of February next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of said petitioner should not I>e granted.
GE<>. E. JOHXSt >N', Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Jf.re’h I). Parker, Register.

JOSEPH

Paid out

from

rCHE subscribers herclo nive |>nt>1 i<* notice to al!
I c'oncerued, that they have been duly appointed
and taken upon themselves the trust of Ext outers
of the last wil and testament of

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and t'oi
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesdav ol
January A. D. 1890.

At a

FOR

was

from Dresden, in Mr. Dingley’s district,
but it had been sent to “Mr. Boutelle,
Pension Attorney, Washington.”
Mr.
Boutelle had forwarded it to Mr. Milliken
with the following endorsement:
Dear Milliken—Here is one of your people
who thinks 1 am a pension attorney.

LARGEST PIECE OF

yonl $35.

con-

The letter

DURING

I

11• >111 ail liis
laws of -.aid
State, and for a cert iticaie t hereof, and a lie it ug
upon the same is ordered 1 oc ha a tin I’rob. re
Office in Belfast, in said (' >unty. on W'ednesdav,
the 12th day of Eehruaiy. A. D. lS'.m. r t\v
o’clock in the aftt rnooii. when and where you tn:i\
attend aim show cause, it am you ha*e. why the
prayer of said petit ioner should m*t be granted.
Attest- .1 EKE’H I>. P\ KK ER.

2w4

Register of said.Court.

ee

Notice of

Appointment

of Assignee.

At

Belfast, in the Comity of Waldo and State of
Maine, the 15tli day of' January, A. I). 1898.
THE undersigned hereby gives notice of his
1 appointment as Assignee of rlie estate of
CHARLES W. WOOD of Burnham, in said County oi Waldo, Insolvent Debtor, who has been declared an Insolvent upon his own petition by the
Court of Insolvency for said Countv of Waldo.
2 w4
NORM A N W A RD WE LL, Assignee.

Notice of Appointment of Assignee.
At Belfast, in the County of Waldo and State of
Maine, the 15th day of January, A. I). 1898.
undersigned hereby gives notice of his appointment as Assignee of the estate of I5I RTON E. PARSONS of Swanville, in said County of
Waldo, Insolvent Debtor, who has been declare 1
an Insolvent upon his own petition by the Court
of Insolvency for said County of Waldo.
2w4
ALFRED E. NICKERSON, Assignee.

THE

Notice of Appointment of Assignee.
At Belfast, in the County of Waldo and State of
Maine, the 15tli day of January, A. I). 1898.
undersigned hereby gives notice of his appointmet as As ignee of the estate of ALONZO IJ. JACKSON of Trov, in paid County of Waldo,

THE

Insolvent Debtor, who lias been declared an Insolvent upon his own petition by the Court of Insolvency for said County of Waldo.
2w4
ELLERY BOWDEN, Assignee.

ELIZABETH

A.

SNOW, late of

NOTICE OF SECOND UEETINO.

Frankfort,

in the County of Waldo, deceased: she therefore
requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased s estate to make immediate payment, and
those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit
the same for settlement to her.
LUCY EVELYN McLEOD.
subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that he has been duly appointed
and taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of the estate of
MARY W. MCDONALD, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs, he therefore requests ail persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate
to make immediate payment, and those who have
any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for
settlement to him.
HORACE E. MCDONALD.

THE

subscribers hereby give public notice to all
Concerned, that they have been duly appointed
and taken upon themselves the trust of Executors
of the last will and testament of
EMMA M. V VCTOHAN. late of Monroe,

THE

in the County of Waldo, deceased ; they therefore
request all pei tons who are indebted'to said deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and
those who have demands thereon, to exhibit the
same for settlemen to them.
HIRAM < VAUCHAN,
ELIZA A. MANSI R.

J

WAL1MI SS
I'OIKT OK lASOLVKM l.
In the case of WILLIAM COULD of Brooks, in
the County of \\ a (I n Insolvent Debtor.
is to give, notice that with the approval of
the dudre of the Court of Insolvency for said
County of Waldo, the second meeting of the creditors of said Insolvent is appointed to be he held
at the Pro >ate Court in Belfast, in said County of
Waldo, on Wednesday, the twelfth day of February, A. D. 1S1M5, at two o’clock in the afternoon.
You will govern yourself accordingly.
(liven under my hand and the order of said Court
this loth tav of January. A. D. l.SOiL
Attest, -jERE'H D.PVRKER.
2w4
Register of said Ins dvent Court

THIS

The BULL EXILE OF BELFAST. No. 41,400,
American .Jersey Cattle Club Register, is at my
stable in South Belfast for service. Perm* sl ot),
to he paid at time of service.
He is In Corona's
Exile; he by Maine's Exile. 2H.02tl.oiit of Pine
Tree Corona, o4,»503; Maine’s Exile is l>\ Exile of
St. Lambert, out of Exile’s Success, pine free
(’orona is by Buffer’s Son. 21,101, out of Pine Tree
Mary, 1(5,321. Farmers wishing to improve their
stock should give him a call.
3m4
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winter and Webster was one of the men who
with them. It was not a success
financially, as the expense of getting the
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afghan, and J. IL. Libby the knit rug. Anheld in the near future.
The society meets this, Thursday, afternoon
and evening with Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Ward.
.Mrs. O. S. Erskine and Master Harry of
Frankfort are spending a few days with Mr.
other fair will be

-he Searsport.
House tins week were: H. H.
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more

Prospect Village. The S. B. L Society
fair last Thursday evening was a success.
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Hubbard’s parvisiting
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus Hubbard_Rev.
Mr. Andrews has held some very interesting meetings at the Ryan schoolhouse. The
attendance was good and it is hoped Mr.
Andrews will call on us again..
Mrs. Margaret. Wentworth is visiting in Rockland....
Miss Zilla Paysou has returned home, having finished her school at Stockton Springs.
..••John Mixer of Camden has been visiting
his sister, Mrs. Clias. Sanborn of this town.
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Waldo Centre. Mrs. Thomas Wentdied Jau. 27th after a painful illness,
aged 05 years. Mrs. Wentworth was a woman much respected in the neighborhood.
She leaves a husband, live daughters and

hold
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It is reported to us that tlie
colony of j
Searsport people in and about Boston are, 1
holding weekly gatherings which are termed
Searsport Socials. We would remark that
if they all come it would be
necessary to
lure a hall, as there are
probably a hundred
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Montana the middle of February-The village school closes this week.
...Oramel Murray Esq. of Pittsfield was in
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the low price of mutton, left but small
returns.Mr. and Mrs. W. S. My rick have
moved to Winterport_Clare Whitten is
with
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Nichols, Bucksport; E. C. Voting, and Mrs. Charles H. Littlefield_Miss
Will,etport: I.. I„ Geutner, Belfast.; Gitas! Clara Haley of Winterport is the guest of
A. Haskell,
Portland; A.
Burns, Port- Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Haley....C. II. Gross is
land. W I
Johnson, Boston; J. T. Norris, ! slowly improving, though he has as yet a
Philadelpliia. M. S. French, Boston: J. A. j very had eye.... Miss Fannie Mudgett of
Mitchell, Rockland; G. P. Lombard, Bell Stockton Springs is visiting Mrs. Clara Litfast; J O. Whitney,
Unity; 0. B. Hamilton, tlefield.... A goodly number from here atJacksonville, Fla.; Miss H. Burke, Belfast; tended the county Grange.... Alt. Martz enF. J. Cay ting,
Bangor; ,T. W. Patterson, tertained a full house here J an. 2‘Jth... .The
Riclnmmd, \ a.; Lewis Atwood, Wiuterport. snow storm Saturday was welcome and
is improving it in hauling potaObituary. Died in Searsport, Jan.
27th, | everybody
of apoplexy, Elsie, widow of tlie late
toes to market.
Capt. j
Lincoln Gilkey. Mrs. Gilkey was the
Liberty. The most important and
daughenjoyter of Ehen and Elsie
Sawyer, and was horn able event of the week was the admirable
at. Isle an limit, Jan.
13, 18111. When about lecture of Miss Charlotte T. Sibley of Belton ;

j

fifteen years old she came to this town with
her parents, and lias since lived here. Jan.
15, 1851, she married Capt. Gilkey, who died
about six mouths ago. Mrs. Gilkey was the

[

fast, last Thursday evening. It was delightful!
I would like to express the favorable
impressions made here by her and by her
lecture; but unfortunately for me othercor-

mother of eight children—seven sons, two of 1
respondents for the press, who have heard
whom died in infancy, and one
daughter. her elsewhere, aud before I did, have
She was a very estimable
lady, always exhausted
all
the
adjectives exprescheerful and kind. Her
death, so unex- sive of admiration and commendation.
will
he
a
pected,
heavy blow to her children .The drama to have been given
and to a large circle of friends. The
funeral here last Wednesday evening was
postponed
services were held at the residence of her
on account of the illness of one of the chardaughter, Mrs. Fred B. Smith, Wednesday j
acters, to the great disappointment of many
afternoon, and were conducted by Rev. R.
people from the surrounding country who
G. liarbut.t.
were in town to see the play_People
apNorth searsport items.
pear to be thankful for the atom of suow
The N. E. 0. 1’. will have a social dance
at tlie Grange Hall
Thursday evening, Feb.
titli. Good music and wide awake
managers
will be furnished.

they have just received and logs are working mill ward quite rapidly-The subject of
Granite State Provident Association appears to be absorbing the attention of several

the

persons here,

especially

o'clock. He went out to cut wood beside
the road about 50 rods from his house, and
just before reaching tne wood was stricken
unconscious.
as

He

was

found, and

sciousness

taken to his home

partially regained

more

She was
failure, caused by la grippe.
brought here for burial, and the funeral services were held Saturday afternoon at the
home of her sister, Mrs. L. A. Stokell.
Another sister >f the deceased, Miss Hattie

as

con-

an hour.
lie had a bad
Jolmsou, accompanied the remains, aud will
gash on the back of his head
remain in town a few days.
Miss Johnson
where he struck the frozen ground. He was 1
was a very estimable woman and was
highly
to
in
as
be
supposed
good health as usual. ! esteemed
by all who knew her.... Mrs. JenAt, this writing he is doing well hut is
very j nison Grant fell down the cellar stairs last
lame and suffers a good deal of pain.
He is
week but fortunately escaped any very seriabout 55 years of age and a veteran of the
ous injuries-Warren Post and
W. it. C.
civil war. Mr. Stevens and family have the
gave a very fine entertainment at Union
sympathy of the entire community.... F. N. Hall
Wednesday night, from which they
Vose has a crew cutting ice. He had a man
realized some $35 or $40.Rev. J. T.
and tools come and will supply the dairyCrosby and wife of Brewer were the guests
man and all that need the
slippery substance. of Rev. J. P. Simonton for a day or two last
Teams are rapidly taking it away_Mrs. week and Mr.

bruise

in half

and

j

Crosby

Joseph Higgins has been quite ill the past
week, hut is now improving_Rev. F. S.
Dolliff of Jackson delivered a very interesting sermon at the Centre church Sunday,
Jan. 26th-Miss Charlette L. Higgins has
gone to Bangor, where she has work engaged for several weeks-Mrs. K. J. Knowlton of

an

interesting

at the

friends in towu last

Friday_L.

C.

vtwood

Eastport visited his parents, Mr and Mrs. j
Lewis Atwood, last week-About 2 o’clock
Tuesday morning tire was discovered in the
block formerly occupied by Freem »u Littlefield as a vest shop, and owned by Howard
Grant, who carried on the same business.
of

Bangor

is visiting at J. H. Stearns’_
M. Higgins is passing a week at
her uncle’s, Mr. A. B. Ward’s_The farmers with their horses are more than
busy
yarding out and hauling pulp wood. A little more snow would be very acceptable....
Harvest Moon Grange will hold its next
Miss Bela

The fire could not be control led and the
buildings together with the contents were

meeting Saturday evening, Feb. 1st. With
“Herbert” at the helm we predict a prosperous

gave

Methodist vestry Wednesday
evening-Mrs. Sarah Chapman visited
sermon

year of grange work.
>

badly hurt by his fall_Fred Hasty
Thorndike, who was badly injured in the
runaway accident by which Abner S. Smith
lost his life, was in town Tuesday. He still
so tiers with pain through his chest and is far
from being recovered from the effects of his
injuries-Isaac S. Staples is out on the
road with some of his nice sleighs ami
jumpers-Mrs. Elizabeth E. Dow, who has
wise

of

been in

poor healtli all winter, rode

entirely destroyed. They consisted of a two
story building and ell with stable attached.
The loss will probably amount from $1,500
to $2,000. The property was partially insured, it is said, in Field’s agency, of Belfast. The cause of the fire is unknown.

to

the

village last Monday-Brooks lodge of
Good Templars had seventy-five members
out last Saturday evening, which is a pretty
good showing for a country village when we
remember what a stormy night it was_
Dr. A. W. Rich has bought the James \Vr.
Jones place here in Brooks,which he intends
to rebuild ami greatly improve.
The doctor
is a hustler and will greatly improve the
place within the next six months_Mr.
Dow has in a nice new line of hainburgs for
the spring trade... .The Yankee Blade Publishing Co. are now running their press to
its utmost capacity
printing their paper,
which has a large general circulation. The
work is all done in their ov\ u building and
the hum of the engine is music to the ears

Those interested in bee keeping
Harmon’s hall, Thorndike, Jan. 23,

If it don't cure you, cash the check.

AN EMINENT PHYSICIAN

met at
to form

association to be known as the Waldo*
County Bee Keepers’ Association, for the
advancement of bee keepers in Waldo county. Owing to a misunderstanding in the
date of the meeting it was not as well attended as it would have been but for this fact.
The meeting was called to order by Edwin
Cornforth and was organized by choice of
following officers : President, Edwin Cornforth; Secretary, Fred Poland; Treasurer,
N. L. Wiggin; Committee, Daniel Walker,
Knox; Sumner Glidden, Freedom; Edwin
Raud, Unity; Pardon Bessev, Albion; Beuj.
Ames, Thorndike; Wilber Penny, Montville; Miller Richardson, Troy; Mr. Peavy,
Brooks; Augustus Payson, Belfast; L. C.
Mors.*, Liberty; Mr. Miller, Searsmont; L.
A. Bowler, Palermo; W. H. Norton, Skowhegan; C. H. Greely, Clinton. All towns
not represented by the committee are requested to send delegates to the next meeting, which will be held at Thorndike Feb.
20th, at 10 a. m. A cordial invitation is extended to ladies as well as gentlemen. Questions of interest to bee keepers will be discussed and efforts will be made to induce
Mr. W. H. Norton of Skowhegan to come
and introduce his manufactured articles for
the apiary.
Mrs.

Belle E.
nee
Yuba City, California
little daughter six months old.
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SHIP

You can consult him on all
eases free of charge.
If you

BELFAST.

or

ARRIVED.

Jan. 23. Sells George Bird,
G. \Y. Glover, Torrey, Boston.

Gray. New York;

SAILED.

Jan. 23.
Solis. Mattie Paige, Dill, Boston;
Fannie N Edith, Ryder, do; <. W. Glover, Torrey, Rockland.
Jan 28. Seh A W Fllis, Ryder, Rockland.
.Ian 29. Sell George Bird, Gray. Rockland.
AMERICAN

ROUTS.

New York, Jan 21. ( Id, sell Austin 1> Knight.
Drinkwater. Port an Prince; 23, ar, brig Mavilah,
Richardson, D. m rani ; sell 11 J Cottrell, Haskell,
Fernandina for New Bedford ; 2(5, ar, barks Henry
Norwell. Brunswick, < la Mary Hasbrouek, Auek:and, N 7.; Andie .Morrill, Rosario; Edward L
.Mayberry, Rosario; 27, ar. sells Moraney, Wooster,
Baraeoa; Arthur V S WoodrutY, Heagan, Aux
Caves; sld. ship Josephus, Shaughae.
Boston, Jan 24. Ar, sell James Holmes, Rvan,
Belfast.
Philadelphia, Jan 21 Cld, seh Young Brothers,
Snow, Allyu's Point; 22, cld, seh Daniel B Fearing, Boston.
Baltimore, Jan 21. Sld. sell Isaiah Hart, Galveston, 22, cld, sell Daylight, Portsmouth; 24,
eld. hark Doris, Thompson, Bahia and Rio Janeiro; sell Carrie E Look, Stevens. Galveston.
Brunswick, Jan 21. Cld, seh Jennie A Stubbs,
Dorr, Cayenne.
Mobile, Jan 21. Ar, sell Helen <» Moseley, Holt,
Havana.
Norfolk. Jan 21. Ar, sell Sarah W Lawrence,
Boston ; 24, sld, seh Joel F Sheppard, Welch, Sa
vannah.
Pensacola, Jan 24. Sld, sell Willie L Newton,
Boston.
Apalachicola, Jan 24. Ar, sell Almeda Willey,
Warren, Barhadoes.
Jacksonville, Jan 23. Sld, sell .Etna, New York.
Darien, Ga, Jan 26. Ar, sch Flora Rogers, Warren, Boston.
Providence, Jan 24. Ar. sell Gov Ames, Newport News.
Port Tampa, Jan 27. Sld, bark Megunticook,
Wallace, Mobile.

Grace

Lynwood, Gilley,

New York; Fred P LitchHong Kong for Baltimore

field ilaie Chadhourne
(and proceeded prior to 23dy
Rosario, Dee 21. In port, seh
for United States.

taking, or about to
take that wonderful remedy, Dr. Swan’s
Nerve and Blood Tonic, for all Nervous,
Stomach, and Blood Disorders
sider

themselves

charge.

It is

Ship Ti I lie K. Starhuck, Curtis, from

Spoken.

<

Without

Question
This

Authority Must
be Respected.

The State Chemist of Massachusetts, who has
examined for the State Board of Health all the
chief baking powders of commerce,
:
says

leavening gas yielded by the

Royal Baking Powder was greater than that
given off by any other powder. The Royal
found also the purest of those
and contained no alum or

was

dient.

The

is

The market is full

ders, mostly

examined,

objectionable ingre-

Royal

unquestionably the best.”
of low-grade
baking pow-

made from

alum, which are urged
by parties interested in the
great profits which they yield. They are unwholesome in practical .use,
expensive, and
upon

consumers

should be avoided under all circumstances.

Baking powders sold, either wholeor retail, at a lower
price than
“
Royal,” are almost invariably made
from alum, and therefore of inferior quality and dangerous to health.
sale

ROYAL BAKING POWDER

under the personal
can consult him,
j
by mail, free of

to

interest to have

our

lie wanted her to

1S94. The doctor
hope for her, still
try taking Dr. Swan’s

Vitalized

and Blood

obtained

Tonic.

JOHN

high
popularity from
RAND, North Waterford. MaiVe Jan .S9,

B.

!

“Treatment for Diseases” Mailed
°,.,,r.Rook
Johnson &
Druggists. 1.

All

Co.,

Free.

Boston, MassI

CONTINUATION OF OUR

Remnant Silk Sale.

I

no

Nerve

this.

to

This certifies that Dr. A. Johnson, whose
is signed to
every genuine bottle of
Johnson's Anodyne Liniment, in the month of
Jan. 1K40, first leftat my store someof the same
I have supplied my customers with it ever
since, (over fifty years) with increasing sales.
Positively cure Biliousness and Sick Headache, liver ;
Jabkz Knowlton, Newburg, Maine.
and bowel complaints.
all
They expel
impurities i

Read what he says :
A little over two years ago my little
girl, Ethel May, began to be afflicted |
with fits, which continued to grow

Prices 33 to 5O per cent,
of the value of the goods.

I

bottle and she took that and
four more, and has never had <1 sign of .1
fit ince. It ha worked wonders with
a

her, and 1 am well pleased with it.'*
Lewis lb Libby, Cumberland Mills, Me.

LARGE LINE NEW STYLES IN PRINTS

Swan will answer all inquiries regarding
your case free of charge.
With every bottle is a bank cheek, our guarantee that this remedy will doall we claim forit.
Full Pint, $1. Sold everywhere.
Dr.

JUST RECEIVED FROM THE WIIOREs \ ], FI!

H. A.

_'

Westbrook,

Scates Medical Co.,

STARRETT,

He.

.

Hot Wilier Hollies.
A full line at
low jtricex.

ORIENT INSURANCE COflPAM

Swanville.

Mr. Isaac McKeen left last
Tuesday morning for Olarnon, where he has
employment for the winter... Miss Emlavilla
Cleaves entertained a party of school friends

“Combined Blood Purifier and
Nerve Food before the People” is

Nerve Tonic
,T LEAUS

“

Net

j

They' do

F< 'It

S

It;

not

UY

1

Produce Market.
following

are

to-

etc.:

Butter—Cream, choice, 23«,24c; fair

'a 22c.

to

good, 21

Cheese—Northern, new, 10a 10 l-2c; Western,
choice, 9(«. 10c.
Eggs -Hennery, choice. 22 a 23c Eastern, 19c.
Beans—Pea, $1 20«1 45; mediums. *1 30al 35;
55; re< kidneys, $l 30a 1 35.
yellow eyes, ,$1 4
Potatoes—Aroostook County Heinous, 33a3m- j>
hush.

Apph-s—Choice, |> bhl, $3 00,«.3 50; Baldwins at
$2 50 o 3 00.

HEINZ PICKLES !
only pickles In this country put up in pure
malt vinegar
....

A. A. HOWES A CO

ot
stock and

e,7»V-

45.i.

ete.

liabilities,

amount

except

Aggregate

cluding

amount of liabilities,
net surplus ..

FIELD

inS'J.Jlj

Abstract of the Annual Ntatemrni of lh»

INSURANCE COMPAM

HARTFORD, CONN.,

On the 81st

day

ot December, lso.», mad,STATE OF MAINE.

luuorp rated 18Tu.
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Kino,

Ple-ideui
Secret a y

Capital Paid up in Cash, $4,000,000. ••

<

secured by
.llntern!'.isii in the cdinjiaii\’s
principal
and in hank
..

complete, and we say
to physicians that we keep supplied
with all the new preparations on the
never

been

so

market.

Another Lot of that

A

a

rebate

all

radmitted
ny at theirac; mil

of the

I.IAH'.KITIKS 1>Ki

Net

aiimunt

KMHKK

‘.i

n\>;
1. !-.*

unpaid Insse- ami
Claims.
s

,177,-

.,

b.b,.
;;.»;4-j.t;
.joihm.

'iCV-'

A^regate amouu 1
it.itts, in
eluding net surplus.'
$utnf,.v
I 11:1.1) &
liST. Agents. Belfast, Me.

Of

.Jars

Portsmouth, N. ii.

n.

1885.
Commenced Business

Pk n
A !•.

both great sellers.
-§§"§§t

Don’t stag out when you can save
money by coming in.

Capital Paid up in Cash. $200,000.
ASSKTS 1>H K.MUKRdl, lH'.'f'
Beal estate owned 1 >\ the company, uu
inctim ered.
Loans on bond and mortgage first li n>
Stocks and bonds owned li\
L coicpany, market value..
Loans se<.'ured b\ collaterals
Cash in the company's principal utlice
and in hank..
Interest due and accrued.
Premiums in due course of collection

Aggregate of all tlie admitted
the company

at

1.1A HI 1.1 l'l KS

POOR & SON
TREASURER’S NOTICE.
Non-Resident Taxes In the town of Liberty, In the
County of Waldo, for the year, 1 M»4 :
rPItK following list of taxes on real estate of non1 resident owners in the town ot Liberty, lor

the year 18i>4, in hills committed to A. I' CARGILL, collector of said town, on the ‘JSth day of
September, A. I). 1S'.»4, has be> n returned by lmn
to me as remaining unpaid on the 28rh
lay of
September, A. I>. lS'Jo, by his certith ate of that
date, and they now remain unpaid, and notice is
hereby gi\en that it sain taxes, interest and
charges re not paid into the treasury ot said
town within eighteen months from the cate of
commitment of said bills so much ot the real «•<
tate taxed as is sufficient to pay the amount due
therefor, including interest and chaiges will,
without further notice, be sold at public auet i. n
at Mathews w Young’s store in said town, mi the
2'2d day of February. 183(5, at 2 o'clock i\ m.
R. ( Knowlton. Homestead. State farm, \la>s.;
District No, 2 ; 1 r»i> acre*; north by land of .T .(>
Knowlton, .1. W Knowlton and L. F. Ludwick.
east by Walter Knowlton
unknown souih b\
land of L. F. Ludwick; west by pond; A wood
lot, 25 acres; meadow lot, 14 acres; amount of
tax, *3(5.17.
Maria Edwards.
Homestead. Liberty ville ; 55
acres; District No. 4; value. $(>(>» i; amount of
S.T. Yoi Mi,
tax, $4.80.
Treasurer of the town of Liberty, Maine.
January 4, 183(5.- 3w5
subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that lie has been duly appointed
and taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of the estate of

tiOKMBKK it

make immediate payment, and those who have
any demands thereon, to exhibit the same, for settlement, to him.
RCFIJS LITTLEFIELD.

BEST LOT OF

Pollock Fish
selling low.
CO.

*41
4.1,11,

g.fsi
.r><,.1

of
§4If

lS'.t.s
<

Total amount of liabilities, except capita! stock and net surplus.
Capital actually paid up iu cash.

Surplus beyond capital.

15<;,4

1>' ,4.

'joo'o"

Aggregate itumiint of liabilities, indud
ing net surplus.s-n
1 RLI) A I WOOD, Agent. Winterport.
JAflLS PATTEE,
Belfast.

HY REMNANT

BARGAIN SLAE
Ol

Wall
At
Is

ninr
<■ u re

Papers

3c«

a

Roll

oj>en.
blurlif buffers
(i H bl. I T li. I li (it l X s.

<•

Xeie fnuI beautiful ilesigns for th
season are
being received,
anti trill be sohl at the certf fott'cst

coming

/trices.

A. CLEMENT.

WALKER, late of Winterport,
Waldo, deceased, bv giving bond

A. A. HOWE8 &

sjoc
47,4*1

unpaid losses and hunts.
Amount re<]uired to safe’s re nsure ,il
outstanding risks..
All other demands against the coinpan\,
viz: commissions, etc.

THE

as the law directs; be therefore requests all
peisons who are indebted to said deceased's estate to

assets

their actual value

Netamount of

prescrip-

m

.Ionkn, President
IIowaiii». Secretary
K

......

Vaseline at lOc.,

In the market and

;.,,s
.;

amount o!
liahilitie-, except
capital stock ami net surplus
Capital actually paid dp in < a-!i
Surplus beyond capital.

Incorporated

t, 25c. an ounce, just received.

SOPHROX1A
in the County of

n;

Total

Lasting

Top

t

•.

oi

Amount required r<* safel\
m-i.
all oui.-tai i,iim ri-ks.
All other demand- mains! •|m- mi
puny, viz. commissions, cti

Perfume
Also A ox. Screw

d

.-sets

a

(jranite State I ire Insurance Compai

Delicate
and

,.

■/.

••dice

..

MEDICINES

.,

"a.!-

Interest due ami accrued’
Premiums in due e -urse ot

I

Our stock of

,i

.•

I

goods are really
lower in price than ever and
as line in quality.
...

has

..

ul,

Ih*al os rate owned by the
m\.
unincumbered
I-oans uii bond and mortmme tir-r
lien-.
."...
Stm-ks and I muds
ne<; to
>■,
pany market v.i a......

our

DRUGS

■

WEST, Agents, Belfast ~le.

£x

.-ETNA

AnAnswerbMany.

Price Paid Producer.

Boston, Jan. 27, 18%. The
day’s quotations of provisions,

lno.ji
«>.4J

> K A I.MtS,

for the journal.

50a 75 Hay, p ton, 6 00 a 12 00
Apples, p bu,
4 a 5 Hides, p 1),,
dried, p lb,
3//4'
85,« 2 Oo Lamb, p it,,
Beans, pea,
r>.«7
3<0/4o
medium, 1 00 o 1 75 Lamb Skins,
4 a f>
yel’weyes 1 4n.a 1 50 Mutton, P 11,,
Butter, p lb,
l»i a 20 Oats, p bu, 32 lb, 3« n 32
Beef, p lb,
5a 7 Potatoes.
2f»</30
oOa 55 Pound Hoir,
4 1 2 a .»
Bariev, p bu,
Cheese, p It,.
in a 12 Straw, p ton, T> oo« d ;K>
Ida 12 Turkey. p it,.
Chicken, p It..
14 » Id

4_-..

losses and

AS.-KTs !»K- ’KM

Ves,

assets -,t

capital
net surplus
l.i'js..
apital actually paid up in cash.
5u7
Surplus beyond capital.
51,

gripe.

AM,

jVji
j»;7J

(

Dalton's Instant Relief and Improved
Belladonna Plasters Relieve Pain.
Dalton's Family Pills stand high in pub
lie favor.

unpaid

pany.viz: connnissmns,

tions.

ilo,/ I oo
7a8 Lime, p bbl,
Butter, salt, p box,
18 (>at Meal, P it,, 3 1 2 a 4
Corn, p bu.
44 <inions, p lb.
2 // 4
'racked Corn, p bu, 44' oil,kerosene, gal. 13// 1."»
<'orn Meal, p bu.
44 Pollock, p lb,
4 a 4 1-2
13 a 15 Pork, p lb.
7//3
Cheese, p It.,
Cotton Seed, p ewt, 1 2<> Plaster, p bbl.,
1 2o
30
Codfish, dry, p 11,
d a 0 Pye Meal, p lb,
Of*
Cranberries, p qt. Said Shorts, p cwt, t)() a
Clover Seed, p lb, 13 a 14 Mipir, p lb.
,r»//d
40
Flour, p bbl, 3 75 a 4 75 Salt, T L. p 1m.
H.G.Seed, bu, 2 85 a 3 OO Sweet Potatoes, 4//4 12
Lard p lb,
2 1-2//3
8 a 11 Wheat Meal,

of

amount

ljs

required to safelv reinsure
all outstanding riskAll other dtmanes
against the

Gkntlkmt:.\ -We have for many years
been dealing in drugs and medicines. \\>
have examined the formula of DALTON'S
SARSAPARILLA AND NERVE IONIC,
and know its merits. For eieganec, and
strength.andjmrity.it has no ecjual. 1; is
the finest pharmaceutical preparation we
we ever saw.
DALTON'S remedies are ad
W M. O. POOR A Si >V
first-class.

Personal attention to
Current.

Beef,corned. p lb,

5'tf

A mount

„

-55''§5

'I’al low,
2«4
d„7
Veal, p ib,
Btrus, p «loz,
Wool, unwaslied. 14// 1
8a
Fowl, j> lb,
Wood, hard, 3 f»( > a r* (>0
14a Id Wood, soft, 3 on a 3 .”><(
Geese, p It,,
ltd nit Price.
Retail Mar/a I.

4-

tlieir actual value..
DECEMBER 81, 181)5.

at

IIA It 11. II 1KS

i

Aver. In California, Jan. 17. John
Ayer, formerly <»t Mont ville, aged about 5<i years.
Ark\
In Rockland, Jan. 17. \Iarv 10., widow
of James Arey, formerly of Owl's Head, South
Thomaston, aged (55 years.
Roynton. In Rockland, Jan. 22, Louisa M.,
wife t»l William M. Roynton, aged 34 years, 7
months and 25 days. The remains were taken to
Liberty for burial.
Kriggs.
In Searstnont, Jan. 22, Miss Emma S.
Briggs, formerly of Belfast, aged 40 years and 2
months.
Caldwell.
In Belfast. Jan. 2(5, Sophia R..
widow of John S. Caldwell, aged 72 years.
Clark. In Rockland, Jan. 21, Ann \\\, widow
of Thomas Clark.
('lough. In Arlington, Mass., Jan. 14. Cvnthia
•I., wife of B. F. ('lough, aged 56 years.
1)i/er.
lu Thomaston, Jan. 19. < apt. John
Dizer, aged <59 years. 4 months and 29 days.
Hatch. In Islesboro, Jan. 23, Mar/, widow of
the late ( apt. Ben.j. Hatch, aged <57 years.
Hon ey. In Boston, Jan. 17, Maxemelia S., wi e
of Manasseh S. Hovey, a native of Deer Isle, and
formerly of Rockland, aged 7(5 years. The remains
were taken to Rockland for burial.
Knox. In Fresno, Calif., Jan. 24, Mrs. Angelina J. Knox, daughter of the late (\ 1. W atson
Berry of Belfast, aged 7<5 years.
Lurvey. In Rockland, Jan. 18, Emily, widow
of Captain William Lurvey, a native of South
Thomaston, aged (59 years.
Martin. In Everett, Mass., Jan. 19, Florence,
wife of Albert Martin and daughter of (’apt A.
B. Babb, formerly of Rockland.
The remains
were taken to Rockland forburial.
Mi kcm. In Unity, Jan. 2(5. Richard I*. March,
aged 94 years, 1 month and 24 days.
Warren. In Boston, Jan. 23. Miss Mary E.
Warren ol Belfast, aged 25 years and 2 months.
Wentworth. In Waldo, Jan. 26, Mrs. Harriet
Wentworth, aged 66 years and 7 months.

Boston

tie- company

"CURES

SALES

DIED.

oo
id
l d
in

Sec re tan.
Asst. Secretary

Aggregate ofkall the admitted

I<d;ii

Bl.\< KI NCTON-IU’KKI TT. Ill TlloUiastoii, Jail.
22, Ralph Hutlord Blaekinutou <d Roekland and
Jessie* Dee, daughter of the late Isaac* ID Burkett
of Thomaston.
Buii:i<-( t nmnuham.
In Sea rsport, Jan. 27,
b\ Rev. ID (i Haroiitt, (ieor^c* Roseoe Brier of
Belfast and Katie Coleord Cunningham "! Searsport.
Bkamiiai.i. Cluck. In Camden, Jan. 22, D. nis
D. Branihall and Diia M daughter of Mr. and Mr-.
Joseph ( lark, both of Camden. To re.-ide at Waltham, Mass.
k mm in Ckkry. In Troy. Jan. 21, Robert M.
Knight and Miss Daisy A. (ierrv, both of Trov
Mucky H rs its
111 Swanville, Jan. 27, bv <>.
(D Hussey,
Fsip. Warren Murry and Adeline
Hustus, both ot Frankfort.

50a 1
14a

I*r« si,lent.

iim;,

l"u-

....

MARRIED

Produce Market.

N

,,'tii’ee

_BORIN.

CORRECTED weekly

\\ in

;Fa 1

W.uiiik,

ASSETS DECEMBER
81, 1895.
Beal estate owned by the
compam unincumbered ....
^
Louns on bond and mortgage (first
liens
Stocks and bonds owned bv the company, market value.*.
Loans secured bv collaterals
Chs’ ,,, tiie
company's principal
and in bank..
Interest due and accrued.
Premiums in due course of
collection,

WALDO * COUNTY.&-

Price

1

s

Capital Paid up in Cash, $500,000.

You will see the reason in the following reliable endorsement:

(11.a it k
In Glen Cove, Jan. IP. to Mr. and Mrs.
A. W. d irk, a daughter.
(iKNTHNKR. Iii Waldoboro, Jan. 13. to .Mr. and
Mrs. Finery 'ienthner, a son.
(iur:i-.Ni.AW. In Deer Isle, Jan. I I, to Mr. and
Mrs. Frederick (Ireenlaw, a son.
Kaldk. In Wa'doboro, Jan. 1 ‘J, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Kaler, a daughter.
Damson, hi West. Roekport, Jan. 17, to Mr.
and Mis. Ii. C. Damson, a son.
Nash. In Waldoboro, Jan. Hi, t<> Mr. and Mrs.
Dineoin Nash, a son.

Calf Skins,
Duck, p lb,

B
M1

’ii
11 owai<i>

THE ONLY

Mrs. II. P. Marr.

Belfast

of Hartford, Conn.
| Incorporated in 1867.
(’otumet.ced Business in

to Date!

Dp

^

—

A. A. HOWES & CO.

The

CO., 106 WALL ST., NEW-YORK.

on

that time

remedy.

was

«

Esq, My Dear Sir:—Fifty years ago this month, your father Dr Johnson
caViia
”'d J,OBNSPN
a_l mV store and left me some Johnson's Anodyne Liniment
sale. I have sold it e™;
'f
?i"«; lean most truly say that it has maintained its
standard and

from the blood. Delicate women tind relief from
using them. Price 25c; five gl. Sold everywhere.

every bottle. If it don’t cure you,
cash the check and get your money back.
Mr. Libby is well pleased with this

until March,

great

o^ginaT^the^of U is^e'adily fu^e'aTug!

name

you get well. We know this remedy
will cure you. So confident are wre that
it will that we attach a bank check to

worse

so

Johnson’s Apod, ne Liniment

can con-

of Dr. Swan, and
either personally or

care

century
to

who is

Everybody

a

public
i? Th-V”. f??d "p0

own intrinsic merit, while generation after
generation have used
its vame is the fact that in the state where it

Georgia Gil key,

MAUI NK MISCELLANY.

Originated by an Old Family Physician in 1810.
what time has indorsed for
nearly

safely trust

can

f,™? ”a°s‘ Johnson”'
its

Wednesday evening, Jan. 22nd_Last
Tuesday evening there was a social gathering at H. M. Chase’s... .Comet Grange is in
a nourishing
condition, and I’ast Master
Harding of Ititchie Grange, Waldo, installed
the following officers last
Monday night:
W. M., II. P. Marr; O., A. S.
Nickerson;
FOREIGN PORTS.
Treat., H. P. White; Sec’y., Mrs. Flora McMaozanilla, Jan 9. Sld, sell Norombega, Anisim ry. New Yolk.
Keen; S., James Knowlton; A. S., Charles
St Thomas. Jan 22. Ar, sell Etta A Simpson,
Curtis; L. A. S., Mrs. Clias. Curtis; Lee.,
Coombs, Roekport, .Me.
Havana, Jan 22. Sld, bark Matanzas, Delaware Mrs. Freeman Clark; Chap., Herman BachBreakwa er.
elder: G. K., E. E. Clements; F., Mrs. Maria
Barhadoes, Jan 6. Ar, seh Eliza J Pendleton,
Fletcher, New York (ami sld 15th lor Cuba-; 9,
Goodhue; F., Mrs. James Knowlton; C\,
sld, seh Huniaroek, Veazie, Cuba; 20, ar, barks

Chas-;‘

amount of

You

want to get well, this
is your opportunity.

said there
l'Oiu

dis-

really

“Direc-j

“The

$AFE$00THlN65AflSFYlNG

an

New York for Portland, (>., Juu. *3, lat. 8 N., Ion.
of the Brooksites.... The business men of 28 \Y. Sell. John C. Smith of Belfast. Me.. .Ian.
21. lat 28. Ion. 72.11), s.eering S\V. Ship May
this place have some hustle to them ami if Hint. Nichols, from San Francisco for
Bristol,
l)*-c. !», lat. 55 2n S
Ion B3.<i‘J \\
Bark Edward
they fail they intend to go down kicking. We L.
Mavberry, Hinds from Rosario for New York,
now want a shoe factory and want it
badly. Jan. 22, lat. 37, lmi 74.22. Dee 8. lat 18 11 s,
....The entertainment Thursday evening, Ion 2‘J01.
ship St David, from New York for
3B Jays our.
.)an.2hd, fortheheiiefitofCfeo.tr. Davis C. s
Amoy, < 'h*'.
was pronounced by the many present a
Charter-.
Ship .Mary L. Cushing, Pliillippine
perisles to Delaware Breakwater, f. o., sugar. SB 50,
fect success. The program consisted of songs
and a burlesque, interspersed with these hi- I! iiemp S5.5i'. ^,-h Lucia Porter, Mobile to Kings
toe. Ja.. lumber. -5.5t>
Sell Austin D. Knight,
vorite Selections from the orchestra:
New York to Port au-Prinee, and hack from a
t.orate March,” Sousa; “Visions of Rest," second
i
port to a port North ol Hatteras, p. t. Sch
etc.
Follow
is
toe.
Baker,
mg
! star of the Sea. New York to Barhadoes, general
program :
s .8
net. Sell Olive T. Whittier. Cardenas
Overture. “Caleph of Bagdad,"
Boieidiev cargo,
to Philadelphia, old iron, ,S2.5o.
m-Ii Mary A.
(h-ciiest ra.
Hail. Apalachicola to New York, lumber. s5.37
Quartette, “The Hunter s Song,”
1 2.
Sell I>.
Fiaring. Philadelphia.
Boston,
S* pr.ino, Mrs. \ E.
Alto, Mrs.
'■‘•ai, p. !. Sell Young Brothers. Philadelphia to
A l.' if.- Point, coal. j.. t.
H. M. Merntliew ; Tenor, T. A
ElShip Win. J Botch. Sail
Fianeis'-o to Yladivostoeu, p. t.
liott: Bass, A. C. M os mail.
an ocean Back.
The American sliip Willie
Elliott
Accompanist, Mrs 'i.
B •'fUJelo t Ba h and th« Bi iti.-di ship Alierton of
“Down
in
tin*
Orchard
Soug.
Sw.ng,”
I iverpool have had an exciting long-distance race
M is. .1. i'. Lane.
io \i w \orh.
The Willn Bosenfeld is a wooden
Uncle ,1. dm,"
.Song,
"'op of 2.353 tons register, and the Alierton is a
sioel ship ol 1,338 tons. They loaded lull cargoes
A C M siuan.
ol nitrate ol soda at Caleta Buena, on tin* west
Burlesque, “The sweet Family,”
coast ot South America
The Alierton sailed on
< ’harac.t -rs
Oct. 4, and the Boseuteld on oet. 23. or 1B davs
Ma Sweet,
Mrs. T. I. Huxford alter her rival, file Bosenfeld dropped anchor in
Her Daughters,
puarantine. New York, shortly alter midnight
Mrs. W. C. Rowe Jan. 2(5. and the Alierton at noon, just 12 hours
Arammty Ann,
later
The Boseuteld thus heat the British ship
Miss Vaslita Fogg
Betsy Belindy,
a trifle over IS
days on the voyage. Both vesCaroline Cordeiia, / both ) Miss Mabel Rose : by
sels experienced most tempestuous weather.
Dorothy Delilah, } twins / Miss Grace Dow i Disasters, Eic. J. F. (oolidge, Capt. Jesse
Elizabeth Eliza,
Miss Irene Cook i Bragdon of Lamoine, Me., sailed fiom GuadaFrances Fedory,
Mrs. E. G. Roberts loupe, Nov. 18, ami has now been over t wo mont hs
Glorianna (fadabout,
Miss Lulie Dow 1 on a voyage that would ordinarily take about
(lays
By many the craft has been given up
Soug, “My Sweetheart from Over the Sea,” eight
for lost. Several Maine men were in the crew..
Mrs. A. E. Chase.
Brig Havilah, Ri hard son. at New York Jan. 23
Song, “The Wanderer’s Return,”
from Demerara, reports, from lat. 25. encountered
Miss Ida M. Wood.
a succession of heavy motherly
gales and head
Song, “Before the Face,”
seas; lost and split sails, broke main boom, smashed booby hat h, and sustained other damage about
T. A. Elliott.
the decks., steamer AVm. Lawrence, Jan. 25,
Orchestra:
when abeam of chinoo nteague passed close to
1st Violin, J. Leonard; 2nd Violin,.!.
sch. Mary 1,. Crosby of Islesboro, Me. The latter
Ciiley; Organist, Miss May Huxford;
showed signs of having been in collision. Her
Ccruetist, B. Tozier.
jibboom, bowsprit and figurehead were gone, and
she was under forestaysail and lower sai s. No
Mrs. Bertha Brackett was stage
manager signal of distress was
and prompter.
displayed and the schooner
The proceeds were .Sin 70.
was proceeding east ward.

after

reading
j an article in the Boston Herald last week,
CO UN T Y CO li K KSPON I> b, \ C K.
I predicting its collapse at no distant day.
Winterport.
Miss Abbie .Johnson, a
Thorndike.
Joseph Stevens of Ej;st former resident of this
place, died suddenly
Thorndike was found unconscious in the
at her home in Barre, Mass., Jan 21st. The
road last Thursday morning at, about 8
immediate cause of her death was heart

soon

Waldo County Bee Keepers’ Association

1

Charles Treat left Monday for New York
to take the vox
age in ship Abner Coburn t>
^ okohnma.

of

Sunday

vis-

1

hay.
(

in town

bale bad been lifted, Mr. Roberts’ horse
started, throwing the driver, who is a heavy
man, to the ground, where he struck on his
a dance at Morrill’s hall, Belmont
Corner, head and shoulders. No bones were broken,
Saturday evening, Febvlst, under the man- but Mr. Roberts will be laid up for some
agement of Mr. Ernest Townsend_There time-Several ladies from Belfast were
will he a mask hall at
Mystic Grange hall, here last week in the iuterest of the NouWednesday evening, Feb. 5th, to which the Partisan W. C. T. Alliance. A reception
dancing public are cordially invited... The was held at the home of Mrs. Isaac Staples
recent snow has made it very
good sleigh- j which was attended by quite a number of
the ladies of this place. Amoug the visitors
ing.
Centre Montville. Mr. T. S. Erskine, was Mrs. Florence 0. Porter of Caribou and
Mrs. Chas. A. Pilsbury, Mrs. Albert Gamwho is at work iu
Lagrange, Me., has been
mans, Mrs. E. A. D. Burriugton, Mrs. E. H.
at home for a few
days visiting his family.
Conant of Belfast. The party was a pleasHe returned Mon.lay... Mrs. Will Sanford is
ant one to meet and our ladies were much
visiting Mrs. Gardner Berry for a few days.
interested in the subjects presented.Bert
-Mr. William Lowell, who fell on the ice
Paysou closed his ten weeks term of school
is slowly
a shoit time
his
hip,
injuring
ago
in the Ellis District, so-called, in South
of
Clement
Bangor,
.Mr.
Mayo
improving...
Brooks last Friday afternoon.
a former resident, was in town Saturday....
George Ellis,
The friends of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Carter Nellie Nash and Jennie Paysou were not
In the
! gave them a pleasant surprise party Friday absent one day during the term.
evening.... Ii is reported that Mr. Joseph evening there was an entertainment given
I Bartlett of Halldale lias exchanged farms by the pupils with the following program:
Spelling contest; recess; declamation. ,1.
with Mr. <o >rge Hall of Freedom.
Nellie Nash rec., Annie PayFerry. Capt. W. H. Harriman Paysou ; rec.,
Puosiason ; rec., Lillian Bachelder;
dec., George
I ami j»:.r»:s Harriman have returned to BosEllis; dec., J. Paysou; rec., Gladys Baclieltou..
'apt. Kvander Harriman went to
der; rec., Miss Clary; rec., Miss Paysou;
Bang"* last Saturday oil business-Mr.
rec., Edna Elwell; rec., Nellie Nash; dec.,
aTJ,i Mis. Orrin Luke are visiting in StockJ. Payson; dialogue,
Annie, and
Marcia
,n springs... .The mucli needed snow has
-; rec., Nellie
Bowden; rec., Miss
,.|im- at las' and the men here are irnprovClary; music, Miss Ellis; dec., Clarence
(....The Ladies’ Circle met with Mrs.
:i ;•
James
ami
Matilda
N •! Heagan Jan. 22.1. After the program Elwell; dialogue,
-; dec., Eben Littlefield.... The Sunspelling match was held. Miss Martha E.
service at the Friends chapei
Harriman won the prize, which was a pound day morning
is quite well attended.
Friend Omar G.
of candy kisses, and being a good soul she
treated everybody. Miss H. spelled a long Hussey speaks there every Sunday morning
at 10.30 o’clock-Mrs. E. C. Holbrook led
tame after everybody else had sat down, and
the Christian Endeavor
meeting at the
surely it would have to he a jaw-breaker
Union church last Sunday eveuing.
The
that would stick her.
house was well filled.... Ezra Hanson, who is
Unity.
Samuel Webster, son of Charles
nearly 8(5 years old,is quite feeble this winter.
Webster, is visiting liis father. He has been
...S. S. Roberts and Wilbur Barker are
in Montana employed on the sheep ranch of
hauling ice from Marsh river.... Roscoe G.
Mr.
Ralph Berry.
Berry sent a large lot of Edwards is out on crutches, but now that
sheep to Liverpool, England the first of the his leg is better he finds that he was other-

Capt.

Monthly contribution
next Sunday morning.

were

iting Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Churchill_Mr.
Daniel Ingalls of North Andover, Mass, is
in town visiting relatives_Mr.
Irving A.
Hills was in North port
Sunday visiting liis
sister, Mrs. Albert VVadlin_There will be

Houlton.

in

A truckman named Alplieus
Brooks.
Roberts met with a severe accident Friday
night. He was working with two other
and just as one
men on some baled hay,

Mrs. El bridge Church-

Mr. ami

ill <>t Lincolnville

Belfast,

Opposite National Bank

subscriber hereby nixes public notice tt hat lie has been duly
appointed
taken upon himself the trust ol Administrate!
the estate of
HaNNAII IUCMAKDS, late of Searsmont,

THE
concerned,

in the County of Waldo, deceased, bv jrivinjr !'"•
the law directs; lie therefore requests all pc
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate
make mmediate payment, and those who lu
any demands thereon, to exhibit the same h
settlement to him.
;{wf>
ALANSON (i. CASWELL
as

sons

